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Preface
This thesis comprises six chapters presenting original work in psycholog­
ical research on human symmetry perception. Chapter 1 gives a com­
prehensive introduction to the field and was compiled in May/June 2009. 
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present experimental work conducted in collabora­
tion with my supervisor Dr. Peter van der Helm, who is an expert in the 
field for more than 20 years. Owing to his mathematical background, his 
own research focuses on theoretical aspects of human perception of visual 
regularities. Our empirical investigations spanned the years 2004-2008, 
but collaboration on publications continues up to date. The joint work 
yielded three manuscripts, with Peter van der Helm being first author in 
one of them. Two of the manuscripts have been published and one is cur­
rently under revision (status december 2009). To Chapter 2, Dr. Gert van 
der Vloed, a former PhD student of Peter van der Helm, contributed his 
valuable expertise in the field. He is currently working at Eindhoven Uni­
versity of Technology and doing research in human-technology interaction. 
Chapter 5 is the product of a collaboration with one of my promotors, Prof. 
dr. Ruud Meulenbroek, who is an expert on motion and motor-planning 
with a scientific record of more than 20 years. The collaboration on the 
interaction between symmetry processing and motion processing started 
in summer 2008 and culminated in a manuscript in early 2009. The paper 
is now in press. Chapter 6 discusses the contribution of this thesis to the 
field of symmetry perception and was compiled in May/June 2009.
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Introduction
1 Introduction2
General Introduction 3
1.1 General Introduction
Perceptual organization refers to the mental construction of visual objects 
by means of grouping and segmentation of stimulus parts. This thesis is 
devoted to the investigation of one of the integral components of perceptual 
organization, namely mirror-symmetry processing (henceforth symmetry 
processing). In early views on perceptual organization, symmetry process­
ing was construed as one out of a set of encapsulated modules processing 
particular features of the visual input. Not only has the rigid partitioning 
of visual perception into independent streams of processing been progres­
sively softened (e.g., Kourtzi et al., 2008), there is even evidence for the 
penetration of visual processing by other modalities; for instance, inputs 
from the vestibular system have been shown to affect the perception of 
orientation (Howard, 1982).
In spite of the acknowledged interactivity of the visual system and the 
long tradition of symmetry research (starting with Mach, 1886), most stud­
ies on symmetry processing adhere to a reductionist style. This means that 
experiments often feature artificial symmetric stimuli that are bare of other, 
potentially obtrusive features. It is true that this is the method-of-choice 
to disclose the basic mechanisms governing symmetry processing.
The aim of this thesis, however, is to characterize the role of symme­
try processing in perceptual organization. Since interactions in the visual 
system are known to be non-linear, a study of the input-output relations 
of an isolated process may not be sufficient to understand how symmetry 
processing behaves in a richer visual environment that is defined along 
multiple feature dimensions. To overcome this limitation, the reduction­
ist approach is not abandoned, but, throughout the chapters, stimulus 
complexity is gradually increased and symmetry is put in competition with 
other principles of perceptual organization.
Chapter 2 paves the way by investigating the interaction between com­
ponent symmetries in a multiple symmetry. It is shown that, contrary to 
ideas in the literature, the relative orientation of the symmetry axes in a 
multiple symmetry is important, not the additional structural relationships 
it gives rise to.
Chapter 3 sharpens what qualifies as a visual symmetry (i.e., a symmetry
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the visual system is sensitive to) and what does not. It is shown that 
symmetry has been used as an umbrella term to also include structures 
that do not play a role in perceptual organization.
Chapter 4 puts symmetry processing into competition with another de­
terminant of perceptual organization, stereoprocessing. It is shown that 
symmetry processing can shift from a retinotopic to a stereoscopic frame 
of reference. Symmetry can be readily perceived in stereoscopic space, but 
only if stereoscopic information is compatible with the perceptual structure 
of symmetry.
Chapter 5 sets symmetry in motion. It is demonstrated that sinusoidal 
motion of dots in a 2D symmetric pattern yields a multistable percept that 
can switch between symmetry-based and motion-based percepts, suggest­
ing an ongoing interaction between these two kinds of visual processing.
Naturally, these studies do not come out of the blue. A significant 
body of empirical and theoretical findings has accumulated within the last 
decades. The studies presented in this thesis are embedded in and moti­
vated by this past research. Therefore, the rest of this chapter is devoted 
to a comprehensive introduction into the methodology of symmetry and its 
empirical and theoretical aspects. Its length notwithstanding, this intro­
duction is not meant to be exhaustive. In the face of 150 years of symmetry 
research, a review is necessarily selective.
1.2 Reflections about symmetry
Symmetry seems to pervade nature at all spatial scales that have been 
subject to human investigation, whether the microcosm of string theory 
and the structure of crystals, or the gigantic architecture of galaxies. Not 
surprisingly, then, the concept of symmetry can be encountered in sci­
entific disciplines as diverse as social sciences, physics, chemistry, and 
even philosophy of science (e.g., Rosen, 2009). The exact definition, how­
ever, varies considerably with the area of application. As van der Vloed 
et al. (2005) pointed out, many of the symmetries in nature are beyond the 
reach of our visual system. Some can be visualized with appropriate mag­
nification (e.g., microscopes and telescopes), while others are even hard to
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Figure  1.1. Charlottenburg Palace in Berlin, Germany. All components of the palace, 
including the street lamps in front of the estate, are located symmetrically with respect to 
its central line.
imagine. Therefore, the notion of symmetry employed in this thesis builds 
on the phenomenological experience of visual symmetry in daily life. The 
shorthand symmetry refers to what has been denoted as mirror-symmetry, 
bilateral symmetry or reflectional symmetry. For a symmetric object, there 
is at least one symmetry axis (or one symmetry plane in 3D) that splits the 
object into two identical but mirror-inverted halves. There is a striking pre­
ponderance of such objects in our urban habitat. Whether a cup of coffee, 
a car, a mobile phone, or the computer screen, there is hardly any man- 
made object that does not feature at least one axis of symmetry. For a part, 
this can be attributed to human anatomy, because a symmetric body can 
often interact more efficiently with another object if the counterpart is also 
symmetric (e.g., a bicycle or a chair). The use of symmetry, however, goes 
beyond mere functionality. This is witnessed by the fact that symmetry is 
omnipresent in art, craft, and architecture, where symmetrical composi­
tions are used by virtue of the fact that they are aesthetically pleasing to 
the observer (see also Palmer, 1991; Palmer et al., 2008). An example is 
given in Figure 1 .1 .
Not only the artificial environment abounds with symmetry. In nature, 
living beings predominantly belong to the group of bilateria, that is, bilater­
ally symmetric animals (Figure 1.2). Living beings can be prey or predator, 
or -  in the case of humans -  friend or fiend. On the one hand, this seems
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(a) Stenopus Hispidus (b) Capuchin monkey (c) Siberian tiger
Figure  1.2. Animals from the group of bilateria, exhibiting vertical symmetry.
to suggest that sensitivity to symmetry might foster the detection of an an­
imal in front of an (allegedly asymmetric) background. On the other hand, 
the high degree of symmetry encountered in some plants (e.g., flowers) or, 
roughly, the trunk of a tree, relativizes its distinctiveness for distinguishing 
animals from other objects.
On a more subtle level, symmetry also seems to play a role in social 
behaviour. It has been suggested as a marker of genetic quality and devel­
opmental stability and it has also been associated with judgments of phys­
ical attractiveness (Grammer & Thornhill, 1994; Grammer et al., 2003, 
2005; M0ller & Thornhill, 1998). At least regarding facial attractiveness, 
however, symmetry does not appear to be the only relevant factor. Scheib 
et al. (1999) showed that symmetric faces are judged as more attractive 
than less symmetric faces even if symmetry cues are removed by show­
ing only one half of the face; the authors identified other factors, such as 
cheeck-bone prominence, that are positively correlated with the degree of 
symmetry. This covariance of multiple physical attributes with symmetry 
makes it difficult to disentangle the separate contributions of each visual 
feature.
As the foregoing suggests, whether or not sensitivity to symmetry evolved 
as a specific result of evolutionary pressure is still a matter of debate. In 
contrast, there is little debate about the fact that symmetry usually signi­
fies single objects; in other words, it is usually not a visual feature span­
ning multiple objects. It is true that 3D symmetric objects are hardly ever
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seen head-on, which is the only case in which their projection would yield 
a perfect 2D symmetry. Nevertheless, some structural properties of sym­
metry are retained under perspective projection and there is evidence that 
symmetry in perspective can be detected by human observers (van der 
Vloed et al., 2005). The fact that retinal symmetry can serve as a pow­
erful object cue during image segmentation and grouping suggests that 
symmetry detection is a basic component of perceptual organization that 
is applied to any visual input. This idea fits well the observation that sen­
sitivity to it is encountered in various other animals, for instance pigeons 
(Delius & Nowak, 1982), bees (Benard et al., 2006; Giurfa et al., 1996), 
and dolphins (von Ferson et al., 1992), and it is endorsed by the fact that 
symmetry appears strong even in abstract, meaningless stimuli based on 
random noise (see Figure 1.3).
The fact that the visual system is tuned to extract symmetry from any vi­
sual stimulus allowed for the use of abstract stimuli in symmetry research. 
Abstraction from natural stimuli is important to disable potentially inter­
fering effects from semantic processing. Furthermore, it allows for the 
control of other features that can play a role in perceptual organization, 
such as color, size, and orientation. Throughout the years, methodological 
standards in symmetry research emerged. Since most empirical work pre­
sented in this thesis draws on these standards, it is expedient to introduce 
them next.
1.3 Methodology
In symmetry research, a small battery of standard procedures and a set 
of standard stimulus types has been established. Conforming to these 
standards is practical not only because they are theoretically and empir­
ically founded, but also because it ensures comparability across different 
studies.
1.3.1 Procedure
Often, experiments on symmetry processing involve a symmetry detection 
task, whereby symmetric and non-symmetric (random) stimuli are pre-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure  1.3. The emergence of symmetry in meaningless patterns. (a) A random blob pat­
tern consisting of black and white blobs. (b) If the left half of that pattern is reflected about 
the vertical midline, the percept becomes perceptually organized, yielding a salient 1-fold 
vertical symmetry, (c) The organization can be further strengthened by adding another 
axis of symmetry. To create this pattern, the upper left quadrant of the random pattern in 
(a) was taken, reflected about the vertical midline, and the result was reflected about the 
horizontal midline, yielding a perfect 2-fold symmetry.
sented under short presentation times, usually in the order of 80-250 ms. 
In the yes/no paradigm, stimuli are successively presented in random or­
der. After each presentation, the participant has to indicate whether the 
previous stimulus was symmetric or random. In a variant of this paradigm, 
reaction times (i.e., the time between the onset of the stimulus and a cor­
rect button press) are measured in order to quantify performance. Usually 
then, stimuli are again presented one after the other, but they remain on 
the screen until a button is pressed.
In the two-intervals forced-choice (2IFC) paradigm, participants are pre­
sented two stimuli in each trial, one symmetric and one random. The 
symmetric stimulus can appear either in the first interval or in the sec­
ond interval, and the participant’s task is to indicate in which interval the 
symmetry was presented.
A drawback of these paradigms is that they suffer from different sources 
of bias which can contaminate ’raw’ measures of performance such as per­
cent correct. To be more clear, the yes/no paradigm suffers from criterion 
bias which means that some participants are more apt to press ’symmetry 
present’ and others are more apt to press ’symmetry absent’; even more 
critically, participants might adapt their criterion to particular experimen­
tal conditions. Although the 2IFC paradigm does not suffer from criterion 
bias, it is not completely bias-free either; participants may have a prefer­
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ence for choosing the first or the second interval.
To obtain a relatively bias-free measure of detection performance, many 
studies rely on the sensitivity index d ’ which is rooted in signal detection 
theory (Swets, 1964; see also Wickens, 2002). Signal detection theory (SDT) 
allows to discern between the bias S , which indicates how much a partic­
ipant is biased towards one of the possible responses, and sensitivity d’, 
which indicates how well a symmetric stimulus can be discriminated from 
a random stimulus. Roughly stated, SDT conceptualizes the visual system 
as a noisy sensor. The psychological response of the system to a stim­
ulus at any instant is determined by signal magnitude plus the current 
magnitude of internal noise. SDT implies that the perceived magnitude 
of symmetry can vary across trials even when it does not change physi­
cally and, moreover, that symmetry can be perceived even if it was absent. 
Translated into terms of SDT, then, the task of a participant in the yes/no 
paradigm boils down to choosing whether the percept was generated by the 
noise distribution or the signal+noise distribution.
In some situations (see, e.g., Chapter 3), d’ cannot be straightforwardly 
computed because the experimental paradigm requires more than two 
stimulus classes. Often, reaction-time measures are employed in these 
cases. Using reaction times, one has to take into account that participants 
apply a speed-accuracy trade-off. This trade-off implies that some partic­
ipants decrease their reaction time by accepting a higher error rate. To 
check whether a speed-accuracy trade-off contaminates the data, reaction 
times are usually analyzed along with accuracy in a particular experimen­
tal condition.
1.3.2 Stimuli
The principal component of any experiment on symmetry, and at the same 
time its bottleneck, is the symmetric stimulus. A clear-cut experimental 
question can only come to fruition if it can be accommodated by an ap­
propriate stimulus manipulation. The stimuli recruited in most symmetry 
experiments fall into three classes, as illustrated in Figure 1.4.
The first class comprises dot patterns, which have found extensive use in 
symmetry research (e.g., Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Joung et al., 2000; Nucci
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(a) Dot patterns
(b) Dense noise
Figure 1.4. Three standard classes of symmetric stimuli. (a) Dot patterns consist of 
dots that have been randomly placed on a uniform background and then reflected about 
one or more axes. Dashed lines indicate the symmetry axes. Left: Vertical symmetry. 
Middle: Horizontal symmetry. Right: Two-fold symmetry with a horizontal and a vertical 
symmetry axis. (b) Dense noise consists of a matrix of rectangular checks. Left: Pixel noise 
drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Middle: Random luminances drawn from a uniform 
distribution and thresholded to black and white. Right: Checks of 20 x 20 px2 partitioned 
into roughly equal amounts of red, green, and blue patches. (c) Contour patterns are 
figures enclosed by a symmetric contour. Left: A polygon (solid black line), created by 
placing dots on radial axes (dashed lines) and connecting them by straight lines. Middle: 
A polygon with two symmetry axes created in the same way. Right: Two filled symmetric 
objects whose contours are defined by quadratic Bezier curves.
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(a) (b)
Figure  1.5. Luminance profile of an enlarged hard-edge dot (a) and a radial sinusoid 
windowed by a Gaussian function (b). The gray line in each image represents a horizontal 
slice, with the luminance function corresponding to that slice is given in the panel under­
neath. The dot is broadband because it contains power at all spatial frequencies. The radial 
sinusoid, in contrast, is bandlimited.
& Wagemans, 2007; Troscianko, 1987; Wagemans et al., 1991; Wenderoth, 
1995, 1996, 1997; Wenderoth & Welsh, 1998b; Zhang & Gerbino, 1992). 
In dot patterns, a moderate number of dots (usually <100) is randomly 
distributed on a uniform background. Reflection of dots about one or more 
symmetry axes yields a symmetric stimulus (Figure 1.4a). Dot patterns are 
sparse patterns because the area in the image taken in by the background 
is usually substantially larger than the area occupied by the dots.
The second stimulus class comprises checkerboard-like patterns with 
checks whose size can vary from that of individual pixels to large rectan­
gular blocks (Figure 1.4b). The most important difference between dense 
noise and dot patterns is that there is a clear figure-ground organization 
in dot patterns but not in dense noise. It is true that in a binary pattern 
(Figure 1.4b middle) one might still conceive of white as the foreground and 
black as the background (or vice versa), but in stimuli with multiple gray 
levels (Figure 1.4b left) such a distinction is not viable. In dot patterns, 
symmetry can be distinguished from random patterns by the positioning
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of the constituting dots. In contrast, in dense noise, elements are laid out 
in a matrix, which in a sense implies that they are always symmetric with 
respect to each other. Here, it is the luminance or color of each check 
rather than position per se which signals symmetry. This stimulus dif­
ference can possibly explain why reversing contrast polarity of symmetry 
pairs heavily interferes with symmetry detection in dense noise (Mancini 
et al., 2005) but not in dot patterns (Wenderoth, 1996).
A third class of stimuli that has been used in symmetry research is con­
tour patterns (Figure 1.4c), that is, figures wherein the symmetry is given 
by the figure outline. Symmetric contours do not have to be closed or join 
to a single figure to elicit a salient percept (Bertamini et al., 1997; Corbalis 
& Roldan, 1974; Friedenberg & Bertamini, 2000).
These standard stimuli underwent many modifications to make them 
suitable for particular experimental questions. Maybe the most notable 
modifications stem from research on the role of spatial filters in symmetry 
processing. The spatial filtering approach to visual processing is inspired 
by the fact that many visual neurons act like spatial filters. That is, within 
their receptive field, they are tuned to only pick up luminance variations 
within a limited frequency band and within a limited orientation band. A 
great deal of work has been devoted to answering the question whether 
spatial filtering plays a role in symmetry perception. A severe obstacle to 
spatial filtering research with standard stimuli is that they are spatially 
broadband. This is illustrated in Figure 1.5. To circumvent this problem, 
spatial filtering has been applied to the three stimulus classes, resulting 
in stimuli in which the slope of the power spectrum, the spatial frequency 
content and the orientation content can be selectively filtered. Examples 
are depicted in Figure 1.6. These kind of stimuli have also found wide 
application in symmetry research (e.g., Dakin & Herbert, 1998; Julesz & 
Chang, 1979; Rainville & Kingdom, 1999, 2000, 2002; Saarinen & Levi, 
2000; Wilkinson et al., 1998; Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002 ).
Many studies on symmetry are parametric experiments wherein the amount 
of symmetry is used as a continuous independent variable. Therefore, al­
most as important as the stimulus self is the degree to which it allows to 
manipulate the amount of symmetry. As illustrated in Figure 1.7a-d, a 
number of different noise manipulations have been introduced to dot stim-
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(c) Contour patterns
Figure 1.6. Spatial frequency filtered versions of the three classes of stimuli introduced 
in Figure 1 .4 . (a) Bandlimited dot patterns. All patterns are based on the 1-fold sym m e­
try in Figure 1 .4 a , but the luminance function of the dots has been changed. Left: Dots 
with a Gaussian envelope, attenuating high spatial frequencies. Middle: Radial sinusoids 
tapered by Gaussian functions, making the spatial frequency content of the dots narrow­
band. Right: Gabor functions, that is, vertically oriented sinusoids tapered by Gaussian 
functions, limiting both spatial frequency and orientation content. (b) Filtered dense noise. 
All examples are based on the same Gaussian pixel noise pattern, but they have been fil­
tered in different ways. Left: The spectral slope of the broadband noise has been changed 
from flat to 1/f2, which means that power falls off with the square of frequency, attenu­
ating high spatial frequencies. This slope is similar to the spectral slopes encountered in 
natural images. Middle: The result of filtering with a one-octave wide (10-20  cycles per 
image) idealized isotropic bandpass filter. Right: The noise has been given a 1/f2 spectral 
slope and, additionally, all orientation content except for orientations within 10  of the left 
and right diagonals has been rejected. (c) Radial frequency (RF) contour stimuli introduced 
by Wilkinson et al. (1998). RF stimuli are circular contours with a bandlimited luminance 
profile. The patterns are defined by sinusoids in polar coordinates. The three images show 
examples with different parameters for mean radius, radial modulation amplitude, and ra­
dial frequency (see reference for details). RF stimuli were generated using the RFPattern 
MATLAB function by Aaron Clarke.
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uli. Probably the most often utilized manipulation is random noise (Fig­
ure 1.7), whereby the dot pattern is interspersed with randomly positioned 
dots. In these stimuli, it is straightforward to quantify signal-to-noise noise 
as the number of symmetric dots divided by the total number of dots. In 
different variant, spatial jitter (Figure 1.7b), a vector of particular length 
is added to all dots, whereby the angle is randomized for each dot. The 
amount of distortion is controlled via the magnitude of the jitter vector. In 
nature, distortions of symmetry usually comprise misalignments of other­
wise symmetric counterparts. This makes spatial jitter a better model of 
natural distortions of symmetry than random noise.
To introduce noise in a more controlled fashion, mathematical transfor­
mations have also been applied to dot patterns. For instance, affine trans­
formations are linear transformations followed by translations, using the 
function f(x) =  A • x + t, where A is a transformation matrix, x represents 
the original coordinates of a given point, and t is the translation vector. An 
affine transformation that was used by Wagemans et al. (1993) to inves­
tigate the role of geometric relationships between dot pairs is skewing or 
shearing (Figure 1.7c).
In dense noise, phase jitter is a way to control the amount of symmetry. 
With phase jitter, a random offset is added to the phase components in the 
Fourier transform. The magnitude of the random angle determines the de­
gree of distortion of the symmetry. As Figure 1.7ef shows, symmetry can be 
gradually degraded with phase jitter. For contour stimuli, a similar phase­
offset technique has been applied to radial frequency patterns (Wilkinson 
et al., 1998; Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002). No standard has been established 
for polygons, with one of the difficulties being that it is not straightfor­
ward to find a continuous measure for the distortion of symmetry in these 
patterns (although, see Zabrodsky & Algom, 1994 for a possible approach).
Many characteristics of symmetry perception have been discovered using 
the stimulus types introduced in this section. The next section gives an 
overview of the findings.
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(d) Perspective (e) Phase jitter (f) Phase jitter
Figure  1.7. Noise manipulations. Dot stimuli (a-d) are based on the perfect symmetry 
depicted in Figure 1 .4 . The symmetry axis is shown as a vertical dashed line. (a) Random 
noise in dot stimuli. One third of the symmetry pairs (8 dots) has been removed and 
replaced by random dots. (b) Starting from the perfect symmetry (gray dots), each dot has 
been moved by 14 px (arrows) to a new position (black dots). The black dots form a jittered 
symmetry, (c) After skewing, the virtual lines (indicated by the dashed lines) connecting 
symmetry pairs are not orthogonal with respect to the symmetry axis. However, in contrast 
to the random noise and spatial jitter manipulations, the virtual lines are still midpoint 
collinear and parallel with respect to each other, so that some geometric properties of 
perfect symmetry are preserved. (d) In perspective distortion, virtual lines point towards 
a vanishing point and, hence, are neither parallel nor midpoint collinear. (e) A bandlimited 
noise pattern like introduced in Figure 1 .6 b middle, with a random phase offset of up to 
100°. Symmetry is distorted but still perceivable. (f) The same pattern with a random 
phase offset of up to 1 4 0 . The symmetry percept has almost disappeared.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.8. Stimuli used by van der Vloed et al. (2005) in their study on symmetry and 
repetition in perspective, kindly provided by the first author. (a) Frontoparallel dot pattern. 
(b) The same dot pattern rotated about the vertical midline (y-axis). The retinal symmetry 
is distorted because the virtual lines connecting dot pairs are neither midpoint collinear nor 
parallel. (c) Blob pattern (thresholded Gaussian noise) rotated about the vertical midline. 
(d) Blob pattern rotated about the horizontal midline (x-axis). In this pattern, both midpoint 
collinearity and orientational uniformity of the virtual lines connecting symmetry pairs is 
preserved. In accordance with the 2 D properties of the symmetric projection, the authors 
found that rotations about the y-axis hamper detection but rotations about the x-axis do 
not.
1.4 Characteristics of symmetry perception
Empirical research on symmetry has a tradition that dates back to the 
nineteenth century (Mach, 1886). Since then, considerable progress has 
been made on different fields of symmetry perception. Since these fields 
partly developed in parallel, it is convenient to discuss them one by one.
1.4.1 Modus operandi
Does symmetry processing operate on 2D symmetries in the retinal image 
or on 3D symmetries of objects in depth? On the one hand, perfect reti­
nal symmetries do not occur very often in nature. On the other hand, as 
pointed out before, 3D symmetric objects virtually always give rise to a 2D 
symmetric projection, albeit distorted in depth. Compelling support for the 
idea that symmetry processing operates retinally stems from van der Vloed 
et al. (2005), who reported that symmetry detection is feasible for various 
veridical views of planar symmetries slanted in depth, but that but there 
is a deterioration of detection performance that is well-predicted from the 
deterioration of symmetry in the retinal image. Essentially, symmetry pro­
cessing was not obstructed by perspective when a frontoparallel symmetry 
was rotated about the horizontal midline (x-axis) but it was severely ob­
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structed following rotations about the vertical midline (y-axis). This is in 
accordance with the fact that retinal symmetry stays intact after rotations 
about the x-axis but not after rotations about the y-axis. However, the fact 
that symmetry operates on the retinal image does not preclude that it plays 
a role in 3D object reconstruction. I will expand on this below.
1.4.2 Spatial and temporal efficiency
Although symmetry is perceived best if its projection is that of a perfect 
symmetry, consisting of mirror-positioned elements viewed head-on, it re­
mains detectable under all of the noise manipulations and for all of the 
stimuli introduced in Section 1.3.2. The salience (i.e., detectability) of sym­
metry degrades gracefully with the amount of noise, whether interspersed 
random dots, spatial or phase jitter, or geometric transformations (e.g., 
Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Dakin & Herbert, 1998; Jenkins, 1983; van der 
Vloed et al., 2005). At the same time, small deviations from perfect sym­
metry are easily picked up (Barlow & Reeves, 1979). This combination of 
robustness and sensitivity to perturbations suggests that the amount of 
symmetry is rather accurately represented in the visual system. This is 
corroborated by Csatho et al. (2004), who suggested that the salience of 
symmetry is a rather straightforward function of signal-to-noise ratio. In 
the face of this evidence, symmetry detection seems qualified to face the 
distortions encountered in natural symmetries, whether caused by per­
spective, occlusion, or asymmetries in the object itself, and to play an 
integral role in perceptual organization. In line with this putative role, 
symmetry detection has been shown to be very quick. A number of studies 
demonstrated symmetry detection under presentation times of 100 ms or 
less (Wagemans, 1995), and there is recent evidence that symmetry in dot 
patterns can be detected with a presentation time as low as 13 ms (Niimi 
et al., 2005).
1.4.3 The role of cognition
A lot of symmetry research in the 80’s and 90’s was dedicated to fleshing 
out to what extent symmetry detection is a ’hardwired’ process that is en-
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F igure  1.9. Position effects of symmetry information in a dot pattern. The pattern is 
split into three symmetric pairs of vertical stripes, with one pair containing symmetrically 
positioned dots and the other two pairs containing random dots. (a) Symmetry is centered 
around the symmetry axis and is perceived well. (b) Symmetry is confined to the second 
and fifth stripe. Salience is markedly lower. (c) Symmetry is confined to the outermost 
stripes. It is slightly better detectable than in the previous case.
capsulated from higher-level cognition, and to what extent it is penetrated 
by cognition, involving focused attention and search strategies. Pashler 
(1990) and Wenderoth & Welsh (1998a) demonstrated that knowledge af­
fects symmetry processing: If the experiment features different orienta­
tions of the symmetry axis and the orientation is cued prior to the trial, 
a valid cue leads to an increase and an invalid cue leads to a decrease of 
detection rate, relative to a neutral cue. Furthermore, Wenderoth & Welsh 
(1998b) showed that task parameters changing the expectancy of the par­
ticipant affect performance. In particular, the salience of vertical symmetry 
was drastically reduced when the majority of the trials featured oblique or 
near-oblique symmetry axes, which indicates the involvement of voluntary 
shifts of spatial attention.
On the other hand, there is manifold evidence that the computation of 
symmetry is ’hardwired’ and performed preattentively. For instance, in the 
experiments by Pashler (1990) and Wenderoth & Welsh (1998a), cuing of 
the symmetry axis did not obliterate anisotropies in the processing of sym­
metries of different orientations (see below). Symmetry was also shown 
to affect performance when it is not relevant to the task. For instance, 
visual search was shown to speed up when the spatial arrangement of 
the distracters is symmetric compared to random (Wolfe & Friedman-Hill, 
1992). In a clinical study, figure-ground segregation was investigated in a
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patient who suffered from hemispatial neglect; following right-hemisphere 
damage, the patient was unable to deploy attention to the left half of the 
visual field, although he was not blind on that side (Driver et al., 1992). 
Interestingly, in stimuli with an ambiguous figure-ground organization, he 
perceived the symmetric parts of the stimulus as figure (just as healthy 
observers do), although he did not display conscious experience of the 
symmetry. Furthermore, Bertamini et al. (1997) and Koning & Wagemans 
(2009) showed that in a task where participants have to judge whether the 
facing contours of two objects are repeated or reflected, the outer task­
irrelevant contours also affect performance if they are symmetric.
Taken together, evidence seems to favor the reconciling view that sym­
metry detection is an automatic process and that some, but not all, of its 
aspects can be modulated by higher-level cognition (e.g., prior information 
and expectancy), probably by means of selective attention.
1.4.4 Orientation and location of sym m etry axes
Symmetry processing is anisotropic with regard to the orientation of the 
symmetry axis. This was first noted by Mach (1886) and since then has 
been confirmed in further experiments (e.g., Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; 
Wenderoth, 1997). Despite some incongruity across different studies, the 
general picture seems to be that there is a gradient of sensitivities to dif­
ferent axis orientations, with the vertical axis orientation yielding the most 
salient symmetry, followed by horizontal, then left/right oblique, and fi­
nally all other axis orientations (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Wenderoth, 1994).
Not only the orientation of the symmetry axis, also its location in the 
visual field seems to be relevant. Although foveation of the symmetry 
axis is not a prerequisite for symmetry detection, the efficiency of symme­
try detection drops considerably with axis eccentricity (Saarinen, 1988). 
Sally & Gurnsey (2001) found that symmetry detection performance can 
be equated across eccentricities if stimuli are scaled with a factor F = 1 + 
E /E 2 , where E is eccentricity and E 2 , lying in the range of 0.88° to 1.38°, 
is the eccentricity at which stimulus size is doubled.
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Figure  1.10. Filtered Gaussian noise stimuli, similar to the stimuli used in an experiment 
on the symmetry integration region by Dakin & Herbert (1998). Spatial frequency content 
in each sample stimulus is restricted to a one-octave passband, expressed in cycles per 
image (cpi). Each stimulus contains a central, elliptic patch of symmetry, indicated by the 
dashed ellipses in the insets. Stimuli feature three different spatial frequency passbands, 
namely 5-10  cpi (a), 10-20  cpi (b), and 20-40  cpi (c).
1.4.5 Multiple symmetry
There is also consensus that the salience of symmetry generally increases 
with the number of symmetry axes (e.g., Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; 
van der Vloed et al., 2005 ; Wagemans et al., 1991; Wenderoth, 1997; Wen- 
deroth & Welsh, 1998b). Partly, this can be attributed to a probabilistic 
increase of chance in finding a symmetry axis. However, some researchers 
proposed that, in multiple symmetry, additional mechanisms come into 
play. In particular, it has been suggested that multiple symmetry gives 
rise to additional structural relationships, and that these relationships can 
be detected by the visual system, thereby enhancing symmetry detection 
(Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Wagemans et al., 1991, 1993). Whether this 
or other characteristics of multiple symmetry (such as the relative orienta­
tion of the symmetry axes) play a role in symmetry detection is addressed 
in Chapter 2.
1.4.6 Information integration and scale invariance
Tapiovaara (1990) investigated discrimination of symmetry from noise for 
dense displays with different numbers of elements. The author noted an 
initial increase of performance with the number of elements and a satu­
ration at a modest number. This suggests that only a limited amount of
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symmetry information is integrated during symmetry processing. In fact, 
as Barlow & Reeves (1979) showed, there seems to be a differential weight­
ing of symmetry information depending on its distance to the symmetry 
axis. A crucial role has been ascribed to the area about the symmetry 
axis. If a dot pattern is split into three pairs of vertical stripes (on either 
side of the symmetry axis) and symmetry is confined to one of the pairs, it 
is best perceived if the symmetry is located close to the axis (Figure 1.9). 
This suggests that proximity to the symmetry axis is an important factor in 
symmetry detection. However, Barlow & Reeves also found that symmetry 
is detected better when it is confined to the outermost stripes rather than 
when it is confined to the intermediate stripes. The latter effect is probably 
due to a symmetric ’subjective contour’ which arises when one connects 
the outermost dots by straight lines. Indeed, Wenderoth (1995) showed 
that, if one masks the pattern outline of dot stimuli by embedding them 
in surrounding random dots, the detectability of symmetry is reduced by 
a fixed amount for all axis orientations. Similarly, if one introduces a gap 
between the two symmetry halves, symmetry detection deteriorates with 
increasing gap size (Corbalis & Roldan, 1974). However, if one compen­
sates for the deterioration of symmetry processing by scaling up stimulus 
size proportionally with eccentricity, detection performance is fairly con­
stant (Tyler & Hardage, 1996).
This issue of information integration was more rigorously investigated by 
Jenkins (1982) using dynamic random dot patterns. The stimuli consisted 
of strips of symmetry surrounded by noise. By varying the width of the 
symmetric strips, Jenkins showed that the area of effective symmetry in­
formation uptake is limited to a 1.1° strip about the symmetry axis. Since 
the width of the strip was independent of stimulus size, Jenkins consid­
ered it to be spatially fixed. The latter conclusion was disproved by Dakin 
& Herbert (1998). They used bandpass filtered Gaussian noise patterns 
similar to the examples in Figure 1.15. Their stimuli consisted of a central 
symmetric region embedded in noise of the same spatial frequency. Using 
phase jitter, the degree of symmetry was varied to obtain psychophysical 
thresholds. Furthermore, the size of the elliptical patch was varied along 
the x  and y dimensions to find the maximum extent of the region wherein 
symmetry information is being processed. They found that the region is
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elongated along the symmetry axis with an aspect ratio of approximately 
2:1 and, furthermore, that it scales inversely with spatial frequency. This 
is schematically indicated by the dashed ellipses in Figure 1.15. In par­
ticular, the extent of the spatial region scales such that it encompasses a 
constant number of cycles.
This conclusion was somewhat refined in further research. Using stim­
uli with limited information content, Rainville & Kingdom (2000) showed 
that the symmetry integration region is flexible, with aspect ratio varying 
from 20:1 and 2:1 as a function of orientation content. In a follow-up 
experiment, Rainville & Kingdom (2002) investigated whether it is really 
spatial frequency as such that is decisive to the extent of the symmetry in­
tegration region or rather one of the covarying factors numerosity (number 
of elements), element density (number of elements per unit area), or dis­
play size. Interestingly, they found that the symmetry integration regions 
scales with density only. In other words, the amount of information picked 
up from a stimulus is constant, showing that symmetry detection is scale 
invariant. In the kind of symmetry detection task used by the authors, 
information uptake seems to be limited to about 18 elements.
1.4.7 Sym m etry as a one-object cue
Given its preponderance in real-world objects, symmetry has long been 
conceived of as a cue for the presence of an object, in contrast to repetition 
(i.e., repeated rather than reflected halves) which has been conceived of as 
a cue for the presence of multiple objects. Empirical evidence for this idea 
stems from Corbalis & Roldan (1974), who used symmetric and repeated 
patterns with joint and disjoint pattern halves. They showed that sym­
metry is better detected if its halves form one object than when they form 
two objects, and vice versa for repetition. This is consistent with Baylis 
& Driver (1994) and Bertamini et al. (1997), who showed that symmetric 
contours are detected better when they are part of one object rather than 
part of two objects, and again the opposite holds for repetition. Koning 
& Wagemans (2009) replicated these findings for 3D surfaces slanted in 
depth, showing that perfect 2D symmetry is not necessary for these effects 
to occur.
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1.4.8 Recovery of 3D structure from symmetry
Symmetry is a non-accidental property of images. In other words, it is 
unlikely that a symmetric image results from a particular view of an asym­
metric object. In the computer vision literature, image-symmetry has been 
appreciated as a powerful tool for more than 20 years. It has been used 
as a structural constraint to reduce the degrees of freedom in solving the 
inverse problem (i.e., recovery of 3D shape from a 2D view) for objects pre­
sented in slanted views, both under orthogonal projection, that is, affine 
transformations (e.g., Cham & Cipolla, 1994), and perspective projection 
(e.g., Glachet et al., 1993). Furthermore, Zabrodsky & Weinshall (1997) 
demonstrated that implementing a 3D symmetry constraint generally en­
hances the performance of reconstruction algorithms such as structure- 
from-motion algorithms. Recently, Li et al. (2009) introduced a shape re­
covery model in which the constraint of symmetry makes the use of other 
depth cues superfluous.
Curiously, except for research on object representation and object recog­
nition (e.g., Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Vetter et al., 1994), empirical re­
search in human symmetry perception treated this topic rather stepmoth­
erly (but see Kontsevich, 1996, who suggested that symmetry aids human 
3D perception by providing additional virtual views of an object). It is true 
that Wagemans provided substantial work on skewed symmetry (Wage­
mans et al., 1991, 1992, 1993; Wagemans, 1995). However, his experi­
ments were aimed towards establishing the importance of certain higher­
order structures in symmetry detection rather than its role in depth per­
ception. Hence, Wagemans et al. (1992) closed the issue by concluding 
that skewing seriously disrupts automatic processing of symmetry. More­
over, he employed affine transformations which are not veridical views for 
close-up objects. As reported above, van der Vloed et al. (2005) used veridi­
cal perspective views of symmetric stimuli but their research was aimed to 
investigate whether symmetry is detected from the retinal image or some 
form of transformed image normalized for perspective distortion.
This left open the question as to whether or not symmetry processing is 
directly involved in the computation of the orientation of objects in depth. 
To be more clear, perspective does not simply distort symmetry in a ran­
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dom way as noise would do (see Figure 1.7). Rather, the virtual lines 
connecting symmetry pairs undergo lawful geometric transformations that 
could, in principle, be picked up by the visual system and serve as a depth 
cue. Recently, this issue came back into the focus of symmetry research. 
Niimi & Yokosawa (2008) used a depth-matching task for pairs of three­
dimensional everyday objects, for different viewing angles. Results suggest 
that participants used symmetry, among other cues, to determine object 
orientation. Saunders & Backus (2006) suggested that the convergence of 
virtual lines indeed plays a role in depth perception, but their stimuli were 
confounded. They used dot matrices which, in addition to symmetry, also 
featured repetition and good continuation. Consequently, at present, it is 
still unclear in how far symmetry contributes to depth perception, if at all.
1.4.9 Neural implementation
While the functional properties of symmetry perception are, to a certain 
extent, well-articulated, its neural basis is still poorly understood. There is 
some evidence for the recruitment of binocular visual neurons during sym­
metry processing. Although Erkelens & van Ee (2007) suggested that ob­
servers use a monocular vantage point when judging 3D symmetry, Julesz 
(1960, 1966) showed that symmetry can be both defined and destroyed by 
binocular disparity. Similarly, Wenderoth (2000) demonstrated that two 
random dot patterns presented to different eyes can be perceived as sym­
metric if their superposition yields a symmetry; in contrast, two monocular 
symmetries are perceived as random if their superposition does not yield a 
symmetry. A reconciling view stems from van der Zwan et al. (1998) who 
suggested that both V1 and extrastriate areas, and both monocular and 
binocular cells are involved in symmetry processing. Using symmetric dot 
stimuli, they showed that symmetry axes elicit the same tilt-aftereffects 
as usually observed with oriented lines. Based on these results, the au­
thors proposed that similar mechanisms might underlie the encoding of 
orientation and the encoding of symmetry. This accords with studies that 
demonstrated the simultaneous processing of symmetry at different spa­
tial scales and for different orientation content (using stimuli restricted in 
spatial-frequency and/or orientation content, see Figure 1.6), suggesting
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that simple cortical filters such as those found in V1 could subserve sym­
metry detection (Dakin & Herbert, 1998; Dakin & Watt, 1994; Julesz & 
Chang, 1979; Rainville & Kingdom, 1999, 2000, 2002).
The neural foundations of symmetry processing were more directly as­
sessed in neurofunctional studies employing electrophysiological and hemo­
dynamic indices. Wilkinson & Halligan (2002) had participants engage in 
a Landmark task wherein participants have to judge whether or not the 
parts of a transected line are of equal length. They showed that presence 
versus absence of symmetry is correlated to activity in right anterior cin- 
gulate gyrus, which is involved in the deploying of attention. However, 
no symmetry-specific activation was found in earlier cortical areas. For 
symmetric dot patterns, Tyler et al. (2005) found predominant symmetry- 
specific activity in dorsolateral occipital, and none in earlier cortical areas 
either. This picture was refined in a follow-up experiment, where Sasaki 
et al. (2005) reported a more widespread network including V3A, V4d/v, 
V7, and the lateral occipital complex (LOC). The response of these areas 
was largely indifferent to changes in stimulus type (i.e., dot patterns and 
curved line patterns) and stimulus size. A control experiment revealed 
that these activations were partly modulated by attention, but symmetry- 
specific activity was found even when participants involved in a probe- 
detection task to which the structure of the stimulus was not relevant. 
This is in line with the the idea that symmetry detection is an automatic 
mechanism that applies to any visual input. The authors also showed 
that the magnitude of activation in areas V3A, V4d/v, V7, and LOC was 
correlated with the perceptual salience of the percept. In other words, ac­
tivation was higher for 4-fold symmetry than for 2-fold or 1-fold symmetry, 
higher for perfect than for noisy symmetry, and higher for vertical than for 
horizontal symmetry.
This picture sketched by the fMRI studies is complemented by electro- 
physiological studies on the temporal dynamics of symmetry processing. 
In line with the idea that primary visual areas do not contribute signifi­
cantly to symmetry detection, symmetric stimuli were shown to modulate 
only later components of the event-related potential (ERP). For instance, 
Hofel & Jacobsen (2007) exposed participants to abstract geometric pat­
terns that were symmetric or non-symmetric and had them judge either
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the beauty or the symmetry of the stimulus. In the symmetry judgment 
task, the ERP showed a late sustained negativity, roughly in the 500-1000 
ms post-stimulus period, for posterior electrode sites. A similar negativity 
was obtained in a precursor to that study (Jacobsen & Höfel, 2003). Nor­
cia et al. (2002) presented quick alternations (500 ms stimulus-to-stimulus 
time) of 2-fold symmetric and random dot patterns and found, similar to 
the previous study, a divergence of the ERPs in form of a sustained negativ­
ity for symmetric patterns. However, this time, ERPs diverged from about 
200 ms post-stimulus, which is substantially earlier than in the previ­
ous study. Compatible results were reported in a study using symmetric 
checker stimuli (Oka et al., 2007).
Concluding, neurofunctional studies rather unequivocally pinpoint higher­
tier visual areas as the locus of symmetry processing. One the one hand, 
this seems reasonable. Since symmetry is a global stimulus property, in­
formation needs to be integrated across large distances. Visual areas such 
as LOC, containing neurons with large receptive fields, seem to accommo­
date the adequate neural tissue for such global computations. On the other 
hand, there seems to be a discrepancy with parts of the psychophysical lit­
erature, which suggests that symmetry detection is critically supported by 
low-level filtering processes.
These seemingly contradictory views can be reconciled if one takes into 
account the possibility that, as conjectured by Dakin & Watt (1994), spa­
tial filters involved in symmetry detection could be general-purpose filtering 
mechanisms recruited by many processes during perceptual organization. 
This indicates that one should not discount the role of early visual areas 
such as V1 prematurely, because EEG and fMRI analyses rely critically 
on differential activation (i.e., differences in activity elicited by symmetric 
stimuli and control stimuli), so they may be insensitive to a significant 
amount of ’pre-processing’ of symmetries that is performed in primary vi­
sual areas.
Actually, such a critical two-stage architecture is implicitly or explicitly 
implemented in some spatial filtering accounts. These accounts concep­
tualize an initial, basic filtering stage serving as a kind of pre-processing 
module, followed by a symmetry operator that extracts the amount of sym­
metry from the output of that module. To give an example, Dakin & Watt’s
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Figure  1.11. The transformational approach conceptualizes different types of symm e­
tries associated with different invariance transformations. Symmetry halves get a block 
structure, as indicated by the dashed boxes. (a) Translational symmetry, obtained by trans­
lation along the x- or y-axis. (b) Reflection symmetry, obtained by 3D rotation around the 
vertical dashed line (indicating the symmetry axis). (c) Rotational symmetry, obtained by 
a rotation of 1 8 0 .
(1994) model comprises such a two-stage architecture. In an initial filtering 
stage, the visual input is convolved with an oriented filter. A similar opera­
tion could be subserved by simple cells in primary visual cortex which are 
selective both for orientation and spatial frequency. Subsequently, thresh­
olding yields a number of blobs that tend to accumulate the symmetry 
axes in the image. A blob-alignment measure is then applied to estimate 
the amount of symmetry present. In contrast to the initial filtering stage, 
which involves local filtering operations, the blob alignment stage requires 
the integration of information about larger portions of the visual field, a 
function that could, at least in theory, be subserved by neural structures 
such as LOC featuring neurons with large receptive fields. This model will 
be introduced in more detail in the next section.
1.5 Models of symmetry perception
Over the years, a number of models of symmetry detection have been de­
veloped. Some are specialist, modeling a particular characteristic of sym­
metry perception, while others are more comprehensive (or at least they 
claim so). Since a short overview is necessarily incomplete, only those 
models with a relatively broad scope are considered. Furthermore, in an 
attempt to make the selection of models that are reviewed as represen­
tative as possible, different classes of models will be covered. Generally, 
one can distinguish four classes of symmetry detection models. Repre­
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sentational models of symmetry detection define the structures and rela­
tionships between stimulus parts underlying the perception of symmetry. 
Process models specify the operations to be carried out on raw visual input 
in order to enable the representation of symmetry. Neural models try to 
specify the neural architecture underlying the computation of symmetry. 
Finally, there is a class of hybrid models that share characteristics with 
both process models and neural models. These are spatial filtering models, 
which draw upon spatial mechanisms reminiscent of the spatial filtering 
operations that are known to be carried out in visual cortex. So, in fact, 
spatial filtering models are process models, but processes are specified in 
a fashion that is suggested to be neurally plausible.
1.5.1 Representational models
The most influential representational models on the perception of symme­
try (and also other regularities) have been the transformational approach 
(TA) and the holographic approach (HA). Wrapped as a one-liner, the cen­
tral tenet of TA can be said to be invariance under motion. In vision 
research, TA was promoted by Garner (1974) and Palmer (1983) and it 
conceives symmetries as a number of linear geometric transformations. 
The set of operations includes translation, rotation, and reflection, and it 
gives rise to a number of different symmetries. Although TA was originally 
coined to describe 3D structures, it readily generalizes to 2D patterns, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.11. The TA owes its elegance to its mathematical 
roots, in which the formation of symmetry is broken down into a number 
of geometric operations. By this, TA provided a common framework en­
compassing the kinds of geometric relationships the human visual system 
seems to be sensitive to.
In contrast to TA's invariance under motion, the rivaling holographic 
approach (HA), introduced by van der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1996, 1999, 
2004), postulates invariance under growth. That is, in a regularity, each 
substructure should exhibit the same kind of regularity. This principle is 
known as holography and it can be exemplified by flowers, for instance, 
who preserve their symmetry when they grow. According to HA, another 
constraint a regularity should adhere to in order to qualify as a visual
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Figure  1.12. The holographic approach postulates invariance under growth. In other 
words, each substructure of a regularity is composed of that same regularity. This implies 
different structures for the regularities. (a) Repetition is characterized by relationships 
between repeats. A repetition grows by the addition of repeats. As a result, as in the 
transformational approach, repetition has a block-structure. (b) Symmetry is characterized 
by relationships between symmetric elements and symmetry grows pair-by-pair. Conse­
quently, symmetry has a point-structure. (c) Glass patterns are characterized by relation­
ships between equal pairs of elements (dipoles). As a result, Glass patterns have a dipole 
structure.
regularity is transparency. Crudely stated, transparency implies that pat­
terns containing multiple regularities should be described by a unique hi­
erarchical organization in which each component regularity is separately 
accessible. Application of the two mathematical constraints holography 
and transparency yielded three kinds of regularities, repetition (which cor­
responds to Palmer’s translational symmetry), symmetry, and alternation 
(Figure 1.12). The latter regularity, alternation, gives rise to the class of 
Glass patterns to which the visual system has been shown to be sensitive 
to (Glass, 1969).
TA and HA do not differ so much in the kind regularities they postulate. 
Both accounts capture regularities that are perceptually relevant. They 
differ mainly in the way they conceive of the structure of these regular­
ities. Most relevant to this thesis, HA gives symmetry a point structure 
rather than a block structure, as TA does. Furthermore, by means of the 
holographic goodness model, HA makes quantitative predictions concern­
ing the goodness (i.e., detectability) of a regularity. This quantification 
boils down to the simple formula W = E/n, where W is the weight of evi­
dence, that is, the amount of evidence for the presence of a regularity. In 
symmetry, E  refers to the number of symmetry pairs, while n is the total 
number of elements. Consequently, W is bracketed between zero (no sym­
metry) and 0.5 (perfect symmetry). Among other predictions, holographic 
goodness predicts a graceful degradation of the goodness of symmetry with
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Figure  1.13. Illustration of Jenkins' (1983) first-order model and the bootstrapping ap­
proach of Wagemans et al. (1993). (a) If the symmetry pairs in a perfect symmetry are 
connected by virtual lines (dashed horizontal lines), two features arise. First of all, orienta­
tional uniformity, which means that the virtual lines are parallel with respect to each other. 
Second, midpoint collinearity (white ellipses), which means that the midpoints of virtual 
lines lie on a straight line coinciding with the symmetry axis (vertical line). (b) Wagemans 
et al. (1993) expanded Jenkins' first-order structures to also include higher-order structures, 
formed by joined pairs of virtual lines into correlation quadrangles. In the bootstrapping 
process, virtual lines are successively added, as indicated by the arrows, to existing higher­
order structures (black dashed lines) until the whole stimulus is parsed.
noise, which is supported by virtually all literature on symmetry detection 
(e.g., Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Csathó et al., 2004; Dakin & Herbert, 1998). 
For a more detailed discussion on the commonalities and differences be­
tween TA and HA, refer to van der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1996, 1999) and 
van der Helm (2000).
1.5.2 Process models
In contrast to representational models, which describe the static relation­
ships between stimulus parts in symmetry and other regularities, process 
models address the dynamics of the mechanism extracting symmetry from 
visual input. Numerous process models have been proposed in the litera­
ture, but a few of them stick out.
Among these is Jenkins’ (1983) component processes model. Jenkins 
noted that, when symmetry pairs are connected by virtual lines, these lines 
are both of a uniform orientation and they are midpoint collinear. This is 
illustrated in Figure 1.13a. Jenkins conjectured that the visual system 
is sensitive to these first-order structures and uses them as anchors for 
symmetry detection. His detection model comprises three component pro­
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cesses, one detecting the orientational uniformity of virtual lines, one fus­
ing most salient point-pairs into a salient feature, and another estimating 
the symmetry in this feature.
Wagemans et al. (1993) pointed out that these first-order structures are 
insufficient for an apprehension of symmetry detection. In particular, us­
ing affine transformations, they showed that symmetry detection deterio­
rates in skewed symmetry even though orientational uniformity and mid­
point collinearity are preserved (compare Figure 1.7c). This led them to 
propose the importance of higher-order structures formed by joining sym­
metry pairs into so-called correlation quadrangles. Wagemans et al. pro­
posed that symmetry detection employs a bootstrapping process to form 
these higher-order structures by successively joining virtual lines, as il­
lustrated in Figure 1.13b.
The bootstrapping approach paved the way for holographic bootstrap­
ping, which essentially comes down to a marriage between mechanisms 
postulated by Wagemans (1995) and Wagemans et al. (1992, 1993) with 
principles proclaimed in the holographic approach (Section 1.5.1). In con­
trast to the bootstrapping model, which treated detection of symmetry, 
repetition, and Glass patterns in basically the same way, holographic boot­
strapping is most notable for its distinction between the detection of a sym­
metry and the detection of a repetition. In particular, it captures the fact 
that the detection of repetition is comparatively slower than the detection 
of symmetry. It postulates that symmetry detection employs a parallel pro­
cess, whereby each virtual line in a higher-order structure serves as the 
starting point for bootstrapping, whereas the detection of repetition em­
ploys a serial process, joining only one translation-pair per iteration step. 
For more details on holographic bootstrapping, refer to van der Helm & 
Leeuwenberg (1999).
The next two process models bear on the remarkable resistance of sym­
metry detection to spatial jitter (see Figure 1.7b). Based on this observa­
tion, Barlow & Reeves (1979) concluded that the visual system does not 
perform a rigid point-to-point matching but rather operates within a cer­
tain tolerance area. According to the model, the visual system mimics an 
operation that boils down to tiling the stimulus into a number of equisized 
rectangles corresponding to the size of this tolerance area, counting the
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Figure  1.14. Illustration of Barlow & Reeves' (1979) and Dry's (2008) process models. 
(a) Sketch of the model by Barlow & Reeves (1979) applied to a jittered dot pattern. The 
pattern is tiled into a number of rectangular cells (here, 4 x 4 squares). The model acts 
by counting the number of elements within each square and comparing dot frequencies 
for symmetrically positioned cells. Despite the jitter, there is a perfect match in dot fre­
quencies for most symmetric pairs of cells. In the third row, however, there is a mismatch, 
with the first two cells containing 4 dots and 1 dot, respectively, and their symmetric coun­
terparts containing 3 dots and 2 dots. Consequently, there is a slight deterioration of 
symmetry compared to perfect symmetry, (b) Dry's model abandons the somewhat arti­
ficial rectangular tiling of the stimulus. Rather, each dot is placed in its Voronoi cell (see 
text for details), whose boundaries are indicated by dashed lines. (c) If the number of dots 
is decreased, the size of the Voronoi cells increases. This demonstrates that the model's 
jitter tolerance scales with element density.
number of elements within this area and comparing it to the number in 
the corresponding symmetry half. This is illustrated in Figure 1.14a.
A recent model on symmetry detection, although based on a different 
rationale, constitutes in some respect a refinement of Barlow & Reeves’ 
account. Dry’s (2008) utilizes Voronoi tesselation to render spatial rela­
tionships between the dots. Each dot is placed in a cell of variable size, 
whereby the cell’s border circumscribes the area that is closest to the dot 
in the cell (Figure 1.14b). Similar to Barlow & Reeves’ account, symmetry 
detection is performed by superimposing one half of the pattern with the 
reflected Voronoi tesselation of the other half and then assessing the num­
ber of dots falling into each cell. In a perfect symmetry, there would be 
a perfect match. Interestingly, the Voronoi model explicitly predicts scale 
invariance (see Figure 1.14c), a property of symmetry perception that was 
verified by Rainville & Kingdom (2002).
Note that the rationale underlying these two models is very different. 
The Voronoi model draws on evidence that the visual system is indeed 
performing operations mimicking Voronoi tesselation. In contrast, Barlow
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure  1.15. Application of Dakin & Watt's filtering model to a grayscale version of the 
Stenopus Hispidus introduced in Figure 1 .2a . (a) Grayscale version of the original image. 
(b) Image filtered with a relatively fine-scale filter selective for horizontal orientations. The 
resulting image is obtained by thresholding the output to a ternary image. The according 
filter is shown in the top right corner. At this scale, the filter is responsive mainly to the 
fine-scale details of the figure, not the symmetry, (c) Filtering at a slightly coarser scale. 
Upon visual inspection, the blobs at the lower tip of the animal and blobs at the head are 
roughly aligned about the symmetry axis. (d) Filtering with a coarse filter. Again, the lower 
half of the animal displays some degree of blob alignment.
& Reeves’ account relies on symmetry analysis at a lower spatial scale than 
the scale of individual dots. In this sense, it is related to spatial filtering 
accounts and, hence, bridges the gap to the next class of models.
1.5.3 Spatial filtering models
The 90’s were the advent of spatial filtering models in symmetry percep­
tion. These models capitalize on the fact that the visual system performs 
something like a localized Fourier analysis of visual input (e.g., Graham, 
1989; Valois, 1977; Valois et al., 1974, 1985; ?). Spatial filtering models 
recruit mechanisms sensitive to spatial frequency, orientation, and spatial 
phase. Consequently, frequency domain transforms and convolution with 
a bank of filters selective for spatial scale, phase, and/or orientation, are 
frequently utilized tools. Many models adopt a filter-rectify-filter regime, 
whereby an initial filtering operation is followed by a nonlinearity (e.g., a 
squaring operation), and then the output is subjected to a second linear or 
nonlinear operation.
One such two-stage model was introduced by Dakin & Watt (1994). In 
the first stage, the input image is convolved with an oriented filter respon­
sive to particular spatial frequencies. The resulting output is then thresh-
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olded to a ternary image (Figure 1.15bcd). Values lower than one standard 
deviation off the mean are depicted in black, values higher than one stan­
dard deviation are white, and the values in between are gray. Thus, the 
filtering operation yields a number of black and white blobs. In the second 
stage, a blob alignment procedure is applied that measures how well the 
centroids of the blob align about a putative symmetry axis. Upon visual 
inspection of the examples in Figure 1.15, blob alignment about the cen­
tral vertical symmetry axis is obvious in only the lower half of the animal 
for rather coarse filters (1.15cd).
More complex two-stage models were presented by Kovesi (1997, 1999) 
and Osorio (1996). Both authors realized that, if an image is decomposed 
into its frequency components, phase information is instructive regarding 
the location of a local symmetry axis. In particular, three types of stim­
ulus features, namely edges, lines, and symmetry axes, are characterized 
by phase congruency, as follows. Edges are defined by sharp luminance 
transitions, so that corresponding spatial harmonics can be characterized 
by sine waves in 0° or 180° phase. Lines feature luminance maxima or 
minima with spatial harmonics congruently in 90° (cosine) or 270° phase. 
Although there is no specific intensity change at symmetry axes, spatial 
harmonics are a mixture of 90° and 270° phase. To squeeze out symme­
try information from an input image, both authors used quadrature-pair 
filters (two filters, one in sine phase and one in cosine phase) to obtain 
measures of symmetry and asymmetry. After this first filtering stage, sig­
nals were squared. Osorio (1996) separately added up energy from even- 
symmetric and odd-symmetric filters. Points were marked as lying on a 
symmetry axis when the sum obtained from the even-symmetric filters was 
at a maximum and the sum obtained from odd-symmetric filters was close 
to zero. Kovesi (1997) combined even- and odd-symmetric filter outputs by 
determining the absolute difference between the outputs for each spatial 
scale and then calculating a weighted mean normalized by the total energy. 
Note that these models compute only local symmetry. Information is not 
integrated across a larger area to find the global symmetry axis, as done 
by Dakin & Watt (1994).
Global computation of the symmetry axis is achieved in a three-stage 
model presented in Gurnsey et al. (1998). In the first stage, the image is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure  1.16. Application of the model by Gurnsey et al.. (a) First stage. Pixel symmetry 
corrupted with pixel noise is convolved with a Gaussian kernel to enhance low spatial fre­
quencies. (b) Second stage. A global differencing operation is performed in search for a 
vertical symmetry axis. A black trough appears at its position. (c) Third stage. The sym ­
metry axis is explicitly detected by convolution with a vertical filter (small inset at the right 
top). (d) Just for visualization purposes, the image in (c) was thresholded to illustrate that 
filter output is indeed highest at the symmetry axis.
convolved with a Gaussian kernel to get a smoothed image. Then, a global 
differencing operation is performed, wherein the squared difference in lu­
minance between symmetrically positioned pixels is calculated for each 
column in the image. In the third stage, the output of the differencing op­
eration is convolved with a vertical filter to explicitly detect the symmetry 
axis. These stages are documented in Figure 1.16 for a sample stimulus.
Note that this overview is not exhaustive. Other capable models have 
been proposed in the literature, such as a two-stage model by Rainville & 
Kingdom (2002), which applies quadrature-pair filters first to luminances 
and then to filter output. The model is theoretically sound and implements 
the complex process of density invariance.
1.5.4 Neural models
At present, there is no full-fledged neural model of symmetry detection. For 
one, this is due to the still patchy knowledge about the implementation of 
symmetry perception in the brain. Second, at some point, even functional 
models have to surrender in view of the versatility of the symmetry de­
tection system. Despite the lack of facts, there were some ideas about 
how symmetry processing might be implemented. In early approaches, the 
superiority of vertical symmetry spawned theories suggesting that sym­
metry processing is accounted for by the symmetric architecture of the 
visual cortex (e.g., Mach, 1886; Julesz, 1971). Recently, a similar scheme
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure  1.17. A schematic sketch of the symmetry axes in 1-fold (a), 2-fold (b), 3-fold (c), 
and 4-fold (d) symmetry. Evidently, the angle between the symmetry axes, that is, relative 
orientation, changes with the number of symmetry axes.
was proposed, whereby the corpus callosum was speculated to establish 
long-range connections between cortical filters (Saarinen & Levi, 2000). 
Both views can be regarded as obsolete, because virtually all experimen­
tal results militate against a rigid architecture involving interhemispheric 
point-to-point computations. In particular, as reviewed above, the fact that 
symmetry can be detected under various axis orientations, for different ec­
centricities, and the fact that the salience of symmetry increases when 
symmetry axes are added suggests a more flexible underlying substrate.
1.6 Outline of the thesis
As the review of the literature suggests, research today can look back on 
a considerable body of knowledge on symmetry processing. The many ad­
vances notwithstanding, the field of symmetry processing is far from being 
fully charted. This thesis focuses on a complex topic that has not received 
as much attention as the fundamental research into symmetry perception, 
namely the interaction between multiple perceptual processes.
Chapter 2 sets the stage by investigating the interaction between two 
component symmetries in a multiple symmetry. In multiple symmetry, 
there is a number of stimulus characteristics that are tied to the number 
of symmetry axes in perfect symmetry. For instance, as depicted in Figure 
1.17, in perfect symmetry, the angle between the symmetry axes, that is, 
relative orientation, decreases with the number of symmetry axes. Another
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point is that multiple symmetry gives rise to additional structural relation­
ships between stimulus elements. For instance, there are dot pairs in a
1-fold symmetry (i.e., a symmetry with one symmetry axis) but dot quar­
tets in a 2-fold symmetry. These two factors were investigated by using 
different noise manipulations to decouple the number of symmetry axes 
from relative orientation and from the availability of additional structural 
relationships.
Chapter 3 investigates the interaction between the processing of symme­
try and repetition and the processing of contours. It serves to sharpen the 
definition of what is to be considered a symmetry and a repetition the visual 
system is sensitive to and what not. In Figure 1.18, the difference between 
regularity (i.e., symmetry and repetition) and antiregularity (i.e., antisym­
metry and antirepetition) is described. In the literature (Baylis & Driver, 
1995; Bertamini et al., 1997; Koning & Wagemans, 2009), this distinction 
has not been honored which led to a jumble of seemingly contradictory 
results.
Chapter 4 investigates the interaction between the processing of sym­
metry and repetition and processing of stereoscopic depth cues (stereopro­
cessing). Using shutter glasses, different information can be presented to 
the left and the right eye of observers. We used this technique to spread 
symmetry and repetition information across two depth planes in differ­
ent ways, as illustrated in Figure 1.19 for symmetry. We conjectured that 
these manipulations should have different effects on symmetry and repeti­
tion provided their assumptive role in perception. To trace the interaction
ex Convex Convex Convex Cores
(a) Symmetry (b) Repetition (c) Antisymmetry (d) Antirepetition
Figure  1.18. Schematic overview of the four types of stimuli used in the experiments 
in Chapter 3 . Each stimulus consists of two shapes (gray) and two reflected or repeated 
contours (indicated here by red color) have to be matched. On basis of whether there is 
a match in contour polarity (i.e., convexities match with convexities, concavities match 
with concavities) or a mismatch in contour polarity, we define the resulting structure as 
regularity (symmetry and repetition) or antiregularity (antisymmetry and antirepetition). 
The arrows point at examples for matched and mismatched contour polarity.
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(a)
(c)
F igure  1.19. Schematic overview of the stereoscopic manipulations in Chapter 4 for 
symmetric stimuli. Each panel shows a view of two depth planes which, for illustrative 
purposes, have been tilted backwards. (a) Baseline stimulus. A perfect symmetry is shown 
on the first (upper) depth plane, with no information in the other depth plane. (b) Starting 
from the same pattern, symmetry information is spread across two depth planes such that 
each symmetry half resides on a different depth plane. (c) Starting from the pattern in (a), 
symmetry is spread across two depth planes such that the pattern on each individual plane 
looks random. (d) Starting from the pattern in (a), symmetry is spread across two depth 
planes such that symmetric relationships are preserved within depth planes.
between symmetry and repetition processing and stereoprocessing across 
time, we varied the length of the presentation time of each stimulus.
Chapter 5 investigates the interaction between symmetry processing and 
motion processing. Displays consisting of elements that move periodically 
according to a sinusoidal velocity function have been shown to elicit a 
strong percept of 3D form, a phenomenon entitled structure-from-motion 
or kinetic depth effect. In this chapter, we focus on how structure-from- 
motion is affected if 2D symmetry information is introduced to the stimu­
lus.
In the final discussion chapter of this thesis we will summarize the main 
findings and sketch future lines of research that remain to be explored.
CHAPTER 2
Interactions between the constituent single 
symmetries in multiple symmetry
40 2  Interactions betw een sym m etries
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The detectability of multiple symmetry is known to depend on 
the number of constituent single symmetries, but it is unclear 
whether and, if so, how these symmetries interact. There­
fore, in six experiments on imperfect 2-fold symmetry, the role 
of the relative orientation of symmetry axes was investigated. 
The results suggest (a) that symmetry detection is not only fa­
cilitated in case of orthogonal axes but also impeded in case 
of nonorthogonal axes, and (b) that both effects are due to the 
relative orientation of the axes itself rather than to so-called 
correlation rectangles whose presence or absence depends on 
the relative orientation of the axes. Both effects are proposed 
to be accounted for by the neural mechanism of surround in­
hibition.
2.1 Introduction
Detection of mirror symmetry (henceforth, symmetry) is believed to be an 
integral part of the perceptual organization process that is applied to any 
visual input. A large body of empirical studies shows that human sym­
metry detection is quick, versatile, and resistant to noise and spatial jitter 
(for overviews, see Tyler, 1996; van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996, 2004; 
Wagemans, 1995). Furthermore, symmetry processing was shown to in­
teract with other factors in perceptual organization (e.g., stereoprocessing; 
Treder & van der Helm, 2007). Most empirical studies on symmetry per­
ception focused on 1-fold symmetry alone, some included repetition and 
Glass patterns, but only few focused on multiple symmetry. Yet, insight 
in all these visual regularities is necessary to build general theories of per­
ceptual organization. The aim of this study, therefore, is to provide more 
insight into the mechanisms underlying multiple symmetry perception.
To this end, we investigated whether the symmetries in 2-fold symmetry 
interact, and we modeled the interactions we found in a neurophysiologi- 
cally plausible way. Although this study focuses on 2-fold symmetry, the 
scope of this study extends to multiple symmetry with any number of sym­
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metry axes. This is illustrated by indicating how our research question 
was triggered by the few existing studies on multiple symmetry.
Most research on multiple symmetry involved 2-fold and 4-fold symme­
try, that is, curiously, not 3-fold symmetry. For 1-fold, 2-fold, and 4-fold 
symmetry, data show consistently that salience increases with the number 
of symmetry axes (e.g., Nucci & Wagemans, 2007; Palmer & Hemenway, 
1978; Wagemans et al., 1991; Wenderoth, 1997). To explain this, one needs 
hardly more than the idea that the probability of detecting a symmetry axis 
increases with the number of symmetry axes (cf. Corbalis & Roldan, 1974; 
Palmer & Hemenway, 1978). But what about 3-fold symmetry which, in 
contrast to 2-fold and 4-fold symmetry, has only nonorthogonal symmetry 
axes?
The only three empirical studies we know on 3-fold symmetry are in­
decisive on this point. Hamada & Ishihara’s (1988) data suggest that 
3-fold symmetry behaves like 3-fold rotational symmetry (i.e., with three 
local mirror symmetries but without global mirror symmetries). Further­
more, for n-fold symmetry with n=1,2,3,4, van der Vloed (2005) found that 
salience increases linearly with n, but Wenderoth & Welsh (1998b) found 
that 3-fold symmetry is not more salient than 2-fold symmetry and rather 
tends to be less salient. Models of 1-fold symmetry perception that have 
been claimed to extend to multiple symmetry also disagree on this point -  
this is discussed next.
First, in the so-called transformational approach (Palmer, 1983), a 1-fold 
symmetry is characterized by a 180° 3-D rotation about the symmetry axis. 
Likewise, an n-fold symmetry is characterized by n such 3-D rotations 
plus n 2-D rotations of 360/n  degrees in the image plane. This suggests 
that the salience of multiple symmetry, including 3-fold symmetry, simply 
increases with the number of symmetry axes.
Second, the so-called holographic approach (van der Helm & Leeuwen­
berg, 1991, 1996, 1999, 2004) builds on the idea that symmetry allows 
for efficient stimulus representations (e.g., Leeuwenberg, 1969, 1971). In 
terms of symbol strings, this may be illustrated by the compression of the 
symmetrical string abcdeffedcba into the symmetry code S[(a)(b)(c)(d)(e)(f)]. 
Likewise, the double symmetry in the string abccbaabccba can be repre­
sented by a hierarchical combination of two symmetries. That is, the string
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can be encoded into the code S[(a)(b)(c)(c)(b)(a)] which can be encoded fur­
ther to yield the code S[S[((a))((b))((c))]]. Hence, this code captures all sym­
metry by combining two separate 1-fold symmetries, which suggests that 
both symmetries add to the total salience. For the triple symmetry in the 
string abbaabbaabba, however, this coding approach implies that, after 
having captured the global symmetry in the code S[(a)(b)(b)(a)(a)(b)], only 
one local symmetry can be captured yielding either S[S[((a))((b))] (a)(b)] or 
S[(a)(b) S[((b))((a))]]. Notice that these codes are more complex than the one 
above for the double symmetry.
Translated to 2-D multiple symmetries, the foregoing implies that the two 
extra symmetries in 3-fold symmetry are predicted to add less to the total 
salience than the single extra symmetry in 2-fold symmetry does (van der 
Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996). The applied coding principles suggest that 
this is due to the relative orientation of the symmetry axes. That is, in case 
of 3-fold symmetry, the applied coding principles imply that capturing one 
of the two extra symmetries disables the other, or in other words, they 
suggest that nonorthogonal symmetries impede each other.
Third, in contrast to the holographic approach, the so-called bootstrap 
approach (Wagemans et al., 1991, 1993) suggests facilitation in case of 
orthogonal symmetry axes (i.e., not impediment in case of nonorthogonal 
axes). This may be explicated as follows. In 1-fold symmetry, two symmet­
rically corresponding points can be connected by a virtual line, and such 
virtual lines can in turn be joined to form virtual trapezoids. Distortion of 
these so-called lower and higher order structures has been shown to im­
pair symmetry detection (Jenkins, 1983; Sawada & Pizlo, 2008; Wagemans 
et al., 1991, 1993; van der Vloed et al., 2005). Notice that the normals 
to the parallel virtual lines in a virtual trapezoid indicate in which two di­
rections the propagation process may continue, that is, in which directions 
subsequent propagation steps should search for additional symmetry pairs 
(see Figure 2.1a). In 2-fold symmetry, however, some trapezoids are rect­
angles. These quartetwise correlations indicate four propagation directions 
and imply that twice as many symmetry pairs can be added during each 
subsequent propagation step (see Figure 2.1b). The correlation rectangles 
are therefore proposed to facilitate 2-fold symmetry detection. Such corre­
lation rectangles do not occur in 3-fold symmetry which therefore cannot
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(a) (b)
Figure  2.1. Symmetry detection by way of bootstrapping in 1-fold and 2-fold symmetry, 
(a) In 1-fold symmetry, symmetry pairs yield virtual lines (dashed lines) which join to form 
a correlation trapezoid (solid lines). These pairwise correlations suggest one propagation 
axis (up/down) along which additional symmetry pairs should be searched for during sub­
sequent propagation steps. (b) In 2-fold symmetry, two virtual lines (dashed lines) join 
to form a correlation rectangle (solid lines). These quartetwise correlations suggest two 
propagation axes (up/down and right/left). This allows for the addition of twice as many 
symmetry pairs in each subsequent propagation step.
benefit from their facilitatory effect.
Notice that, in Marr’s (1982) terms, the three just-discussed approaches 
to multiple symmetry perception are approaches at the computational and 
algorithmic levels of description. In the General Discussion, we comple­
ment this type of approach by including the implementational level of de­
scription, that is, by casting the just-discussed facilitation and impediment 
in terms of excitatory and inhibitory neural mechanisms. In any case, the 
foregoing shows that the existing literature contains various views on in­
teractions between the constituent symmetries in multiple symmetry. To 
investigate these interactions in more detail, we conducted two triples of 
experiments on imperfect 2-fold symmetry.
Imperfect multiple symmetries do abound in nature and art (e.g., in flow­
ers and band patterns), and our study does seem relevant to biology and 
art science, but the main reason we considered imperfect multiple symme­
try is that we aimed at investigating properties of the human visual system. 
One of the methods to this end is to probe the detectability of symmetry 
in the presence of noise. Importantly, in the case of multiple symmetry, it 
allows for a decoupling of the number of symmetry axes, correlation rect­
angles, and relative axis orientation -  factors which cannot be decoupled 
in perfect multiple symmetry because, in perfect multiple symmetry, one 
factor dictates the others.
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In the first triple of experiments, we focused on the idea that correlation 
rectangles, which occur only in case of orthogonal symmetry axes, facili­
tate 2-fold symmetry detection. This idea is plausible enough to be taken 
seriously, but it had never been tested. In the second triple of experiments, 
we used only symmetries without correlation rectangles to investigate the 
more general characteristic of the relative orientation of symmetry axes.
2.2 Correlation rectangles
In experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c, we examined whether correlation rectangles 
indeed have the facilitating effect on 2 -fold symmetry detection as proposed 
in the bootstrap approach. To prevent that an effect of correlation rectan­
gles is contaminated with effects of the number of symmetry axes or of 
relative axis orientation, we kept the latter factors constant. To this end, 
we focused on imperfect 2 -fold symmetries which, by means of various 
noise manipulations, had 50% noise about each symmetry axis. Because 
the experimental setup was largely identical across the three experiments, 
we outline the general method below.
2.2.1 General method
2.2.1.1 Participants
Twenty-one undergraduate students participated in experiment 1a, 19 other 
undergraduate students participated in experiment 1b, and 37 undergrad­
uate students participated in experiment 1c. Two of latter had participated 
in one of the previous experiments more than one month before. All par­
ticipants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and received course 
credits or money for their participation.
2.2.1.2 Stimuli
Each stimulus comprised 80 nonoverlapping bandpass elements. The lu­
minance profile of an element was given by the radial Gaussian function
__d!_
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Figure 2.2. Schematic overview of the 2-fold symmetry stimulus manipulations in ex­
periments 1a, 1b, and 1c. For simplicity, each display shows only 16 elements (the actual 
stimuli contained 80 elements). The solid lines indicate the symmetry axes and the dashed 
lines indicate symmetry pairs (these lines were not present in the actual stimuli). For de­
tails on the stimuli, see the general method. (a) No-rectangles condition. (b) Rectangles 
condition. (c) L-condition. (d) 25%-rectangles condition.
where d G [0 ; 16] is the distance in pixels from the center of the window, 
and o = i/10. The stimuli were constructed such that they formed various
2-fold symmetries featuring a vertical and a horizontal symmetry axis. Ad­
ditionally, in all three experiments, we used 1 -fold symmetries as baseline 
trials and random patterns as catch trials.
More specifically, in experiment 1a, we tested the effect of correlation 
rectangles by comparing the detectability of 2 -fold symmetries in the so- 
called no-rectangles and rectangles conditions (see Figure 2.2a and Figure 
2.2b). In the no-rectangles condition, symmetries did not feature correla­
tion rectangles; to this end, 50% of the elements were placed symmetrically 
about the horizontal axis alone, and the other 50% were placed symmet­
rically about the vertical axis alone. In the rectangles condition, symme­
tries featured correlation rectangles; to this end, 50% of the elements were 
placed as quartets (i.e., elements were symmetrical about both axes) and 
the other 50% were randomly distributed so that they constituted global 
noise (i.e., elements which are symmetric about neither axis). Hence, to 
each symmetry axis in each condition, 50% of the elements constituted 
symmetry pairs and the other 50% of the elements constituted noise.
In experiment 1b, to test the effect the global noise may have had in the 
rectangles condition, we replaced the rectangles condition by the so-called 
L condition (see Figure 2.2c). In the L condition, 75% of the elements were 
part of L-triplets produced by first placing a symmetrical dot quartet (e.g.,
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Figure 2.3. Examples of the 2-fold symmetry stimuli used in experiments 1a, 1b, and 
1c. All stimuli featured 50%  noise about each symmetry axis. For further details about the 
stimulus manipulations, see the general method. (a) No-rectangles condition (experiments 
1a and 1b). (b) Rectangles condition (experiment 1a). (c) L condition (experiments 1b and 
1c). (d) 25%-rectangles condition (experiment 1c).
four dots which are symmetrical about both axes) and then removing one 
dot from the dot quartet so that the remaining three dots form a virtual “L” 
instead of a rectangle. The other 25% of the elements constituted global 
noise. Consequently, neither the no-rectangles condition nor the L con­
dition featured correlation rectangles. Furthermore, both kinds of 2-fold 
symmetries contained 5 0 % noise about either symmetry axis, but they dif­
fered in the proportion of global noise, namely, 0 % in the no-rectangles 
condition and 25% in the L-condition.
In experiment 1c, we further tested the above-mentioned factors by com­
paring the L condition and the so-called 25%-rectangles condition (see 
Figure 2.2d). In the 25%-rectangles condition, 25% of the elements were 
placed in symmetrical dot quartets (i.e., elements were symmetrical about 
both axes), 25% were symmetrical about the horizontal symmetry axis 
only, 25% were symmetrical about the vertical symmetry axis only, and 
25% constituted global noise. Hence, these two conditions were matched 
in terms of the amount of global noise (25%) and the amount of noise 
for each symmetry axis (50%). However, the L condition featured no cor­
relation rectangles, whereas in the 25%-rectangles condition, 25% of the 
elements were part of correlation rectangles.
Example stimuli for all 2-fold symmetry conditions are given in Figure 
2.3. Furthermore, in the baseline condition, we used 1-fold symmetries in 
which 40 elements were positioned symmetrically about an axis (vertical
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or horizontal) while the remaining 40 elements were distributed randomly. 
In the catch trial condition, we used random stimuli in which all elements 
were randomly distributed. All stimuli were circular and subtended about 
16° visual angle. Absolute axis orientations were horizontal and vertical. 
The background of the display was set to mean luminance (16.64 cd/m2). 
Using Matlab, a unique set of stimuli was generated for each participant.
2.2.1.3 Procedure
Participants were seated 60 cm in front of an 19 in. monitor with a 100 Hz 
refresh rate and a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. A chinrest was used to 
restrict head movements. Participants performed a two-alternatives forced 
choice (2AFC) task in which a symmetrical stimulus (either a 1-fold or a
2-fold symmetry) and a random stimulus were presented in subsequent 
intervals in a random order. Participants had to indicate which of the two 
intervals featured symmetry. Responses were recorded using a button box.
Prior to each experiment, each participant completed a practice block of 
60 trials with feedback given after each trial. Each interval was preceded by 
a central fixation dot presented for 500 ms. During the intervals, stimuli 
were flashed for 120 ms. The number of experimental trials totalled 4 
[symmetry conditions] x 120 [measurements] = 480. The experiments were 
self-paced.
2.2.2 Experiment 1a
In this experiment, we contrasted 2-fold symmetries in which correlation 
rectangles are present (the rectangles condition) to 2-fold symmetries in 
which correlation rectangles are absent (the no-rectangles condition). The 
rationale was that, if correlation rectangles facilitate 2-fold symmetry de­
tection (as proposed in the bootstrap approach), then the former should be 
more salient than the latter.
2.2.2.1 Results
For each subject and each subcondition, the discriminability measure d' 
was calculated on the basis of the correct scores on trials wherein the sym-
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Figure 2.4. Results of experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c. Error bars represent 1 SEM. In all 
experiments, vertical symmetry is more salient than horizontal symmetry, and 2-fold sym ­
metry is more salient than 1-fold symmetry, (a) Results of experiment 1a. Performance 
is worse in the rectangles condition than in the no-rectangles condition. (b) Results of ex­
periment 1b. Performance is better in the L condition than in the no-rectangles condition. 
Because there are no correlation rectangles in both conditions, this difference can be at­
tributed to the global noise which is present in the L condition but not in the no-rectangles 
condition. (c) Results of experiment 1c. For a fixed amount of global noise, performance in 
the L condition does not differ from performance in the 25%-rectangles condition.
metry was presented in one interval and the error scores on trials wherein 
the symmetry was presented in the other interval (e.g., Swets, 1964; Wick- 
ens, 2002). Subsequently, d' values were compared using paired-samples 
t-tests. Vertical 1-fold symmetry was more salient than horizontal 1-fold 
symmetry, t(20) = 3.540, p < .01, and less salient than 2-fold symmetry - 
both with and without correlation rectangles, t(2 0 ) = 8.066, p < .0 0 1 , and 
t(20) = 10.613, p < .001, respectively. Furthermore, d' on 2-fold symmetry 
tended to be lower in the rectangles condition than in the no-rectangles 
condition, but this effect was not significant (p = .084). The results are 
depicted in Figure 2.4a.
2.2.2.2 Discussion
In contrast to what the bootstrap approach predicts, we did not find that 
symmetries with correlation rectangles are better detectable than symme­
tries without. This suggests that correlation rectangles do not play a role 
in symmetry detection. Note, however, that in the no-rectangles condi­
tion, every element was symmetrical about one of the axes, whereas in the 
rectangles condition, 50% of the elements constituted global noise (i.e., el­
ements which are symmetrical about neither symmetry axis). Because, in
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principle, a negative effect of global noise could have overshadowed a posi­
tive effect of correlation rectangles, we conducted two control experiments 
to estimate the magnitude of both effects separately.
2.2.3 Experiment 1b
In this experiment, we probed the effect of global noise when correlation 
rectangles are absent. To this end, we contrasted the no-rectangles condi­
tion to the L condition. Neither condition features correlation rectangles, 
but the no-rectangles condition does not feature global noise whereas the 
L condition does (i.e., 25% of the elements form global noise).
2.2.3.1 Results
We again found that vertical 1-fold symmetry was more salient than hori­
zontal 1-fold symmetry, t(18) = 3.470, p < .01, and less salient than 2-fold 
symmetry - both in the no-rectangles condition and in the L condition, 
t(18) = 7.731, p < .001, and t(18) = 2.128, p < .05, respectively. Fur­
thermore, d' on 2-fold symmetry was significantly lower in the L condition 
than in the no-rectangles condition, t(18) = 5.218, p < .001. The results 
are depicted in Figure 2.4b.
2.2.3.2 Discussion
We found that performance is lower in the L condition than in the no­
rectangles condition. Since these conditions differ only in the amount of 
global noise, we may conclude that global noise hampers symmetry de­
tection more than noise about the axes separately. This implies that, in 
experiment 1 a, a negative effect of global noise may indeed have overshad­
owed a positive effect of correlation rectangles. To control for the effect of 
global noise, we conducted the following experiment.
2.2.4 Experiment 1c
In this experiment, we probed the effect of correlation rectangles, if any, 
when the amount of global noise is fixed. To this end, we contrasted the L
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condition and the 25%-rectangles condition. Both conditions feature 25% 
global noise, but the L condition does not feature correlation rectangles 
whereas the 25%-rectangles condition does (i.e., 25% of the elements form 
correlation rectangles). To uncover an effect of correlation rectangles even 
if it is small, the number of participants was considerably larger than in 
the previous experiments.
2.2.4.1 Results
One participant was excluded from the analysis because the overall d' 
was negative. This time, we did not find that vertical 1-fold symmetry 
is more salient than horizontal 1-fold symmetry (p = .063), but this was 
mainly due to two participants who apparently focused their attention on 
the horizontal axis: they performed better for horizontal symmetry than 
in all other symmetry conditions (removal of these two participants would 
have yielded p = .004, with little effect on the other statistical comparisons). 
Furthermore, vertical 1 -fold symmetry was again less salient than 2 -fold 
symmetry - both in the 25%-rectangles condition and in the L condition, 
t(35) = 5.993, p < .001, and t(35) = 5.478, p < .001, respectively. Crucially, 
we did not find a difference between the 25%-rectangles condition and the 
L condition (p = .502). The results are depicted in Figure 2.4c.
2.2.4.2 Discussion
In spite of the large number of participants, we did not find a difference 
between 2 -fold symmetries with correlation rectangles and 2 -fold symme­
tries without. This suggests that the negative tendency in experiment 1a 
was solely due to global noise, and it strengthens our conclusion that cor­
relation rectangles do not play a role in symmetry detection.
Apart from the empirical evidence, there are also theoretical grounds to 
assume that correlation rectangles add little. Relatively local correlation 
trapezoids may occur anywhere along either axis, but relatively local cor­
relation rectangles can occur only at the intersection of both axes. The de­
tection process probably uses such relatively local structures as anchors 
to propagate from, so that the limited presence of relatively local corre­
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lation rectangles automatically limits the potential impact of correlation 
rectangles in general.
All in all, the foregoing suggests that the allegedly special status of or­
thogonal symmetry axes is not due to correlation rectangles, that is, corre­
lation rectangles do not seem to facilitate 2-fold symmetry detection. The 
question then is whether orthogonal symmetry axes have a special status 
at all. This is examined further in the next triplet of experiments, in which 
we turn to a more general characteristic of multiple symmetry, namely, the 
relative orientation of the symmetry axes.
2.3 Relative orientation of symmetry axes
In experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c, we investigated whether the relative ori­
entation of symmetry axes affects symmetry processing. To get a clear 
picture of this, the effect of relative orientation has to be isolated from an 
effect of the number of symmetry axes and, to be sure, also from a poten­
tial effect of correlation rectangles. To this end, we combined two different 
perfect 1 -fold symmetries in various relative orientations - in particular, 
orthogonal (90° relative orientation) and nonorthogonal (45°/135° relative 
orientation, i.e., one angle between the axes is 45° and the other angle is 
135°). Furthermore, because the salience of single and multiple symmetry 
is known to vary with absolute orientation (Wenderoth & Welsh, 1998b), 
we used absolute axis orientations of +22.5° and -22.5° with respect to the 
vertical and the horizontal, yielding four roughly equisalient symmetry axis 
orientations. As we report next, the three experiments differed regarding 
stimulus type and regarding the way the 1 -fold symmetries were combined.
2.3.1 Experiment 2a
In this experiment, we used dot stimuli and we composed 2-fold symme­
tries by superimposing two different perfect 1 -fold symmetries in differ­
ent relative orientations. This yields 2-fold symmetries without correlation 
rectangles, and with 50% noise about each axis.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.5. Examples of the stimuli used in experiment 2a. In the insets, the absolute ori­
entations of the symmetry axes are indicated by straight lines. (a) One-fold symmetry, (b) 
Nonorthogonal 2-fold symmetry with a relative axis orientation of 457135°. (c) Orthogonal 
2-fold symmetry with a relative axis orientation of 9 0 .
2.3.1.1 Participants
Twenty-two undergraduate students participated in the experiment. None 
of them had participated in any of the previous experiments. All had nor­
mal or corrected-to-normal vision and received course credits or money for 
their participation.
2.3.1.2 Stimuli
To create 2-fold symmetries, we superimposed two perfect but different 1­
fold symmetries of 40 elements each in either orthogonal (90°) or nonorthog­
onal (45°/135°) relative orientation. To have approximately equisalient 
symmetry axes across all conditions, we used absolute axis orientations 
of +22.5° and -22.5° with respect to the vertical and the horizontal.
By way of baseline, we created 1 -fold symmetries, in which 40 elements 
were positioned symmetrically about an axis at one of the four designated 
absolute orientations while 40 further elements were distributed randomly. 
By way of catch trials, we constructed random stimuli in which all elements 
were distributed randomly. Using Matlab, a unique set of stimuli was 
generated for each participant. Examples are given in Figure 2.5.
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2.3.1.3 Procedure
As before, and using the same apparatus and settings, participants per­
formed a 2AFC task in which a symmetrical stimulus and a random stimu­
lus were presented in subsequent intervals in a random order. Participants 
had to indicate which of the two intervals featured symmetry. Responses 
were recorded using a button box. Prior to the experiment, each partici­
pant completed a practice block of 60 trials with feedback given after each 
trial. Each interval was preceded by a central fixation dot presented for 
500 ms. During the intervals, stimuli were flashed for 200 ms. This is 
longer than in the previous experiments, but increasing the presentation 
time was necessary to maintain a comparable level of performance, since 
symmetries with symmetry axes off the four cardinal orientations (vertical, 
horizontal, left/right oblique) are more difficult to detect. The number of 
experimental trials totalled 3 [symmetry conditions] x 4 [axis orientations] 
x 50 [measurements] = 600. The experiment was self-paced.
2.3.1.4 Results
For the 1-fold symmetries, we did not find a difference in salience between 
the absolute axis orientations. Therefore, for each condition, we pooled 
across the absolute axis orientations. Subsequently, d' values obtained 
for 1 -fold, nonorthogonal, and orthogonal symmetry were compared using 
paired-samples t-tests. Nonorthogonal symmetry tended to be more salient 
than 1-fold symmetry, but this was not significant (p = .065). Orthogonal 
symmetry, however, was significantly more salient than 1 -fold symmetry, 
t(21) = 3.694, p < .01. Crucially, orthogonal symmetry was significantly 
more salient than nonorthogonal symmetry, t(21) = 2.525, p < .05. The 
results are depicted in Figure 2.8a.
2.3.1.5 Discussion
The results show that 2-fold symmetry is more salient when the axes are 
orthogonal than when the axes are nonorthogonal. Notice that this ef­
fect goes against the bootstrap approach which attributes a positive effect 
of orthogonality solely to correlation rectangles which, here, were absent.
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Apparently, the relative orientation of symmetry axes is an independent 
factor affecting multiple symmetry perception. To investigate whether the 
now found effect generalizes across stimulus types, we conducted the next 
experiment.
2.3.2 Experiment 2b
In this experiment, we used dense displays, and we composed 2-fold sym­
metries by superimposing, again in different relative orientations, two per­
fect 1-fold symmetries that were confined to different spatial frequency 
bands. This yields noisy 2-fold symmetries, and the two different lumi­
nance distributions ensure the absence of correlation rectangles.
2.3.2.1 Participants
Sixteen undergraduate students participated in the experiment. None of 
them had participated in any of the previous experiments. All had nor­
mal or corrected-to-normal vision and received course credits or money for 
their participation.
2.3.2.2 Stimuli
All stimuli were constructed by superimposing two images filtered in the 
spatial frequency (SF) domain (similar filtering techniques were employed 
by, e.g., Dakin & Herbert, 1998; Julesz & Chang, 1979; Rainville & King­
dom, 1999, 2000). Each image was generated starting from randomly dis­
tributed Gaussian luminance (u= 0, 0= 0.125). To obtain a 1-fold sym­
metrical image, an image half was filled with random luminance and re­
flected about the vertical. Using Fourier transformation, each image was 
transformed from the spatial domain into the SF domain. Each Fourier- 
transformed image then was filtered using an idealized isotropic bandpass 
filter with a bandwidth of one octave. The filter (H) was defined in the SF 
domain by
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H =
1  if flow ^  f  ^  fhigh
0  otherwise
where fiow and fhigh were lower and upper cut-off frequencies, respectively. 
To generate a relatively low SF image, we selected a one-octave band with 
lower and higher cut-off frequencies of 0.31 cpd (cycles per degree) and 
0.62 cpd, respectively. To generate a relatively high SF image, we selected 
a one-octave band with lower and higher cut-off frequencies of 1.26 cpd 
and 2.52 cpd, respectively. This implies that the one-octave bands were 
separated by a gap of also one octave. To create a stimulus, low-SF and 
high-SF images were transformed back into the spatial domain by means 
of inverse Fourier transformation. The resulting images were rotated to the 
desired orientations and then superimposed by averaging their luminances 
at each pixel position. The resulting intensity distribution was shifted to 
mean luminance and normalized to 25% root-mean-square contrast.
As in experiment 2a, we used absolute axis orientations of +22.5° and - 
22.5° with respect to the vertical and the horizontal. The 2-fold symmetries 
were created by combining a near-vertical symmetry in one SF band with 
a near-horizontal symmetry in the other SF band, with a relative orienta­
tion of 90° in the orthogonal condition and 45°/135° in the nonorthogonal 
condition. By way of two baseline conditions, we constructed stimuli with 
1-fold symmetry in either the high-SF band or the low-SF band; in both 
cases, the complementary SF band contained noise. Catch trials featured 
stimuli in which both SF bands contained noise. All stimuli were circular 
with a diameter of about 1 0 .6 ° of visual angle against a black background. 
Using Matlab, a unique set of stimuli was generated for each participant. 
Figure 2.6 gives examples of the stimuli.
2.3.2.3 Procedure
We used the same apparatus as in the previous experiments. Participants 
performed a signal detection (yes/no) task. In each trial, a symmetrical or 
random pattern was presented and participants had to indicate whether 
the pattern was symmetrical (irrespective of the number of symmetry axes
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Figure 2.6. Examples of the stimuli used in experiment 2b. In the insets, the absolute 
orientations of the symmetry axes are indicated by straight lines; thick lines refer to the 
low-SF band and thin lines refer to the high-SF band. (a) Random pattern. (b) One-fold 
symmetry in the low-SF band. (c) One-fold symmetry in the high-SF band. (d) Two-fold 
nonorthogonal symmetry, (e) Two-fold orthogonal symmetry. For illustrative purposes, the 
low-SF and high-SF symmetries in (b) and (c) are the same as the ones that were combined 
in (d) and (e), respectively. Thus, the only difference between the nonorthogonal symmetry 
in (d) and the orthogonal symmetry in (e) is the relative orientation between the component 
symmetry axes.
that might be present) or random. Responses were recorded using a stan­
dard keyboard.
The experiment was preceded by 120 practice trials with feedback given 
after each trial. Each trial started with a central fixation cross presented 
for 500 ms. Subsequently, the stimulus was presented for 250 ms. Fol­
lowing the response and an inter-trial interval of 1 0 0  ms, the next trial 
commenced automatically. The number of trials totalled 2 [symmetri­
cal/random] x 4 [symmetry conditions] x 4 [axis orientations] x 20 [mea­
surements] = 640. Breaks were given each time after 128 trials.
2.3.2.4 Results
Based on the correct scores for symmetrical targets (hits) and error scores 
for random targets (false alarms), d' was calculated and was used as a de­
pendent variable in a series of paired-samples t-tests. Note that, although 
a yes/no paradigm was used here and 2AFC paradigm was used in the 
previous experiments, signal detection theory shows a linear relationship 
between d' values obtained in these two ways (Wickens, 2002). This allows 
for a qualitative comparison of effects across experiments, irrespective of 
the method used.
For the 1-fold symmetries, we did not find a difference in salience be­
tween the absolute axis orientations. Therefore, for each condition, we
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pooled the absolute axis orientations. In line with Julesz & Chang (1979), 
we found that the salience of low-SF 1-fold symmetry was higher than the 
salience of high-SF 1-fold symmetry, t(15) = 2.826, p < .05. Furthermore, 
d' for 2 -fold symmetry with nonorthogonal axes was higher than d' for 
both high-SF 1-fold symmetry, t(15) = 4.925, p < .001, and low-SF 1-fold 
symmetry, t(15) = 2.467, p < .05. Similarly, d' for 2-fold symmetry with or­
thogonal axes was higher than d' for both high-SF 1-fold symmetry, t(15) 
= 9.542, p < .001, and low-SF 1-fold symmetry, t(15) = 5.85, p < .001. 
Crucially, orthogonal symmetry was again more salient than nonorthogo­
nal symmetry, t(15) = 5.034, p < .001. The results are depicted in Figure 
2 .8 b .
2.3.2.5 Discussion
Also for this stimulus type, we found that 2-fold symmetry is more salient 
when the axes are orthogonal than when the axes are nonorthogonal. This 
demonstrates the robustness of this effect and suggests that it is not a 
stimulus-dependent artifact but, rather, a general characteristic of sym­
metry perception. An implication of these results is that the single symme­
tries constituting multiple symmetry apparently engage in an orientation- 
dependent interaction. To shed more light on the underlying mechanism, 
we conducted the following priming experiment in which we investigated 
the interaction between 1 -fold symmetries separated in the time domain 
(i.e., rather than in the spatial frequency domain).
2.3.3 Experiment 2c
The effect revealed in the previous two experiments suggests the involve­
ment of orientation-selective processes in multiple symmetry perception. 
It is unclear, however, whether this effect stems from the mutual facil­
itation of orthogonal symmetry axes, or from the mutual impediment of 
nonorthogonal symmetry axes, or from both. To investigate this, we used 
a paradigm wherein two symmetries were presented in succession, the first 
one serving as prime and the second one serving as target. The rationale 
was that, if orthogonal axes facilitate each other, the detection of a symme­
try should be enhanced when it is preceded by an orthogonal prime (i.e.,
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a prime whose symmetry axis is orthogonal to the symmetry axis of the 
target). Likewise, if nonorthogonal axes impede each other, the detection 
of a symmetry should be hampered when it is preceded by a nonorthogonal 
prime.
2.3.3.1 Participants
Nineteen undergraduate students participated in the experiment. None 
of them had participated in the other experiments. All had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision and received course credits or money for their 
participation.
2.3.3.2 Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of spatially filtered Gaussian noise. They resembled the 
stimuli used in the previous experiment, but they consisted of only a sin­
gle SF band instead of two. First, the Gaussian noise was transformed 
into the SF domain using Fourier transformation. An idealized isotropic 
bandpass filter, defined as in experiment 2 b, with lower and higher cut-off 
frequencies of 1.29 cpd (cycles per degree) and 2.59 cpd, respectively, was 
used to retain only one octave of spatial frequencies. After inverse Fourier 
transformation into the spatial domain, the resulting intensity distribution 
was shifted to mean luminance and normalized to 25% root-mean-square 
contrast. We again used absolute axis orientations of +22.5° and -22.5° 
with respect to the vertical and the horizontal.
We created 1-fold symmetrical primes and targets, and we created primes 
and targets containing randomly distributed Gaussian noise. The random 
targets were used in catch trials, and the random primes were included 
to establish a baseline against which the priming effect of the symmetrical 
primes could be measured. All stimuli were circular with a diameter of 
about 10° of visual angle on a black background. Using Matlab, a unique 
set of stimuli was generated for each participant.
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2.3.3.3 Procedure
We used the same apparatus and parameters as before, except for the 
following. In each trial, a prime (1-fold symmetrical or random) was pre­
sented, followed by a target (1-fold symmetrical or random). Participants 
performed a signal detection (yes/no) task, that is, they had to indicate 
whether the target was symmetrical or random.
Apart from the random prime condition, there were three symmetrical 
prime conditions. The crucial conditions were the nonorthogonal condi­
tion, in which the relative orientation of the symmetry axes in prime and 
target was 45°/135°, and the orthogonal condition, in which it was 90°. We 
also included the ’same’ condition, in which the symmetry axes in prime 
and target had the same orientation. In all conditions, both the prime 
and the target were masked using a checkerboard pattern. Masking was 
necessary to remove apparent-motion artifacts which, during pilot exper­
iments, were found to arise particularly when both prime and target were 
symmetric.
The experiment was preceded by 50 practice trials. Each trial started 
with a central fixation cross presented for 500 ms. Subsequently, the 
prime was presented for 500 ms. We chose for a long presentation time 
to ensure that the participant really detected the symmetry in the prime. 
The prime was immediately followed by a checkerboard pattern presented 
for 50 ms and a blank screen lasting for 150 ms. Then, the target was 
presented for 200 ms, followed by another mask presented for 50 ms. Fol­
lowing the response and an inter-trial interval of 1 0 0  ms, the next trial 
commenced automatically. The time-course of a trial is depicted in Figure 
2.7. The number of trials totalled 2 [symmetrical/random prime] x 4 [prime 
orientations] x 2 [symmetrical/random target] x 4 [target orientations] x 10 
[measurements] = 640. Breaks were given each time after 128 trials.
2.3.3.4 Results
Again, based on the correct scores for symmetrical targets (hits) and error 
scores for random targets (false alarms), d' was calculated. As a measure 
of the priming effect, we used A d ', calculated by subtracting d' on random 
primes from d' on symmetrical primes. This measure indicates how much
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Figure 2.7. The time course of a trial in priming experiment 2c. See the procedure of 
experiment 2c for details.
a symmetric prime facilitates (positive Ad') or impedes (negative Ad') sym­
metry detection relative to a random prime. One-sample t-tests were used 
to analyze A d'. In the ’same’ condition, Ad' tended to be positive, but 
this was not significant (p = .093). In the orthogonal condition, there was 
a significant positive priming effect, t(18) = 3.326, p < .01. The latter two 
conditions did not differ significantly from each other (p = .529). Finally, 
there was significant negative priming effect in the nonorthogonal condi­
tion, t(18) = 2.631, p < .05. The results are depicted in Figure 2.8c.
2.3.3.5 Discussion
The results reveal a positive priming effect in case prime and target have 
orthogonal symmetry axes as well as a negative priming effect in case they 
have nonorthogonal symmetry axes. We also ran a control experiment us­
ing a thin (1 px) line as a prime instead of a symmetric pattern. In this 
control experiment, we found no priming effects in the orthogonal and 
nonorthogonal conditions, which suggests that the above-mentioned prim­
ing effects are indeed inherent to symmetry processing. This, in turn, sug­
gests that the results obtained in the previous two experiments are due to 
an orientation-dependent interaction between symmetry axes, with both a
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Figure 2.8. Results of experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c. Error bars represent 1 SEM. (a) Results 
of experiment 2a. Nonorthogonal 2-fold symmetry is more salient than 1-fold symmetry 
but, crucially, less salient than orthogonal 2-fold symmetry, (b) Results of experiment 2b. 
Low-SF 1-fold symmetry is more salient than high-SF 1-fold symmetry and less salient than 
both nonorthogonal and orthogonal 2-fold symmetry. Most importantly, orthogonal 2-fold 
symmetry is more salient than nonorthogonal 2-fold symmetry, (c) Priming effects obtained 
in experiment 2c. The priming effect was defined by Ad' , calculated by subtracting d' on 
random primes from d' on 1-fold symmetrical primes. The priming effect was not signifi­
cant, positive, and negative, when the symmetry axes in prime and target had the same 
orientation, orthogonal orientations, and nonorthogonal orientations, respectively.
mutual facilitation of orthogonal symmetry axes and a mutual impediment 
of nonorthogonal symmetry axes. As we elaborate in the next section, both 
effects can be accounted for by a mechanism based on surround inhibition.
2.4 General discussion
In experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c, we found no evidence that 2-fold symmetry 
with correlation rectangles is better detectable than 2 -fold symmetry with­
out. Regarding Wagemans et al.; Wagemans et al.’s (1991, 1993) bootstrap 
model, this does not challenge its primary assumption that correlation 
trapezoids are the anchors for the detection of symmetry about an axis, 
but it casts doubts on its secondary assumption that correlation rectan­
gles facilitate the detection of multiple symmetries containing orthogonal 
symmetry axes.
In experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c, we investigated whether the relative ori­
entation between symmetry axes affects symmetry detection. We found 
that orthogonal symmetry is consistently more salient than nonorthogonal
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symmetry, even when correlation rectangles are absent. In experiment 2c, 
we also found that detection of a target symmetry is both facilitated by an 
orthogonal symmetry prime and impeded by a nonorthogonal symmetry 
prime. As for the computational and algorithmic models outlined in the 
Introduction, these results do not seem to be consistent with the trans­
formational and bootstrap approaches. That is, the transformational ap­
proach predicts no interaction between axes, while the bootstrap approach 
predicts facilitation in case of orthogonal axes due to a questionable fac­
tor (i.e., due to correlation rectangles which we found to be effectless and 
which, here, were absent). Our results do seem consistent, however, with 
the holographic approach even though, as we discussed in the Introduc­
tion, it predicts only an impeding effect in case of nonorthogonal axes. That 
is, as we discuss next at the implementational level of desciption, a neural 
mechanism that is reponsible for inhibition in case of nonorthogonal axes 
suffices to also yield facilitation in case of orthogonal axes.
Neurally, orientation-dependent interactions between orientation-selec­
tive neurons are ubiquitous. It is true that visual neurons are usually 
involved in the processing of luminance edges, not symmetry axes, but Lee 
et al. (1998) found a late enhancement of responses in V1 cells of rhesus 
monkeys when receptive fields were centered at a symmetry axis. Further­
more, symmetrical dot patterns and luminance contours were shown to 
elicit similar visually evoked potentials if the luminance contours and the 
symmetry axes are co-oriented (Beh & Latimer, 1997). Moreover, symme­
try axes in dot patterns elicit tilt aftereffects comparable to those of lines 
(Joung et al., 2000; Joung & Latimer, 2003; van der Zwan et al., 1998). In 
line with this evidence, Gurnsey et al. (1998) suggested that, within the vi­
sual system, symmetry axes form subjective contours which are processed 
in a similar way as luminance contours (see also Sally & Gurnsey, 2001).
The exact link between symmetry processing and orientation processing 
is still unclear, but our data call for a hopefully fruitful speculation about 
how known properties of the neural processing of orientation might be 
related to the interaction between single symmetries in multiple symmetry. 
To this end, we first go into more detail on orientation selectivity and on 
spatial filtering models of 1 -fold symmetry detection which build on it.
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2.4.1 Orientation selectivity and spatial filtering
Orientation selectivity is a characteristic of many cortical cells such as 
simple and complex cells in V1 (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Bredfeldt & 
Ringach, 2002; Valois & Valois, 1988; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Shapley et al., 
2003), and it also has been shown to persist in post-V1 areas (Vanduffel 
et al., 2002b). The prevalence of orientation selectivity suggests that it has 
an important functional role throughout the visual cortex.
Building on this, spatial filtering (SF) models of 1-fold symmetry detec­
tion recruit frequency filtering and orientation filtering mechanisms. Most 
models follow a filter-rectify-filter regime, with the first stage usually be­
ing the convolution of the input image by bandpass-filters, followed by a 
nonlinear operation (e.g., a squaring operation), and then an operation 
which serves to explicitly detect the symmetry axis or estimate the amount 
of symmetry (Dakin & Watt, 1994; Gurnsey et al., 1998; Osorio, 1996; 
Rainville & Kingdom, 1999, 2002). For instance, Gurnsey et al. (1998) pre­
sented a model wherein the input image is first convolved with a Gaussian 
kernel. Then, a nonlinear differencing operation is performed, whereby the 
squared difference in luminance between symmetrically positioned pixels 
is calculated for each column in the image. Finally, the output of the dif­
ferencing operation is convolved with a vertical filter to explicitly detect 
the symmetry axis. Furthermore, Dakin & Watt (1994) presented a model 
wherein the input image is first convolved with an elongated difference- 
of-Gaussians filter. In a second step, a thresholding nonlinear operation 
yields a number of blobs, which happen to occur predominantly about 
the symmetry axis in dense stimuli. Finally, the degree of co-alignment 
between these blobs is taken as a measure of the amount of symmetry. 
Dakin & Watt’s (1994) model is depicted schematically in the shaded box 
in Figure 2.9.
Because, thus far, SF models addressed only 1-fold symmetry detec­
tion, they had no need to implement the fact that a significant number 
of orientation-sensitive neurons display a bipolar response, also known as 
surround inhibition, whereby the excitatory peak is flanked by inhibitory 
troughs (e.g., Gur et al., 2005; Ringach et al., 1997; Shapley et al., 2003). 
As we argue next, however, the inclusion of surround inhibition allows for
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Figure 2.9. Extension of Dakin & Watt's (1994) spatial filtering model to include surround 
inhibition. The shaded box shows the original model (see text and Appendix A for details). 
The extended model is obtained by concatenating filters for various orientations and then 
applying inhibitory connections to pairs of filters that are sensitive to nonorthogonal orien­
tations (in this case, 457135°).
a plausible extension of these models to multiple symmetry.
2.4.2 Implementing surround inhibition
As we show here, adding surround inhibition to existing SF models allows 
for the accommodation of the interaction effects reported in this paper. 
This is demonstrated for Dakin & Watt’s (1994) model, but the same prin­
ciple could be applied just as well to Gurnsey et al.’s (1998) and Rainville 
& Kingdom’s (2002) models. Figure 2.9 sketches the extension of Dakin & 
Watt’s (1994) model to multiple symmetry by means of surround inhibition.
To obtain quantitative data, we applied the extended model to the same 
Gaussian noise stimuli as used in experiment 2b, that is, random stim­
uli, 1-fold symmetries, and 2-fold symmetries. We used two different spa­
tial frequencies and, for simplicity, four different orientations. Dakin & 
Watt's symmetry measure was then calculated for each spatial frequency
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and each orientation separately, yielding eight symmetry values. Details 
on the implementation of Dakin & Watt's model are given in Appendix A.
To simulate surround inhibition, the symmetry outputs for each spatial 
frequency and each orientation were used as activations in a standard in­
teractive activation and competition (1AC) network. An IAC network is an 
artificial neural network (ANN) consisting of units that are characterized 
by specific levels of activation and that can have excitatory or inhibitory 
connections. By way of mutual excitation and inhibition, the levels of ac­
tivation of the units vary until a state of equilibrium is reached. Since 
our aim was to give a functional implementation of surround inhibition 
in symmetry detection, our network featured inhibitory connections for 
pairs of units representing nonorthogonal symmetry-axis orientations. The 
strength of the inhibition was given by the inhibition parameter A. To not 
make an arbitrary choice regarding this parameter, we included it as an 
independent variable in the analysis. More details on the ANN are given in 
Appendix B.
As a rough estimate of how well the model classifies symmetries and ran­
dom patterns, we calculated signal-to-noise ratios for each class of stimuli 
and each level of A. According to its standard definition, we define the 
signal-to-noise ratio in symmetrical stimuli by
X! signal
^symmetry = ^  ^  ;
Jlsignal + £  noise
where the term signal refers to the output of the filter that was tuned for 
the spatial frequency and orientation of the symmetry that was present in 
the stimulus. Consequently, in 1-fold symmetries, one of the eight filters 
in our implementation provided the signal, and in 2 -fold symmetries, two 
filters provided the signal. The output of the other filters was considered 
noise.
Figure 2.10depicts, for each class of stimuli, the resulting signal-to-noise 
ratio as a function of the inhibition parameter A. The graphs reveal two 
remarkable consequences of surround inhibition. First, for the 1-fold sym­
metries and for orthogonal symmetry, the signal-to-noise ratio improves 
with increasing A. Second, for nonorthogonal symmetry, it also improves 
initially but then deteriorates for high values of A . This suggests that our
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Figure 2.10. Signal-to-noise ratios ^ obtained for symmetrical and random stimuli, in­
dicated by circles and squares, respectively. The dotted lines represent performance in 
the absence of interaction (inhibition strength A =  0), for symmetry (upper dashed line) 
and random noise (lower dashed line). In the graph on orthogonal symmetry, the signal- 
to-noise ratio on nonorthogonal symmetry is replotted as a dotted line, showing that the 
model is consistently more sensitive to orthogonal than to nonorthogonal symmetry, espe­
cially for relatively high values of A.
empirical results can be accounted for by surround inhibition which, for 
high values of A, yields both a facilitation in case of orthogonal symmetry 
and, relative to that, an impediment in case of nonorthogonal symmetry. 
In other words, it suggests that the special status of orthogonal symmetry 
is in fact a side-effect of a mechanism which is primarily responsible for 
mutual inhibition of nonorthogonal orientations.
Notice that ANNs have been used before to detect symmetry in images. 
For instance, Latimer et al. (1994) showed that ANNs can mimick human 
anisotropy in the detection of symmetries of various absolute orientations, 
but their model was restricted in that it pertained to 6  x 6  pixels binary in­
put images. A more versatile model was proposed by Labonte et al. (1993),
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wherein symmetry detection was not performed on raw input pixels but 
rather on features derived from a preliminary grouping stage. Recently, 
Fukushima & Kikuchi (2006) introduced a complex multi-layer ANN mim­
icking V1 functionality wherein, similar to our compound model, the first 
stage involved frequency and orientation-specific spatial filtering of the in­
put image. However, none of these models implemented surround inhibi­
tion which, as our empirical results suggest, is crucial to human percep­
tion of multiple symmetry. In other words, they cannot account for our 
finding that orthogonal symmetry is better detectable than nonorthogonal 
symmetry.
2.4.3 Conclusion
Our study shows that the number of symmetry axes is not the only relevant 
factor in multiple symmetry perception. Contrary to ideas in the literature, 
we found no evidence that correlation rectangles facilitate multiple symme­
try detection, but we did find evidence that, even in the absence of correla­
tion rectangles, the salience of multiple symmetry is affected by the relative 
orientation of the symmetry axes. These findings argue against a special 
status of correlation rectangles in multiple symmetry detection. Rather, 
they suggest an orientation-dependent interaction between the constituent 
1-fold symmetries. By means of a simulation, we demonstrated that sur­
round inhibition might be the neural mechanism underlying our finding 
that orthogonal symmetry axes are more salient than nonorthogonal sym­
metry axes.
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2.5 Appendix A: One-fold symmetry 
detection model
Our 1-fold symmetry detection model is a slightly modified version of Dakin 
& Watt’s (1994) blob-alignment model. In both models, a stimulus is pro­
cessed in three stages: a spatial filtering stage, a thresholding stage, and 
a blob-alignment measurement stage.
First, the image is convolved with an elongated difference-of-Gaussian 
(DoG) filter oriented orthogonally to the putative symmetry axis. Dakin & 
Watt used an elongated DoG filter defined by
where the space constant s determines the spatial frequency (SF) sensi­
tivity of the filter. As our stimuli were confined to two SF bands, we used 
filters at two different spatial scales. Appropriate values for s were ob­
tained by adjusting the filters’ peak SF to roughly match the geometric 
mean frequencies of the two SF bands.
Second, the convolved image is thresholded to a binary image by setting 
all luminances in the range (u - o, U + o) to 0 , and all others to 1 , where 
U is the mean luminance and o is the standard deviation of the luminance 
distribution. This yields a number of blobs.
Third, the co-alignment of these blobs along a putative symmetry axis is 
taken as a measure for the degree of symmetry. This measure is normal­
ized for blob-size and numerosity and it ranges from 0  (totally random) to
1 (perfectly symmetric). Assuming the symmetry axis is located at X = 0, 
the alignment measure boils down to
f s(X, y) = (e-y2/(2s2) ___ . e-y2/(2(2.23s)2)) . e-x2/2(3s)2 (2 . 1 )
(2 .2 )
where i ranges over the indices of blobs intersecting the symmetry axis, M 
is their total mass, Ci is the abscissa of the centroid of blob i, li is its length, 
and Ui its mass.
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This measure differs slightly from Dakin & Watt’s measure. As denomi­
nator of the argument of the exponential, we chose li instead of 2l(2. This 
gives less weight to the length of the blob, which proved to extract symme­
try more reliably in our narrow-band stimuli (Dakin and Watt considered 
broadband stimuli). A second modification was that we did not take into 
account blobs in the upper and lower end strips of 30 pixels. The reason 
is that the filter responds strongly to those parts of the stimulus contour 
that are approximately tangential to the orientation of the filter (i.e., the 
parts near both ends of the symmetry axis). Including those parts in our 
circular stimuli would yield comparatively large blob areas which overem­
phasize the amount of symmetry in every image, independently of the ac­
tually present symmetry (Dakin & Watt considered square-shaped stimuli, 
for which this artifact does not arise).
In every other respect, we adhered to the model outlined in Dakin & Watt 
(1994). For each of four different orientations and each of the two scales, 
the implementation of this model produced a symmetry measure which 
then served as the external input to the artificial neural network (see 
Appendix B).
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2.6 Appendix B: Artificial neural network 
dynamics
We derived our artificial neural network from the standard interactive ac­
tivation and competition (1AC) network (e.g., McClelland & Rumelhart, 
1981). We denote the net input and the activation of unit i at time-cycle t 
by neti(t) and Qi(t), respectively. More specifically, the net input to each 
unit i at cycle t is defined by
neti(t) = tyi - ^  A • Qj(t)
j
where tyi signifies the external input, A e [0, 1] is the inhibitory weight, 
Qj e [0 , 1 ] is the activation of unit j, while index j  ranges over the units 
connected to unit i. The change in activation in unit i, AQ(, is defined by
AQ((t) = ( 1  - Qi(t)) • neti(t) - y  • Qi(t) 
for positive net input, and by
AQ((t) = Qi(t) • neti(t) - y • Qi(t)
for negative net input. In both cases, y is the decay parameter which was 
empirically set to 0.5. The transfer function of unit i is defined by
Qi(t + 1) = Qi(t) + T • AQ((t)
where T is inversely proportional to the temporal resolution of the imple­
mentation. The choice of T is not trivial. The theoretical LAC network is 
a time-continuous system but its implementation is discrete, and artifacts 
may arise from the fact that the activation of a unit changes in discrete 
steps. Ln particular, it can fall out of the defined range (Q e [0,1]). Set­
ting T = 0.01 proved to give sufficient temporal resolution to prevent this 
artifact.
Because the transfer function is recursive, each unit was given an initial 
activation value of zero (i.e., Vi : Q((0) = 0). With respect to the number of 
cycles, we posed no absolute limit. Rather, a simulation terminated upon
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reaching equilibrium. We operationalized equilibrium as being reached 
when 2  |AOi(t)l < 1 0 -5.
CHAPTER 3
Detection of (anti)symmetry and (anti)repetition: 
Perceptual mechanisms versus cognitive 
strategies
This chapter has been adapted from:
van der Helm, P. A., & Treder, M. S. (2009). Detection of (anti)symmetry and (anti)repetition: 
Perceptual mechanisms versus cognitive strategies. Vision Research, 49, 2754-2763.
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Symmetry and repetition are recognized as cues in perceptual 
organization, but there is disagreement on whether they are 
detected automatically. This disagreement is resolved by not­
ing that some studies mixed up shape regularities and shape 
antiregularities (i.e., symmetries and repetitions with mismatches 
in contour curvature polarity). The results of two experiments 
indicate that a task-irrelevant regularity is automatically picked 
up by the visual system, whereas a task-irrelevant antiregu­
larity is not. This suggests that detection of regularities is part 
of the visual system's intrinsic encoding, whereas detection of 
antiregularities requires higher cognitive strategies involving 
selective attention.
3.1 Introduction
Detection of regularities such as symmetry and repetition is believed to be 
an integral part of the perceptual organization process that is applied to 
any visual input (cf. Tyler, 1994; van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996; 
Wagemans, 1995). These regularities are therefore said to be visual reg­
ularities, that is, regularities the visual system is sensitive to. Pascal 
(1658/1950) and Mach (1886) already pointed this out, and later, the 
Gestaltists (Koffka, 1935; Köhler, 1920; Wertheimer, 1912, 1923) put sym­
metry and repetition forward as relevant cues in the perceptual grouping of 
stimulus elements into perceived objects. That is, as sustained by Corbalis 
& Roldan (1974) and Treder & van der Helm (2007), symmetry seems to 
be a cue for the presence of one object, and repetition seems to be a cue 
for the presence of multiple objects. Relatively few empirical studies have 
been devoted to repetition, but symmetry has indeed been shown to play a 
relevant role in issues such as object recognition(e.g., Pashler, 1990; Vetter 
et al., 1994), figure-ground segregation (e.g., Driver et al., 1992; Leeuwen­
berg & Buffart, 1984), and amodal completion (e.g., Kanizsa, 1985; van 
Lieretal., 1995).
The foregoing suggests that detection of symmetry and repetition is part 
of the visual system’s intrinsic encoding of stimuli. That is, it suggests
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.1. Regularity and antiregularity in two 2-D shapes. (a) Symmetry: the facing 
sides of the shapes are symmetrical. (b) Repetition: the right-facing sides of the shapes are 
identical. (c) Antisymmetry: the right-facing sides of the shapes have opposite curvature 
polarities (i.e., convexities in one side correspond to concavities in the other side) and 
opposite contrast polarities. (d) Antirepetition: the facing sides of the shapes have opposite 
curvature polarities and opposite contrast polarities.
that detection of symmetry and repetition occurs automatically, without 
requiring selective attention to match stimulus parts. This point, however, 
became the main issue in a debate in which Baylis & Driver (1995) argued 
that detection of repetition does require selective attention, while Koning & 
Wagemans (2009) argued that it does not. The latter study was also a re­
action to Bertamini et al. (1997) who, although they did not use the terms 
repetition and selective attention, drew basically the same conclusion as 
Baylis & Driver did. Resolving this issue is relevant because, as indicated 
above, it touches upon the very essence of what the perceptual organiza­
tion process is believed to involve. Also in neuroscience, for instance, there 
is no consensus about whether or not perceptual organization requires at­
tention (see, e.g., Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000, versus Gray, 1999).
In this article, we argue that Baylis & Driver and Bertamini et al. drew 
the wrong conclusion for the right reasons, while Koning & Wagemans drew 
the right conclusion for the wrong reasons. These studies investigated 
detection of regularity in designated sides of 2-D shapes, closed contours, 
and projections of slanted 3-D objects, respectively, and we argue that they 
mixed up perfect regularities and regularities with mismatches in contour 
curvature polarity. This may be explicated as follows.
Koning & Wagemans looked at symmetry and at what they called repe­
tition but what we call antirepetition (see also Csatho et al., 2003). These 
features are, in terms of 2-D shapes, shown in Figure 3.1a and Figure 
3.1d. Bertamini et al. also looked at only these two features, but they 
were careful enough to use the fairly neutral terms reflected contours and
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translated contours. At first sight, it may indeed seem just a matter of 
terminology, but as we argue in this article, it is much more than that. 
For instance, one might think that, in Figure 3.1d, the facing sides of the 
two shapes are identical and therefore exhibit repetition, but this is not 
the case. These facing sides have opposite contrast polarities at the image 
level, and currently more relevant, they have opposite curvature polarities 
(i.e., convexities in one side correspond to concavities in the other side) at 
the object level, that is, at the level of the perceived shapes. This is why we 
call it a case of antirepetition or, more generally, a case of antiregularity. 
Hence, we would say that Koning & Wagemans’ and Bertamini et al.’s con­
clusions, though different, both applied to antirepetition and not, as they 
suggested, to repetition.
Notice that, in general, stimulus elements can be said to have values in 
various dimensions (e.g., position and colour), and that we define antireg­
ularity as a form of perturbed regularity in which corresponding elements 
have opposite values in some dimension (which may imply that the stimu­
lus remains symmetrical in other dimensions). For instance, as we return 
to in the General discussion, if corresponding dots in an otherwise perfectly 
symmetrical dot pattern have opposite contrast polarities with respect to 
the background, then the stimulus is said to exhibit antisymmetry. Like­
wise, as indicated above, we also speak of antiregularity if corresponding 
contour elements have opposite curvature polarities.
Be that as it may, to get more clarity on the issue above, we performed 
experiments using a stimulus manipulation similar to the one introduced 
by Bertamini et al. and elaborated by Koning & Wagemans (the details of 
this manipulation are given below). Crucially, however, we added a condi­
tion involving what everybody would call repetition (see Figure 3.1b), and to 
complete the design, we also added a condition involving what we call an­
tisymmetry (defined analogously to antirepetition; see Figure 3.1c). Using 
another stimulus manipulation (see also below), Baylis & Driver also con­
sidered these four stimulus conditions, but they pooled symmetry and an­
tisymmetry under the term symmetry, and they pooled repetition and an­
tirepetition under the term repetition. As we report in this article, however, 
we found clear qualitative differences between regularity and antiregular­
ity, leading to fundamentally different conlusions than those three studies
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drew.
Baylis & Driverconcluded that selective attention is involved in the detec­
tion of what they called repetition; as said, Bertamini et al. concluded the 
same, albeit in different words. This conclusion, however, applied to what 
we call antirepetition, and we found that it does not apply to what every­
body would call repetition. Furthermore, Koning & Wagemans concluded 
that detection of what they called repetition is part of the visual system's 
intrinsic encoding. Also this conclusion, however, applied to what we call 
antirepetition, and we found that it only applies to what everybody would 
call repetition.
To be clear, the authors of those three studies were well aware of the 
occurrence of opposite curvature polarities in their stimuli. They seemed 
to argue, however, that these curvature polarities are opposite only at the 
object level and that, at the image level, one can yet speak of symmetry and 
repetition (the mismatched contrast polarities in case of 2-D shapes and
3-D objects seem to have been ignored alltogether). They further seemed 
to argue that one should frame perceptual questions in terms of the effect 
of image properties on the perceptual organization process which, after all, 
transforms images into perceived objects. This argument is only partly 
true, however. The perceptual organization process is not a uni-directional 
bottom-up process from images to objects but is a highly complex and 
combinatorial process which, for a given image, seems to search for the 
best-fitting object. This idea stems from the early 20th century Gestaltists 
(Koffka, 1935; Kohler, 1920; Wertheimer, 1912, 1923) and is nowadays 
commonly accepted in both cognitive science and neuroscience (see, e.g., 
Ehrenstein et al., 2003; Gray, 1999).
The foregoing implies that not only image properties but also properties 
of candidate objects are relevant to the perceptual organization process 
and that, therefore, such properties should also be taken into account in 
empirical designs and analyses (i.e., not just afterwards when discussing 
the data; see also Koning & van Lier, 2003, 2004; Koning & Wagemans, 
2009, for convincing evidence that object-level properties may overrule 
image-level properties). This holds particularly for the kind of experiments 
considered here. As said, those three studies investigated detection of reg­
ularity in designated sides of 2-D shapes, closed contours, and 3-D objects,
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respectively. Here, designated means that, for each regularity separately, 
the participants knew not only which regularity they had to look for but 
also in which two sides they had to look for this regularity. Notice, how­
ever, that participants respond on the basis of what they perceive, that is, 
on the basis of the perceived objects with all their object-level properties. It 
is therefore plausible that object-level properties influence their responses. 
For instance, notice that, in Figure 3.1, the antiregularities yield qualita­
tively different percepts than those yielded by the regularities.
The foregoing also reveals another methodological problem. That is, in 
order to perform the task, participants invoke selective attention to fo­
cus on the task-relevant sides of the objects they perceive (cf. Ahissar & 
Hochstein, 2004). This means that it is hard to claim that detection of a 
feature in the task-relevant sides does or does not require selective atten­
tion (which was the question to begin with). Therefore, we proceeded as 
follows.
3.2 Experiment 1
Considering the consistency of the data across those three studies, the 
stimulus type does not seem decisive, and just as Baylis & Driver, we 
chose to use stimuli consisting of 2-D shapes. Furthermore, as said, we 
considered a complete design with the four (anti)regularity conditions de­
picted schematically in Figure 3.1. These conditions were also considered 
by Baylis & Driver, but they did not manipulate the task-irrelevant sides, 
whereas we did - in a way similar to what Bertamini et al. and Koning & 
Wagemans did, but they did not consider a complete design. To be more 
specific, Baylis & Driver used only straight task-irrelevant sides (as in Fig­
ure 3.1), whereas we used random and congruent task-irrelevant sides (see 
Figure 3.2). Here, congruent means that the task-irrelevant sides exhib­
ited the same kind of (anti)regularity as the task-relevant sides did. The 
rationale for this manipulation is as follows (see the General discussion for 
a theoretical underpinning).
In general, if the visual system is sensitive to a task-relevant feature, 
then the detection of this feature is bound to be facilitated by the pres­
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ence of a congruent task-irrelevant feature (just as, in multiple symmetry, 
detection of a task-relevant axis is facilitated by the presence of the other 
axes; Nucci & Wagemans, 2007; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer, 1981; 
van der Vloed, 2005; Wenderoth & Welsh, 1998b). Hence, in our stimuli, if 
a congruent task-irrelevant (anti)regularity yields a facilitating effect (com­
pared to random task-irrelevant sides), then this can be taken as evidence 
that this task-irrelevant (anti)regularity is detected unconsciously, that is, 
as part of the visual system’s intrinsic encoding and without requiring se­
lective attention.
Notice that, unlike in those other three studies, this approach circum­
vents the methodological problem mentioned at the end of the Introduction
- even though, to participants, there were no differences in procedure and 
task (in both their and our experiments, the regularity conditions were 
blocked and participants had to detect "same" or "reflected" relationships 
between designated task-relevant stimulus sides). That is, those three 
studies were interested in quantitative differences in detection speed and 
detection accuracy between the (anti)regularities in the task-relevant sides, 
and participants were aware that this was at stake. Participants in our ex­
periments also thought that this was at stake, but our interest actually 
was the qualitative question of whether or not they unconsciously benefit­
ted from the congruent (anti)regularities in the task-irrelevant sides.
The latter is therefore also the question our statistical analyses focus 
on. That is, unlike in those three studies, our analyses do not elabo­
rate on quantitative differences between the four (anti)regularities - partly 
because our stimuli are not suited to address this quantitative question 
(which requires, for instance, another control of the distances between 
task-relevant sides and between task-irrelevant sides), and partly because 
Baylis & Driver already did a good job in this respect (they found, in our 
terminology, that symmetry is better detectable than repetition, and that 
both are better detectable than the two antiregularities; see also our Gen­
eral discussion). Two further differences are worth mentioning. Those 
three studies looked at (anti)regularity in one and two objects (we return 
to this in the General discussion), whereas we looked at (anti)regularity 
in two objects only. Furthermore, for symmetry and antirepetition in two 
objects, Koning & Wagemans found quantitative but not qualitative differ­
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ences between facing and nonfacing task-relevant sides, and we chose to 
use facing task-relevant sides only.
3.2.1 Method
3.2.1.1 Participants
Twenty-five undergraduate students participated in the experiment. They 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and received course credits for 
their participation.
3.2.1.2 Stimuli
Every stimulus consisted of two black hard-edge shapes on a white back­
ground (see Figure 3.2). The luminance of the black and the white areas 
amounted to 0.33 cd/m 2 and 69.50 cd/m2, respectively. Each shape was 
created by filling in a closed contour consisting of two horizontal straight 
lines connected by two vertical curves. Each curve consisted of five seg­
ments that were specified each by the cubic Bezier function
B(t) = (1 - t) 3 • Po + 3 • t • (1 - t) 2 • Pi + 3 • t2 • (1 - t) • P2 + t3 • P3
with t e [0,1], and with control points P i, P2 , P3 , and P4 . The curves had 
G° continuity, that is, adjacent Bezier segments were connected but did 
not share a common tangent at the connection point. To avoid very sharp 
curvatures in the curves, we maintained a minimum vertical distance of
0.44° visual angle (30 px) between both ends of a segment. Each curve 
was confined to a strip of 2° (80 px) width and 9.86° (400 px) height. The 
central block between the strips for the left-hand and right-hand curves 
had a width of 1.29° (50 px). The two shapes were separated by a gap of 
2.57° (100 px) width.
We considered four kinds of (anti)regularity, namely, symmetry, repeti­
tion, antisymmetry, and antirepetition. In case of symmetry and antisym­
metry, corresponding curves were reflected, and in case of repetition and 
antirepetition, they were translated. For each kind of (anti)regularity, there 
were two task-relevant sides and two task-irrelevant sides. For symmetry
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Task-irrelevant sides
Symmetry
(facing)
Repetition
(right-facing)
congruent
random
Antisymmetry
(right-facing)
Antirepetition
(facing)
congruent
random
Figure 3.2. Experimental conditions in Experiment 1. Participants had to discriminate 
random from "same" or "reflected" stimulus sides which were indicated as being relevant 
to the task (the facing sides for symmetry and antirepetition, and the right-facing or left- 
facing sides for repetition and antisymmetry). To get an optimal assessment of whether the 
visual system is sensitive to an (anti)regularity, task-irrelevant sides either were random 
or congruent, where congruent means that they exhibited the same kind of (anti)regularity 
as the task-relevant sides. This way, we in fact probed whether participants unconsciously 
picked up the task-irrelevant (anti)regularity (see our rationale in the text).
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and antirepetition, the facing sides were task-relevant and the nonfacing 
sides were task-irrelevant. For repetition and antisymmetry, either the 
right-facing or the left-facing sides were task-relevant and the other sides 
were task-irrelevant.
For each kind of (anti)regularity, we considered four subconditions. First, 
the two crucial subconditions in which the task-relevant sides exhibited 
the (anti)regularity while the task-irrelevant sides were either random or 
congruent, that is, exhibited the same kind of (anti)regularity as the task­
relevant sides (see Figure 3.2). Second, two sorts of catch trials in which 
the task-relevant sides were random while the task-irrelevant sides either 
exhibited the (anti)regularity or were random. For each participant, a set 
of stimuli was randomly generated using custom MATLAB routines.
3.2.1.3 Procedure
A chinrest was used to ensure participants had a constant viewing distance 
of 60 cm, seated in front of a 19” monitor with a 100 Hz refresh rate and 
a resolution of 1280 x 1024 px. To prevent tearing artifacts, stimulus pre­
sentation was time-locked with the screen’s vertical sync. Responses were 
recorded via a button box which allowed reaction times to be measured 
with a precision of 1 ms. Participants had to detect whether two desig­
nated task-relevant sides, which depended on the kind of (anti)regularity, 
were the same or reflected (they were not informed about our distinction 
between regularity and antiregularity). They were instructed to respond as 
quickly as possible, by pressing a "same” or “reflected" key with their dom­
inant hand when they had detected such a relationship; otherwise, they 
had to press a "different" key with their nondominant hand.
The experiment was split into four blocks dedicated each to one of the 
four kinds of (anti)regularity. The order of the blocks was randomized 
across participants. At the beginning of each block, participants were in­
formed about the relationship to be detected (same or reflected) and they 
were infomed about which sides were task-relevant (by means of a written 
instruction on the screen, along with sample stimuli in which the two rel­
evant sides in the current block were given by thick red lines). As said, 
for symmetry and antirepetition, the task-relevant sides were the facing
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Figure 3.3. Results of Experiment 1. The objective was not to investigate quantitative 
differences between the (anti)regularities but to investigate, for each of them separately, 
the qualitative question of whether its detection in the task-relevant sides is facilitated 
by a congruent (anti)regularity in the task-irrelevant sides. In terms of both speed (one 
divided by reaction time [RT] in seconds) and accuracy (percentage correct), congruent 
task-irrelevant sides yielded significant facilitating effects for symmetry and repetition, and 
no significant effects for antisymmetry and antirepetition (see also Table 3 .1).
sides. For repetition and antisymmetry, the task-relevant sides (left-facing 
or right-facing) were counterbalanced across participants.
Each block started with a practice phase of 32 trials, followed by an 
experimental phase of 120 trials. Each trial commenced with a central 
fixation dot presented for 600 ms. Following a blank screen lasting for 
1 0 0  ms, the stimulus appeared and remained until a button was pressed. 
Auditory feedback was given if the response was wrong. The experiment 
was self-paced. In total, the experiment comprised 4 [(anti)regularities] x 4 
[subconditions] x 30 [stimuli] = 480 experimental trials.
3.2.2 Results
Just as in the three studies we criticize, the catch trials merely served to 
keep participants focused on the task and were not analyzed further. Fur­
thermore, all trials yielding a reaction time (RT) of less than 200 ms were 
removed. Before analysis, reaction time was turned into reaction speed 
by the reciprocal transformation 1/RT. The motivation was that reaction 
time distributions are skewed and that the reciprocal transformation yields 
more symmetrical distributions (as required for the application of most sta­
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tistical models). For the speed analysis, outliers in each subcondition (i.e., 
values more than 2.5a off mean) were removed. In addition to speed, 
we also investigated the effects of the experimental manipulations on ac­
curacy in terms of percentage correct. As mentioned, for repetition and 
antisymmetry, left-facing and right-facing versions were balanced across 
participants. For the statistical tests, we pooled the data from these two 
groups because they did not differ significantly in terms of overall speed 
(p = .274) and accuracy (p = .63).
First, the data were analysed in 4x2 repeated measures ANOVAs. The 
first factor was the regularity in the task-relevant sides, comprising four 
levels (symmetry, repetition, antisymmetry, and antirepetition). The sec­
ond factor was the congruency of the task-irrelevant sides, comprising 
two levels (congruent and random). For speed, we found main effects 
of both regularity and congruency, F(3, 22) = 31.116, p < .001, and 
F(1, 24) = 39.857, p < .001, respectively. The interaction was also sig­
nificant, F(3, 22) = 10.551, p < .001. For accuracy, we also found main 
effects of both regularity and congruency, F(3, 22) = 7.345, p < .001, and 
F(1, 24) = 5.18, p < .05, respectively. The interaction was also significant, 
F(3, 22) = 8.51, p < .  001.
Second, we used a-priori t-tests to investigate, for each (anti)regularity 
separately, the effect of congruency. For symmetry and repetition, speed 
was significantly higher in the congruent condition compared to the ran­
dom condition, t(24) = 4.617, p < .001, and t(24) = 7.005, p < .001, 
respectively. For antisymmetry and antirepetition, we did not find sig­
nificant differences (p = .279 and p = .399, respectively). Furthermore, 
for symmetry and repetition, also accuracy was significantly higher in the 
congruent condition compared to the random condition, t(24) = 2.115, 
p < .05, and t(24) = 3.372, p < .01, respectively. For antisymmetry 
and antirepetition, we did not find significant differences (p = .638 and 
p = .076, respectively). Hence, for symmetry and repetition but not for 
antisymmetry and antirepetition, participants responded both faster and 
more accurately when the task-irrelevant sides were congruent (see Table 
3.1 and Figure 3.3).
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Regularity Irrelevant
sides
RT (ms) 
Mean
Speed(1/RT) 
Mean SEM P  <
A ccuracy (% correct) 
Mean SEM P  <
Symmetry random 653.6 1.530 .057 94.5 1.3
congruent 624.5 1.601 .055 .001 97.5 .6 .05
Repetition random 846.4 1.182 .040 92.8 1.1
congruent 771.0 1.297 .046 .001 96.8 .6 .01
Antisymmetry random 884.9 1.015 .054 92.1 1.7
congruent 961.6 1.040 .064 .279 91.5 2.5 .638
Antirepetition random 685.6 1.459 .064 97.7 .6
congruent 694.0 1.441 .053 .399 96.4 .7 .076
Table 3.1. Results of Experiment 1.
3.2.3 Discussion
The significant main effects and interactions we found for regularity and 
congruency indicate that these factors are perceptually relevant. As said, 
however, for each (anti)regularity separately, we were interested mainly in 
whether or not congruent task-irrelevant sides have a facilitating effect on 
its detectability in the task-relevant sides. We found that a task-irrelevant 
regularity indeed facilitates the detection of a congruent feature in the task­
relevant sides, but that a task-irrelevant antiregularity does not.
This indicates that regularity, even though it is task-irrelevant, is yet 
picked up by the visual system, whereas antiregularity is not. Hence, it 
suggests that detection of regularity is part of the visual system's intrinsic 
encoding, whereas detection of antiregularity is not. It suggests further 
that detection of antiregularity requires higher cognitive strategies involv­
ing selective attention (we return to this in the General discussion).
Considering that the task-irrelevant parts in symmetry gave rise to a 
facilitating effect even though they were the most eccentric parts, the ab­
sence of such an effect for antisymmetry and antirepetition cannot be at­
tributed to the distances between the task-irrelevant parts. Yet, the re­
flection axes for task-irrelevant sides and task-relevant sides coincide in 
symmetry but not in antisymmetry. Similarly, the translation distances 
between task-irrelevant sides and task-relevant sides are equal in repeti­
tion but not in antirepetition. One might argue that this in itself could
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explain the absence of an effect for antisymmetry and antirepetition. To 
control for this, we conducted the following experiment.
3.3 Experiment 2
3.3.1 Method
Unless stated otherwise, the method was identical to the method in Exper­
iment 1 .
3.3.1.1 Participants
Thirty-one undergraduate students participated in the experiment. They 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and received course credits for 
their participation. None of them had participated in Experiment 1.
3.3.1.2 Stimuli
The stimuli were identical to the stimuli used in Experiment 1, except that 
the widths of stimulus parts were modified to ensure that the distance 
between the reflection axes for the task-relevant and task-irrelevant sides 
was equal in symmetry and antisymmetry (see Figure 3.4). Likewise, the 
modification ensured that the difference in translation distance for task­
relevant and task-irrelevant sides was equal for repetition and antirepe­
tition. To this end, the width of the left-hand and right-hand strips was 
decreased to 1.54° (60 px). Furthermore, for symmetry and repetition, the 
width of the central block was decreased to zero in the left-hand shape (so 
that the end points of the contour curves join) and was increased to 3.09° 
(120 px) in the right-hand shape. For antisymmetry and antirepetition, the 
width of the central block in both shapes was decreased to zero.
3.3.2 Results
First, under the same conditions as in Experiment 1, the data were anal­
ysed in 4x2 repeated measures ANOVAs. For speed, we found a main ef­
fect of regularity, F(3, 28) = 21.498, p < .001. There was no main effect of
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Task-irrelevant sides
Symmetry
(facing)
Repetition
(right-facing)
congruent
random
Antisymmetry
(right-facing)
Antirepetition
(facing)
congruent
random
Figure 3.4. Experimental conditions in Experiment 2. The design was the same as in 
Experiment 1, but this time, the widths of stimulus parts were modified to ensure that, 
for symmetry and antisymmetry, the distance between the reflection axes for the task­
relevant and task-irrelevant sides was equal, and that, for repetition and antirepetition, the 
difference in translation distance for the task-relevant and task-irrelevant sides was equal.
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Figure 3.5. Results of Experiment 2. In terms of both speed (one divided by reaction 
time [RT] in seconds) and accuracy (percentage correct), congruent task-irrelevant sides 
yielded significant facilitating effects for symmetry and repetition. There were no signifi­
cant effects for antisymmetry and, only in terms of speed, a significant but negative effect 
for antirepetition (see also Table 3 .2).
congruency (p = .842), but interaction was significant, F(3, 28) = 6.616, 
p < .01. For accuracy, we found main effects of both regularity and con­
gruency, F(3, 28) = 6.262, p < .01, and F(1, 30) = 9.261, p < .01, re­
spectively. The interaction was also significant, F(3, 28) = 3.393, p < .05.
Second, we again used a-priori t-tests to investigate the effect of con­
gruency for each (anti)regularity separately. For symmetry and repetition, 
speed was significantly higher in the congruent condition compared to the 
random condition, t(30) = 2.521, p < .05, and t(30) = 2.221, p < .05, re­
spectively. For antisymmetry, there was no significant effect of congruency 
(p = .317). For antirepetition, there was a significant effect of congruency, 
t(30) = 3.2, p < .01, but compared to symmetry and repetition, it was in 
the opposite direction (i.e., participants responded faster for random task­
irrelevant contours). Furthermore, for symmetry and repetition, also accu­
racy was significantly higher in the congruent condition compared to the 
random condition, t(30) = 2.227, p < .05, and t(30) = 3.529, p < .001, 
respectively. For antisymmetry and antirepetition, there were no signif­
icant differences (p = .130 and p = .580, respectively). Hence, again, 
for symmetry and repetition but not for antisymmetry and antirepetition, 
participants responded both faster and more accurately when the task­
irrelevant sides were congruent (see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.5).
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Regularity Irrelevant
sides
RT (ms) 
Mean
Speed(1/RT) 
Mean SEM P  <
A ccuracy (% correct) 
Mean SEM P  <
Symmetry random 617.6 1.620 .062 93.0 .9
congruent 600.8 1.665 .062 .05 95.3 .9 .05
Repetition random 826.4 1.210 .053 88.2 2.5
congruent 803.4 1.245 .051 .05 93.1 2.1 .001
Antisymmetry random 958.8 1.043 .097 84.6 2.4
congruent 993.6 1.006 .075 .317 87.6 2.6 .130
Antirepetition random 674.4 1.483 .062 93.6 1.3
congruent 699.3 1.430 .059 .01 93.1 1.3 .580
Table 3.2. Results of Experiment 2.
3.3.3 Discussion
As said, our stimuli were designed specifically to investigate, for each 
(anti)regularity separately, the qualitative question of whether or not con­
gruent task-irrelevant sides have a facilitating effect on its detectability in 
the task-relevant sides. This time, we perturbed the global regularity in 
the regularity conditions, to make it harder to include the task-irrelevant 
sides. Yet, basically, we found the same pattern of results as in Experiment
1. We again found a facilitating effect in case of symmetry and repetition 
and not in case of antisymmetry and antirepetition. This strengthens the 
idea that detection of regularity is part of the visual system's intrinsic en­
coding, whereas detection of antiregularity is not.
Notice that, by the rationale given earlier, only a positive effect of con­
gruency can be taken as evidence that the visual system is sensitive to 
the (anti)regularity at hand. Hence, the negative effect of congruency on 
speed we now found for antirepetition cannot be taken as such evidence 
(also notice that negative congruency effects were found neither in Exper­
iment 1 nor by Koning & Wagemans, 2009). We think that this negative 
congruency effect, just as the lack of further effects of congruency for an­
tiregularities, is due to a higher cognitive strategy using selective attention 
to match stimulus parts. In the next section, we go into more detail on 
such higher cognitive strategies, but we think that this negative congru-
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Figure 3.6. Summary of the results of Experiments 1 and 2, in terms of congruency 
effects (participants' performance in case of congruent task-irrelevant sides minus their 
performance in case of random task-irrelevant sides). For symmetry and repetition, all 
congruency effects are significant positive effects, whereas for antisymmetry and antirep­
etition, all congruency effects are non-significant except for one negative effect (see also 
Tables 3.1 and 3 .2).
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ency effect is to be attributed to the small width of the stimuli involved 
(see Figure 3.4). Due to this small width, participants are faced with two 
nearby exemplars of what they are looking for, which may slow down such 
a higher cognitive strategy.
3.4 General discussion
The results of our experiments confirm the relevance of the distinction be­
tween regularity and antiregularity: a task-irrelevant regularity facilitates 
the detection of a congruent feature, whereas a task-irrelevant antireg­
ularity does not. In Figure 3.6, we summarized our results in terms of 
congruency effects as given by participants' performance in case of con­
gruent task-irrelevant sides minus their performance in case of random 
task-irrelevant sides. This figure shows a clear qualitative difference be­
tween regularities and antiregularities: for symmetry and repetition, all 
congruency effects are significant positive effects, whereas for antisymetry 
and antirepetition, all congruency effects are non-significant except for one 
negative effect. This suggests that detection of symmetry and repetition is
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(b>
Figure 3.7. Symmetry and antisymmetry in (a) dot patterns and (b) checkerboard pat­
terns. In both cases, the antisymmetries arise because symm etrically positioned elements 
have opposite contrast polarities. In checkerboard patterns, the antisymmetry is detected 
less easily than in dot patterns (see text for an explanation).
part of the visual system's automatic encoding of stimuli, whereas detec­
tion of antisymmetry and antirepetition is not. In other words, our results 
suggest that symmetry and repetition are visual regularities, whereas an­
tisymmetry and antirepetition are not.
Our finding agrees with Mancini et al.’s (2005) finding for an entirely dif­
ferent stimulus type, as follows. Saarinen & Levi (2000), Tyler & Hardage 
(1996), Wenderoth (1996), and Zhang & Gerbino (1992) investigated anti­
symmetry in stimuli consisting of separate elements (dots or blobs), that is, 
symmetry in which corresponding elements had opposite contrast polari­
ties (see Figure 3.7a). They found merely a minor detectability disadvan­
tage for antisymmetry relative to symmetry, if at all. Mancini et al. argued 
that there are indeed spatial filters (and maybe neural analogs) which fil­
ter out positional information only and which thereby, in this stimulus 
type, cancel the difference between symmetry and antisymmetry (notice 
that this would imply that the antisymmetrical nature of these stimuli is 
not picked up by the visual system). To test this, they turned to checker­
board stimuli in which symmetry and antisymmetry are defined on the 
contrast dimension alone (see Figure 3.7b). For these stimuli, they did find 
significant differences in detectability between symmetry and antisymme-
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Figure 3.8. (a) Sketch of Baylis & Driver's (1995) summary of their results, which 
(wrongly) suggests that they replicated Corbalis & Roldan's (1974) finding that sym m e­
try (S) is better detectable in one object, whereas repetition (R) is better detectable in two 
objects. (b) Baylis and Driver's repetition in one object was antirepetition (aR) and their 
symmetry in two objects was antisymmetry (aS), so that their results actually tell another 
story, namely, that symmetry is better detectable than repetition and that regularity is 
better detectable than antiregularity.
try. They concluded therefore that symmetry and antisymmetry do not 
generally involve similar detection mechanisms and that, unlike symme­
try, antisymmetry seems to require the involvement of selective attention - 
just as we conclude for the form of antisymmetry in the stimulus type we 
considered.
Notice that, in both stimuli in Figure 3.7, there is a perceptual group­
ing by colour (which, in symmetrical displays, seems to affect detectabil­
ity; Morales & Pashler, 1999). However, compared to the dot stimulus in 
Figure 3.7a, the checkerboard stimulus in Figure 3.7b gives rise to an ad­
ditional grouping of checkerboard squares into spatially contiguous areas 
of homogeneous colour (which, in symmetrical displays, also seems to af­
fect detectability; Huang & Pashler, 2002). Hence, here too, object-level 
properties seem to be the cause of the differences in detectability (see our 
discussion on this point in the Introduction).
Before we go into more detail on the visual system’s intrinsic encoding in 
case of regularity and the higher cognitive strategies in case of antiregular­
ity, it is expedient to re-evaluate the three studies we criticise. Therefore, 
next, we revisit these three studies, but now using our distinction between 
regularity and antiregularity.
3.4.1 Re-evaluating the literature
The study by Baylis & Driver (1995) involved four experiments in which, 
in designated task-relevant sides of one or two 2-D shapes, participants
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had to discriminate random structures from what they called symmetry 
and repetition. In all conditions, the task-irrelevant sides were straight. 
Stated in our terminology, they focused in their first three experiments on 
symmetry in one object, and on antisymmetry and (facing and nonfacing) 
symmetry in two objects. In their fourth experiment, they focused on an­
tirepetition in one object, and on repetition and (facing) antirepetition in 
two objects.
In their final analysis, they summarized their results as depicted schemat­
ically in Figure 3.8a. This picture suggests that they replicated the results 
Corbalis & Roldan (1974) found for symmetry and repetition in dot pat­
terns (namely, that symmetry is better detectable in one object, whereas 
repetition is better detectable in two objects). However, if one honours the 
distinction between regularity and antiregularity, Baylis & Driver's results 
yield a fundamentally different picture (see Figure 3.8b). This other pic­
ture reveals that they (a) replicated the well-known finding that symmetry 
is better detectable than repetition is (Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Corbalis & 
Roldan, 1974; Julesz, 1971; Mach, 1886; Zimmer, 1984), and (b) found 
that regularity is better detectable than antiregularity is.
The difference between Figure 3.8a and Figure 3.8b shows that our dis­
tinction between regularity and antiregularity has fundamental implica­
tions for a proper understanding of the data. For instance, Baylis & Driver 
concluded that repetition is detected by a process of mental imagery in­
volving what they called a jig-saw-matching strategy. Using closed-contour 
stimuli, Bertamini et al. (1997) investigated this process of mental imagery 
more deeply and concluded that it involves what they called a lock-and- 
key-matching strategy. Both ideas, however, make more sense if one real­
izes that they do not apply to repetition but to antirepetition. That is, in 
fact, both ideas (a) do not affect the status of repetition, and (b) support the 
hypothesis that antirepetition is not a feature the visual system is sensitive 
to, so that its detection requires a higher cognitive strategy.
In a follow-up study using projections of slanted 3-D objects, Koning & 
Wagemans (2009) looked, in our terminology, at symmetry and antirepe­
tition in facing and nonfacing task-relevant sides of two objects and, cru­
cially, they varied the task-irrelevant sides (in all conditions, these sides 
could be random, symmetrical, or antirepeated). Their main finding was
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that detection of facing and nonfacing symmetry is affected by the task­
irrelevant structures, whereas detection of facing and nonfacing antirepeti­
tion is not. Notice that we not only replicated this finding but also included 
antisymmetry and repetition, leading to the broader finding that detection 
of regularity is facilitated by a congruent task-irrelevant structure, whereas 
detection of antiregularity is not.
Hence, we would say that also Koning & Wagemans' results (a) do not 
affect the status of repetition, and (b) support the hypothesis that an­
tirepetition is not a feature the visual system is sensitive to, so that its 
detection requires a higher cognitive strategy. They, however, argued dif­
ferently. First, and we agree on this point, they argued that it is prefer­
able to have one account for symmetry and repetition, namely, a struc­
tural account which capitalizes on the visual system's intrinsic encoding. 
Then, however, they argued that this structural account predicts an ef­
fect of task-irrelevant structures for symmetry but not for repetition (this 
should explain they found no effect for what they called repetition). We 
do not agree with this point. They found no effect for what was actually 
antirepetition, so, there is neither reason nor need to try to explain this 
the way they did. Furthermore, our results clearly show that things are 
different than Koning & Wagemans seemed to believe: They predicted no 
effect for what they called repetition, but we found an effect for what every­
body would call repetition. Indeed, we think it is logically more consistent 
to interpret this structural account as predicting that both symmetry and 
repetition are affected by task-irrelevant structures. This is sustained in 
the next subsection.
3.4.2 The visual system's intrinsic encoding
The foregoing re-evaluation shows that all three studies mixed up repe­
tition and antirepetition, which led to their usage of incomplete designs 
and analyses. As we mentioned in the Introduction, they seemed to ar­
gue that one should frame the problem in image-level terms, that is, not 
in the object-level terms in which we defined antiregularity. As we also 
mentioned, however, it is nowadays commonly accepted in both cognitive 
science and neuroscience that the perceptual organization process is not a
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Figure 3.9. Holographic structure of symmetry and repetition (the arcs depict the identity 
relationships a regularity is composed of). (a) Symmetry has a so-called point structure 
constituted by many identity relationships between elements; this suggests a high weight 
of evidence for symmetry (and, thereby, a high detectability) and a strong binding of the 
stimulus into one object. (b) Repetition has a so-called block structure constituted by few 
identity relationships between repeats; this suggests a low weight of evidence for repetition 
(and, thereby, a low detectability) and a segmentation of the stimulus into the repeats.
uni-directional process from images to objects but a highly combinatorial 
process which, for a given image, seems to search for the best-fitting ob­
ject. As said, this implies that also object-level properties are relevant to 
the perceptual organization process.
One account of what the best-fitting object is for a given image, is that 
it is the simplest object among all fitting objects (Hochberg & McAlister, 
1953; Leeuwenberg, 1969, 1971; Leeuwenberg et al., 1994; van der Helm, 
2000; van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 2004). In this account, an object is 
simpler the more regularity it exhibits - that is, of course, regularity the vi­
sual system is sensitive to. This simplicity account implies that, in our ex­
periments, the difference in participants’ performance between the random 
and congruent subconditions can be explained by the difference in com­
plexity between the stimuli in these subconditions. This is in fact precisely 
our underlying idea in arguing that, compared to a random task-irrelevant 
structure, a congruent task-irrelevant feature facilitates the detection of 
a task-relevant feature - at least, if both features are features the visual 
system is sensitive to.
Hence, by giving an underpinning of our rationale rather than an alter­
native account, this simplicity account indeed explains the positive con­
gruency effects we found for symmetry and repetition. By the same token, 
it suggests that the lack of positive congruency effects for antisymmetry 
and antirepetition implies that these antiregularities indeed are not fea­
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tures the visual system is sensitive to.
Related to this simplicity account, by the way, is the so-called holo­
graphic approach which, based on a mathematical formalization of reg­
ularity, provides a fairly comprehensive explanation of visual regularity 
detection (van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1991, 1996, 1999, 2004; see also 
Csathó et al., 2003, 2004; Nucci & Wagemans, 2007; Treder & van der 
Helm, 2007; Wenderoth & Welsh, 1998b). Among other things, it explains 
the earlier-mentioned phenomenon that symmetry is better detectable than 
repetition is. Here, we do not elaborate on the latter explanation, but 
it is relevant to note that it is based on the different perceptual struc­
tures which symmetry and repetition have according to this mathematical 
formalization (see Figure 3.9; for details, see van der Helm & Leeuwen­
berg, 1996). This difference in perceptual structure also corroborates the 
earlier-mentioned idea that symmetry is a cue for the presence of one ob­
ject and that repetition is a cue for the presence of multiple objects (Treder 
& van der Helm, 2007; see also Corbalis & Roldan, 1974). The three stud­
ies just re-evaluated related their findings to this idea and they indeed 
corroborated it insofar as symmetry is concerned, but because they mixed 
up repetition and antirepetition, they clouded it insofar as repetition is 
concerned.
One might argue that this idea about object cues could back-fire. After 
all, in our symmetry condition, the symmetry of the white area between 
the two black areas might trigger an unintended figure-ground reversal 
so that this white area becomes, perceptually, the object that is judged 
by participants (see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4). Indeed, we think that, in 
general, figure-ground coding should be taken into account. However, as 
we argue next, we do not think it plays an interfering role in the issues 
addressed here.
This figure-ground argument can hardly be raised against the other con­
ditions and would apply just as well to the three studies just re-evaluated
- so, it would not invalidate our arguments against these three studies. 
Furthermore, in the stimuli considered here, such a figure-ground rever­
sal neither turns regularities into antiregularities nor vice versa - so, it 
would not invalidate our distinction between regularities and antiregular­
ities. Moreover, if a figure-ground reversal would play a role in the sym­
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metry condition so that the central white area becomes the object that is 
judged, then there is hardly any reason to expect an effect of the task­
irrelevant sides, as we nevertheless did find. Finally, neither Baylis & 
Driver (1995) nor Koning & Wagemans (2009) found qualitatitive differ­
ences between facing and non-facing symmetry in two objects - such dif­
ferences would be expected if facing symmetry triggers a figure-ground 
reversal.
3.4.3 Cognitive strategies in case of antiregularity
Although this article focuses mainly on the perceptual question of whether 
(anti)regularities play a role in the automatic perceptual organization pro­
cess, it is expedient to also discuss the higher cognitive matching strategy 
which seems to be applied to detect antisymmetry and antirepetition. We 
think this matching strategy involves a form of mental translation. Just 
as Baylis & Driver’s (1995) jig-saw matching and Bertamini et al.’s (1997) 
lock-and-key matching in case of antirepetition, mental translation is a 
variation on the umbrella theme coined mental rotation (Shepard & Met­
zler, 1971). There is not much direct evidence for the idea of mental trans­
formations (Bertamini et al., 2002) but, here, we use the term mental rota­
tion merely to refer to “what happens during the execution of a matching 
task”. It indeed applies to a set of still poorly understood phenomena but, 
for instance, matching entire stimuli is known to be influenced by the per­
ceptual structure of these stimuli (e.g., Koning & van Lier, 2004; Pylyshyn, 
1973; Shepard & Metzler, 1971; van Lier & Wagemans, 1998). That is, 
mental rotation operates on structured object-level representations of stim­
uli rather than on stimulus-analogous image-level representations. In the 
experiments considered here, however, participants were asked to match 
stimulus parts rather than entire stimuli, and this suggests the following.
We think that, in the antiregularity conditions, participants perform 
mental translation on the stimulus parts to be matched (some of our partic­
ipants in fact reported spontaneously that they applied a cognitive strategy 
in these conditions). Also then, however, it is expedient to realize that par­
ticipants perform their task starting from the objects they perceive. This 
implies that they have to ignore willfully the objects they perceive and that
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they have to focus attention on the parts to be matched (cf. Ahissar & 
Hochstein, 2004). Such a strategy will therefore hardly be affected by task­
irrelevant parts - as corroborated by the lack of positive congruency effects 
in our antiregularity conditions.
Notice that the foregoing does not explain that performance in the an­
tirepetition condition is good compared to performance in the other three 
(anti)regularity conditions (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5). We are reluc­
tant, however, to draw conclusions from our results regarding quantitative 
differences between the four (anti)regularities. After all, as said, our stimuli 
are not suited to address these quantitative differences, and the difference 
we found in participants' treatment between the regularity and antiregu­
larity conditions makes us even more reluctant. Yet, on repeated request, 
we allow ourselves to say the following.
The quantitative difference between symmetry and repetition, on the one 
hand, probably simply reflects the genuinely perceptual phenomenon dis­
cussed earlier, namely, that symmetry is detected more easily than repe­
tition is. The quantitative difference between antisymmetry and antirep­
etition, on the other hand, is probably due to two factors related to the 
strategy above, which give facing antirepetition in two objects an advan­
tage over antisymmetry. First, compared to antirepetition, the matching 
by mental translation in antisymmetry seems to require a more piecemeal 
treatment of the task-relevant sides. Second, and probably more relevant, 
the task-relevant sides have to be compared across an object in case of 
antisymmetry and only across a gap in case of facing antirepetition.
For instance, for nonfacing antirepetition in one object, the task-relevant 
sides also have to be compared across the object, and for this case, Baylis 
& Driver (1995) found no quantitative difference with respect to antisym­
metry (see Figure 3.8b). Furthermore, facing antirepetition in two objects 
has an advantage over nonfacing antirepetition not only in one object (as 
found in all three studies we re-evaluated) but also in two objects (Kon­
ing & Wagemans, 2009). This too suggests that, in case of antiregularity, 
comparisons across gaps are easier than comparisons across objects. Our 
study does not provide an explanation for this, but it does suggest that 
an explanation is to be searched for in terms of cognitive strategies rather 
than in terms of perceptual mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 4
Symmetry and repetition in cyclopean vision: a 
microgenetic analysis
This chapter has been adapted from:
Treder, M. S., & van der Helm, P. A. (2007). Symmetry versus repetition in cyclopean vision: 
A microgenetic analysis. Vision Research, 47, 2956-2967.
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In four experiments, participants had to detect symmetries or 
repetitions distributed over two depth planes, under presen­
tation times of 200-1000 ms. Structurally corresponding el­
ements were placed in different planes (Experiments 1a and 
1b) or in the same plane (Experiments 2a and 2b). Results 
suggest (a) an ongoing interaction between regularity cues and 
depth cues, and (b) that efficient detection of symmetry but not 
of repetition depends on structural correspondences within 
depth planes. The latter confirms the idea that, to percep­
tual organization, symmetry is a cue for the presence of one 
object whereas repetition is a cue for the presence of multiple 
objects.
4.1 Introduction
To human observers, there are substantial perceptual differences between 
kinds of visual regularity. Most comparative studies are dedicated to con­
trasting the two most prominent cases, namely mirror symmetry (hence­
forth symmetry) and two-fold repetition (henceforth repetition). These stud­
ies show consistently that symmetry has a higher goodness than repetition. 
For instance, symmetry is more salient and more noise-resistant than rep­
etition; furthermore, in terms of the number of stimulus elements covered, 
symmetry detection seems to propagate exponentially by way of parallel 
processing whereas repetition detection seems to propagate linearly by way 
of serial processing (Baylis & Driver, 1994; Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Corbalis 
& Roldan, 1974; Csathó et al., 2003; Fitts et al., 1956; Julesz, 1971; Mach, 
1886; van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996, 1999, 2004; Zimmer, 1984).
In fact, symmetry and repetition seem to have opposite effects on the 
perceptual formation of objects. Symmetry seems to integrate pattern 
halves into perceived wholes, while repetition rather seems to signal the 
presence of two distinct objects (for a tentative explanation, see van der 
Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996; for accounts of the general problem of per­
ceptual object formation, see e.g. Feldman, 1999, and van der Helm et al., 
2003). There are some empirical indications for this dichotomy. For in-
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Figure 4.1. Schematic overview of stimuli used by Baylis and Driver (1995, 2001). The 
vertical contours belong to surfaces with interiors indicated by horizontal stripes. In the 
top row, contour polarity (i.e., concavity/convexity) goes along with the regularity between 
the contours. We therefore call (a) a true symmetry and (b) a true repetition. In the bottom 
row, contour polarity goes against the regularity between the contours. We therefore call 
(c) an antisymmetry and (d) an antirepetition.
stance, Baylis & Driver (1995, 2001) had participants discriminate sym­
metric from asymmetric and repetitive from non-repetitive vertical curves 
which were part of the contour of either the same object or different objects. 
They found that symmetric curves are detected more easily than repeated 
curves when they belong to the same object, whereas repeated curves are 
detected more easily than symmetric curves when they belong to different 
objects. However, it is questionable to speak of symmetry in the two-object 
stimuli and of repetition in the one-object stimuli because, in these cases, 
the contour polarity of the curves goes against the regularity (see Figure 
4.1). Hence, in these cases, we would rather speak of antisymmetry and 
antirepetition. A similar argument applies to Bertamini et al. (1997), who 
compared symmetry to what we would call antirepetition.
Stronger evidence stems from an experiment conducted by Corbalis & 
Roldan (1974). They had participants discriminate between symmetric and 
repetitive patterns in which the pattern halves were either adjacent or sep­
arated by a fixed distance. They found that symmetry is more salient than 
repetition when there is no spatial separation between the pattern halves 
but not when there is a spatial separation between the pattern halves. 
Apparently, manipulation of the distance between pattern halves within 
the projection plane has different, if not opposite, effects on symmetry as 
compared to repetition.
In this study, we put visual regularity in direct competition with another 
significant determinant of perceptual organization, namely, stereoscopic
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depth. When relative disparity exceeds a certain threshold (Yakushijin & 
Ishiguchi, 1999), it provides metrical information about distances and lo­
cations in depth (cf. Burge et al., 2005). As a consequence, depth influ­
ences the grouping of parts into objects, because spatially contiguous parts 
tend to be perceived as belonging to the same object. However, the process­
ing of relative disparity takes time to become effective (Ritter, 1980), and 
we wondered whether and, if so, how this affects regularity perception. 
That is, we think that both regularity perception and stereopsis are on­
going processes, and in this study, we investigate the interaction between 
these two ongoing processes. This issue maybe introduced as follows.
Hitherto, comparative studies on symmetry and repetition in depth are 
rare. It is true that van der Vloed et al. (2005) investigated the effect of 
linear perspective on the discriminability of symmetry and repetition, and 
that Farell (2005) probed the detectability of visual regularities defined by 
disparity values, but to our knowledge, there are no comparative studies on 
stereoscopic manipulations of symmetry and repetition. Only for symmetry 
alone, several studies did examine detectability in stereoscopic space; this 
is discussed next.
The first explorations into symmetry and binocular viewing were con­
ducted by Julesz (1960, 1966). He demonstrated that a binocular sym­
metry percept can arise even in the absence of monocular symmetry and 
that monocular symmetry can be destroyed by appropriate binocular cues. 
These findings led him to conclude that symmetry detection is preceded 
or dominated by stereo vision. This is in line with Ishiguchi & Yakushijin 
(1999) who had participants discriminate between patterns consisting of 
two or three depth planes with varying interplanar distances. They found 
that the disparity threshold to distinguish between depth planes is not 
affected by the structure (symmetry or random) of the patterns in each 
plane. Furthermore, Yakushijin & Ishiguchi (1999) found that, when sym­
metry and noise are placed in different depth planes, the detectability of 
symmetry in the symmetry plane is unaffected by the noise plane, provided 
that the relative disparity between the planes is sufficiently large. Finally, 
Bertone & Faubert (2002) found that the detectability of symmetry deteri­
orates with increasing disparity when pattern halves are put into different 
depth planes. However, even for large disparities, symmetry detection re­
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mained feasible. Apparently, to a certain extent, depth separation induced 
by binocular disparity can be overcome.
At first glance, these results seem to be contradicted by Locher & Smets 
(1992), who proposed that symmetry is detected before the integration of 
figural and disparity cues. However, these two points of view do not have to 
exclude each other. In contrast to classical views which state that group­
ing is preattentive and operates on the retinal image, recent research sug­
gests that perceptual grouping can be influenced significantly by factors 
such as lightness constancy, amodal completion and binocular disparity 
(Palmer, 2002; Palmer et al., 2003). Furthermore, whether or not grouping 
is preceded by these factors seems to depend strongly on exposure time: 
For short exposure times, subjects seem to base their response on retinal 
properties while the aforementioned factors come into play for long expo­
sure times (Schulz & Sanocki, 2003).
These effects may partly be due to the fact that different features of 
the visual input are processed in functionally more or less specialized 
streams (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982; for recent evidence, see Borowsky 
et al., 2005). While shape processing seems largely confined to the ventral 
stream, stereoprocessing seems to occur in both dorsal and ventral areas 
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2007; Neri, 2004). This suggests that there is a 
certain degree of neural dissociation but also interaction between shape 
processing and stereoprocessing. Consequently, the detection of visual 
regularities in a stereoscopic context (with visual regularity co-defining a 
Gestalt and disparities encoding its location) is probably a dynamic process 
in which different forces of perceptual organization dominate at different 
points in time.
A comprehensive approach to the detection of visual regularities in depth 
thus requires a microgenetic analysis of the interaction between the on­
going processes of regularity perception and stereopsis (to be clear, the 
concept of microgenesis refers to the development on a brief present-time 
scale of, in this case, a percept; see, e.g., Sekuler & Palmer, 1992). To this 
end, in our experiments, both temporal and spatial aspects of the stimu­
lus material were manipulated. With respect to the temporal domain, we 
varied presentation time from 200 ms to 1000 ms to probe the detection 
mechanism at different stages of visual processing. With respect to the
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spatial domain, we subjected regularities to various kinds of stereoscopic 
manipulations to test the resistance of the detection mechanism to spatial 
displacements of pattern elements. First, for symmetry in Experiment 1a 
and for repetition in Experiment 1b, we investigated the effects of assigning 
non-corresponding disparity values to structurally corresponding elements 
(yielding one regularity spread out across two depth planes). Second, in 
Experiments 2a and 2b, we compared this to the effects of assigning corre­
sponding disparity values to structurally corresponding elements (yielding 
two depth planes featuring one regularity each).
4.2 Experiments 1a and 1b
4.2.1 Method
4.2.1.1 Participants
In each of the experiments, 22 subjects participated (no overlap between 
the two groups). The participants were either undergraduate students 
or volunteers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and good stere- 
opsis. To assess whether participants were able to perceive stereoscopic 
depth, we had them look at stereoscopic dot displays while wearing shut­
ter glasses and asked them to describe their percept. In return for their 
participation, they received either course credits or money.
4.2.1.2 Apparatus
The experiments were run on a standard PC with a 19" monitor with a 
140 Hz refresh rate and a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. The screen 
was viewed through a 16 cm x 16 cm hole in a black piece of cardboard; 
this was done because pilot experiments suggested that viewing the stimuli 
through such a hole eases stereopsis when the cardboard has a few cen­
timeters offset from the screen. During the experiment, participants wore 
wireless CrystalEyes 3 shutter glasses. An infrared emitter synchronized 
the shutter glasses with the refresh rate of the screen. Responses were 
recorded via a button box.
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4.2.1.3 Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 60 dark grey discs with a diameter of 0.42° of visual 
angle on a light grey background. The luminance of the discs amounted 
to 0.63 cd/m2 and the luminance of the background was 28.49 cd/m2. 
The whole pattern had a size of 12° x 12° of visual angle. Stereoscopically, 
stimuli comprised three depth planes, two frontoparallel target planes con­
stituting the regularity or its random counterpart (20 discs in total, 10 
discs per target plane), and a frontoparallel noise plane in the background 
(40 discs). The position of the first target plane in stereoscopic space coin­
cided with the computer screen. The relative disparity to the second target 
plane and the noise plane amounted to +26.4’ and +49’ (i.e., target plane 
2 was located behind target plane 1 and the noise plane was the hind­
most plane; see Figure 4.2a). The noise plane was included not only to 
control task difficulty but also to stimulate an effective usage of binocular 
cues. That is, participants can perform the task more efficiently when us­
ing binocular cues to separate the noise plane from the target planes (see 
also Yakushijin & Ishiguchi, 1999).
The target planes were constructed by starting from planar regular or 
random patterns. In Experiment 1a, the symmetry patterns were gen­
erated by randomly placing 10 discs in one half of a pattern and then 
reflecting this pattern half about a vertical axis. For the repetition pat­
terns in Experiment 1b, this pattern half was copied without reflection. 
To generate random patterns, discs in the left-hand and right-hand halves 
were distributed randomly. Both Experiment 1a and Experiment 1b con­
tained three stimulus conditions, namely, LR (left-right), Opp (opposite), 
and Base (baseline). These conditions differed in the way the discs were 
assigned disparity values to place them in one of the two target planes, as 
follows.
In the LR condition, the discs were assigned disparity values such that 
the pattern halves were placed in different planes. In the Opp condition, 
the symmetry or repetition pairs were divided randomly into two subsets 
of equal size. In one subset, the left-hand disc of each pair was placed in 
the first target plane and the right-hand disc in the second target plane; in 
the second subset, the disparities were reversed. Figure 4.2b schematically
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Figure 4.2. Overview of the stimuli used in our experiments. (a) Schematic side view 
of the depth planes. From left to right: target plane 1, target plane 2, and noise plane. 
From the subject's perspective, target plane 1 was the foremost frontoparallel plane. In 
this example, the arrangement of discs corresponds to the Mat condition for symmetry, (b) 
Sketch of the pattern types Opp (opposite), LR (left-right), and Mat (matched) for symmetry 
(first row) and repetition (second row). Just for illustration purposes, the noise plane is 
omitted, and the discs are coloured light and dark to indicate on which target plane they 
are located. The additional Base condition simply featured a regularity confined to a single 
plane and is not displayed here.
depicts the LR and Opp stimuli used in the experiments. The frontoparallel 
projection of the two target planes always yielded a perfect planar regular­
ity, irrespective of the manipulation performed. In both experiments, we 
also included a baseline condition Base with only one target plane, that is, 
all discs were assigned the same disparity, thus confining the regularity to 
either the first or the second target plane. To the random counterparts of 
these three conditions, the same manipulations were performed. The as­
signment of disparity values was counterbalanced within each condition.
4.2.1.4 Procedure
Participants were seated at 65 cm from the computer screen. Participants 
in Experiment 1a performed a symmetry present/absent task. In each 
trial, either a symmetric or a random stimulus was presented and partici­
pants had to press a button with their dominant hand when they saw sym­
metry and another button with their non-dominant hand when they did
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not. Participants in Experiment 1b performed a repetition present/absent 
task and had to indicate their choice analogously.
A series of 60 practice trials preceded the experimental phase. During 
practice, stimulus presentation ended only when participants responded. 
This was necessary, because many participants initially needed a few sec­
onds to get used to the unusual sensation of stereoscopic depth on a com­
puter screen. During the practice phase, visual feedback was given im­
mediately after the response. Immediately after the practice phase, the 
experimental phase commenced. It was split into five blocks featuring the 
presentation times 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 ms, respectively. The 
order of presentation times was randomized across participants.
At the beginning of each trial, a fixation cross was presented for 500 
ms. To minimize a fixation bias towards one of the target planes, the fixa­
tion cross was presented stereoscopically in between the two target planes. 
Subsequently, the stimulus appeared on the screen. Following the offset of 
the stimulus, participants were given three seconds to respond. After the 
response and an inter-trial interval of 100 ms, the next trial commenced 
automatically. Each time after 120 trials, a break was given and the per­
centage of correct responses during the last block was displayed. In total, 
each experiment comprised 5 (presentation times) x 3 (pattern types: LR, 
Opp, and Base) x 2 (regular and random) x 20 (measurements) = 600 
trials.
4.2.2 Results
For each experiment separately, and based on hits and correct rejections, 
d' was calculated for every combination of presentation time (200, 400, 
600, 800, and 1000 ms) and pattern type (Base, LR, and Opp). Com­
pared to the baseline, performance on the other pattern types was signif­
icantly lower. For symmetry, repeated measures ANOVAs yielded F(1, 21) 
= 58.596, p  < .001, and F(1, 21) = 98.838, p  < .001, for LR and Opp, re­
spectively. For repetition, the corresponding values were F(1, 21) = 9.237, 
p  < .01, and F(1, 21) = 86.448, p  < .001. However, d' was merely an inter­
mediate step in the specification of a more interesting dependent variable 
which may be introduced as follows.
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By definition, prolonged viewing eases the task and thus enhances d', 
irrespective of the presence of binocular depth cues. Furthermore, per­
ceptual dissociation of the target and noise planes, which is increasingly 
feasible with increasing presentation time, gives an additional boost to per­
formance. Indeed, we found that d ' increases with presentation time in all 
conditions, but because of these factors, this does not allow for a straight­
forward comparison of the pattern types across presentation times. To 
eliminate these factors from our measurements, we calculated relative per­
formance, that is, the performance on LR and Opp relative to the baseline 
Base. We defined relative detectability Ad' by
Ad' = d' - dBx x Base
where d'x corresponds to d' obtained for a pattern type x  e {LR ,O pp}, 
while d'Base corresponds to d ' obtained for the baseline condition. In other 
words, Ad' for the LR condition was derived by subtracting d' in the Base 
condition from d' in the LR condition. Correspondingly, Ad' for the Opp 
condition was derived by subtracting d' in the Base condition from d' ob­
tained in the Opp condition. This subtraction eliminates the facilitating ef­
fects of longer presentation times and of the perceptual dissociation of the 
target and noise planes, so that any effect found for Ad ' can be attributed 
to the kind of manipulation applied to the regularities. A set of repeated 
measures ANOVAs was performed on the obtained Ad'(note that a main 
effect on Ad' for LR or Opp is statistically equivalent to an interaction in 
terms of d' between the baseline and LR or Opp).
Effects of pattern type. For symmetry, participants performed signifi­
cantly better in the LR condition as compared to the Opp condition, with 
F(1, 21) = 25.088, p  < .01 (see Figure 4.3a). This difference was not sig­
nificant at a presentation time of 200 ms (p = .342), but was significant at 
400 ms, t(21) = 2.104, p  < .05, and later. For repetition, the same pattern 
was found, that is, LR > Opp with F(1, 21) = 55.512, p  < .01 (see Figure 
4.3b); this time, the difference between LR and Opp is already evident at a 
presentation time of 200 ms, t(21) = 2.883, p  < .01.
Time effects. We also investigated whether there were effects of presen­
tation time in each of the conditions. For Opp, there was a negative time
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Figure 4.3. (a) Results of experiment 1a: Ad' on symmetry as a function of presentation 
time. The LR curve (circles) shows a performance dip at 400 ms. The Opp curve (squares) 
also drops at 400 ms and then levels off. The dips suggest the LR and Opp depth segrega­
tions do not agree with the perceptual structure of symmetry, (b) Results of experiment 1b: 
Ad' on repetition as a function of presentation time. Just as for symmetry, the Opp curve 
(squares) drops with increasing presentation time and then levels off, but the LR curve (cir­
cles) is hardly affected by presentation time. This suggests that the Opp segregation does 
not agree with the perceptual structure of repetition but that the LR segregation does.
effect on both symmetry and repetition, with F(4, 18) = 4.150, p < .05, and 
F(4, 18) = 3.025, p < .05, respectively. For LR, we found a negative effect 
of time on symmetry, with F(4, 18) = 3.234, p < .05, but not on repetition 
(p = .588). The time effect on symmetry in the LR condition was solely due 
to a performance drop at 400 ms. That is, two-sided t-tests revealed that 
relative performance at 400 ms was significantly worse than at the imme­
diately preceding (200 ms) and following (600 ms) levels of presentation 
time, with t(21) = 3.393, p < .01, and t(21) = -2.313, p < .05, respectively; 
if the 400 ms condition was removed from the analysis, the main effect 
disappeared (p = .57).
4.2.3 Discussion
To allow a comparison between symmetry and repetition across different 
presentation times, we introduced Ad' as a measure of relative detectabil­
ity, specifying d' in the LR and Opp conditions relative to the baseline.
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Because the effects of both prolonged viewing and target-noise separation 
are eliminated by this measure, any remaining effect can be attributed to 
the kind of manipulation applied to the stimuli. For both symmetry and 
repetition, we found that detection is impaired more in the Opp condition 
than in the LR condition. These differences are also reflected in the pat­
terns of interaction between regularity and depth over time.
For symmetry, we found significant time effects for both kinds of manip­
ulations (see Figure 4.3a). From 200 ms to 400 ms, relative performance 
drops in both conditions. After that, however, the curves for LR and Opp 
diverge. For Opp, the low relative performance at 400 ms persists, but 
for LR, relative performance recovers nearly to the level it had at 200 ms. 
For repetition, we only found a time effect in the Opp condition, where 
relative performance declines from 200 ms to 600 ms and then levels off. 
Although the performance drop is less severe than it is for the Opp condi­
tion in symmetry, the course of relative performance across presentation 
time is comparable for both regularities. This suggests that the stimulus 
segmentation triggered by the depth segregation in the Opp condition is 
compatible neither with the perceptual structure of symmetry nor with the 
perceptual structure of repetition. Conversely, in the LR condition, repeti­
tion shows no time effect whereas symmetry does; this suggests that the 
stimulus segmentation triggered by the depth segregation in the LR con­
dition agrees with the perceptual structure of repetition but conflicts with 
the perceptual structure of symmetry.
Our finding in the LR condition seems a stereoscopic analogue of Cor- 
balis & Roldan’s (1974) finding that separating pattern halves within the 
projection plane enhances the detectability of repetition but impairs the 
detectability of symmetry. However, in our experiment, repetition in the 
LR condition was detected not better but actually slightly worse than in 
the baseline condition. This raises the question of whether, compared to 
the baseline condition, the LR condition might be more complex just be­
cause it contains an additional depth plane. Another question is whether, 
for symmetry, the performance dip in the LR condition is due to the depth 
segregation per se or due to a conflict with the perceptual structure of sym­
metry. These two questions were investigated further in Experiments 2a 
and 2b, in which the LR condition was contrasted to a condition in which
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structurally corresponding elements were assigned corresponding dispar­
ity values, yielding two depth planes featuring one regularity each.
4.3 Experiments 2a and 2b
4.3.1 Method
4.3.1.1 Participants, apparatus, and procedure
Twenty-one subjects participated in Experiment 2a (on symmetry) and 20 
subjects participated in Experiment 2b (on repetition). None of them had 
participated in Experiments 1a or 1b; 11 of the subjects in Experiment 2a 
had participated first in Experiment 2b, but a post-hoc analysis showed no 
significant difference (p = .908) in performance between this group and the 
naive subjects. The parameters of the apparatus and the procedure were 
the same as in Experiments 1a and 1b.
4.3.1.2 Stimuli
Just as in Experiments 1a and 1b, we created the Base condition (with 
one regularity in one target plane) and the LR condition (with one half of a 
regularity in one target plane and the other half in the other target plane). 
The Opp condition, however, was now replaced by the Mat (matched) condi­
tion in which structurally corresponding elements had the same disparity, 
yielding two planar regularities, one in each target plane (see Figure 4.2b). 
To the task, one of the planes was redundant because regularity could be 
judged on the basis of only one plane, so that the presence of an additional 
depth plane was the main difference with respect the baseline condition.
4.3.2 Results
For each experiment separately, we again calculated d' for every combi­
nation of presentation time and pattern type. Also this time, all manipu­
lations caused a significant deterioration in performance compared to the 
baseline. For symmetry, repeated measures ANOVAs yielded F(1, 20) =
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Figure 4.4. (a) Results of experiment 2a: Ad' on symmetry as a function of presentation 
time. The LR curve (circles) shows a performance dip at 600 ms. The Mat curve (triangles) 
has as similar slope, but there is no dip. The fact that Mat > LR suggests that symmetry 
is more salient when there are structural correspondences within depth planes. (b) Results 
of experiment 2b: Ad' on repetition as a function of presentation time. Both curves are 
hardly affected by presentation time. The fact that Mat % LR suggests that repetition, 
unlike symmetry, does not depend on structural correspondences within depth planes.
11.969, p  < .01, and F(1, 20) = 5.396, p  < .05, for LR and Mat, respec­
tively. For repetition, the corresponding values were F(1, 19) = 17.302, p  < 
.001, and F(1, 19) = 20.561, p  < .001. As before, a more interesting analy­
sis involved repeated measures ANOVAs performed on Ad' to compare the 
effects of the manipulations with each other.
Effects of pattern type. For symmetry, participants performed signifi­
cantly better in the Mat condition than in the LR condition, F(1, 20) = 
4.627, p  < .05 (see Figure 4.4a). The difference between LR and Mat was 
not significant at 200 ms (p = .965), 800 ms (p = .523), and 1000 ms (p = 
.457), but was significant at 400 ms, t(20) = 2.926, p  < .01, and at 600 ms, 
t(20) = 2.189, p  < .05. For repetition, no significant difference between LR 
and Mat was found (p = .741; see Figure 4.4b).
Time effects. There were no significant time effects for both manipula­
tions of both regularities. However, in the LR condition, two-sided t-tests
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for symmetry revealed a dip in performance just as observed in Exper­
iment 1a. From 200 ms to 600 ms, performance dropped significantly, 
t(20) = 2.674, p  < .05; subsequently, performance increased nearly signif­
icantly from 600 ms to 800 ms, t(20) = -2.23, p  = .051. Such a dip was 
absent in the Mat condition.
4.3.3 Discussion
The stimuli in the Mat condition are similar to those in the Base condition 
in the sense that regularities are confined to single planes, but the stim­
uli in the Mat condition have two target planes while those in the Base 
condition have only one. The worse performance in the Mat condition rel­
ative to the Base condition suggests therefore that the addition of an extra 
depth plane per se  increased task difficulty (the Mat stimuli also have fewer 
elements per plane than the Base stimuli but, if anything, we think this 
would give Mat an advantage rather than an disadvantage over Base). This 
implies that the Mat vs LR comparison is most appropriate to pinpoint dif­
ferences between symmetry and repetition, because both Mat stimuli and 
LR stmuli contain two target planes (with the same number of elements 
per plane).
For symmetry, we found that Mat > LR in terms of relative performance. 
This suggests that symmetry detection is at its best whenever structurally 
corresponding elements are in the same depth plane. Furthermore, rela­
tive performance in the Mat condition showed no time effect, while for LR, 
we again found a performance dip as also observed in Experiment 1a (this 
time, it occurs at 600 ms instead of 400 ms). The absence of a time effect 
for Mat suggests that the presence of two target planes per se is not enough 
to trigger such a performance dip. Rather, the re-occuring performance dip 
for LR supports our earlier suggestion that such a dip occurs only when 
the stimulus segmentation triggered by depth cues disagrees with the per­
ceptual structure of symmetry. The dip, and the varying presentation time 
it occurs at, also indicate that depth perception and symmetry perception 
interact in a dynamic way.
For repetition, we found that Mat % LR, even though inspection of one 
plane sufficed in the Mat condition whereas participants were forced to
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compare pattern halves across two planes in the LR condition. This sup­
ports our earlier suggestion that the stimulus segmentation triggered by 
the depth segregation in the LR condition agrees with the perceptual struc­
ture of repetition. Thus, overall, repetition detection is more robust to 
depth segregation than symmetry detection is.
4.4 General discussion
Marr (1982) argued that a full understanding of a perceptual phenomenon 
requires an combination of complementary approaches at three different 
levels of description, namely the computational level, the algorithmic level, 
and the implementational level. More generally, these levels can also be 
called the goal level, the method level, and the means level, respectively, 
so that the combination can be said to give an understanding of how the 
goal is reached by a method that is allowed by the means (cf. van der Helm 
& Leeuwenberg, 2004). In accordance with this scheme, we next discuss 
the mental representation of visual regularities (computational level), the 
microgenesis of visual regularity in depth, both empirically and theoret­
ically (algorithmic level), and evidence from neuroimaging studies on the 
possible interaction of visual regularity and stereoscopic depth (implemen­
tational level).
4.4.1 Computational: The mental representation of 
regularity
In the traditional transformational approach, visual regularities are con­
ceived as configurations that are invariant under motion, that is, under 
rigid translations or rotations (Garner, 1974; Palmer, 1983). For instance, 
a mirror symmetry is invariant under a 3-D rotation about the symmetry 
axis, and an infinite repetition is invariant under a translation the size 
of one repeat. Because symmetry halves and repeats, respectively, are 
identified with each other by these transformations, both symmetry and 
repetition are thus predicted to have a representation involving a block 
structure (see Figure 4.5ab). As a consequence, the transformational ap-
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Figure 4.5. Structural relationships in symmetry and repetition. According to the transfor­
mational approach, both repetition (a) and symmetry (b) have a block structure. According 
to the holographic approach, repetition has a block structure (c) but symmetry has a point 
structure (d).
proach predicts equivalent goodness effects for symmetry and repetition. 
However, this is contradicted by virtually all comparative studies.
More recently, based on a mathematical formalization of regularity (van der 
Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1991), the holographic approach proposed to con­
ceive visual regularities as configurations that are invariant under growth 
(van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996, 1999, 2004). To put it simple, a 
repetition remains a repetition when expanded by one repeat, and a sym­
metry remains a symmetry when expanded by one symmetry pair. Because 
repeats and symmetry pairs, respectively, mark the size of the expansion 
steps, repetition is again predicted to have a representation involving a 
block structure but, this time, symmetry is predicted to have a point struc­
ture (see Figure 4.5cd). As corroborated by a quantitative goodness model 
(van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996), this difference in representational 
structure agrees with many goodness effects reported in the literature, 
such as the higher saliency of symmetry and its greater resistance to per­
turbation in comparison to repetition.
Although stereoscopic factors lie outside the scope of both approaches, 
we can nevertheless examine whether the effects of the manipulations in 
our experiments agree with their basic tenets. For the transformational ap­
proach, this is not the case, because it predicts equivalent representational 
structures for symmetry and repetition. After all, our results suggest that 
the LR segregation agrees with the perceptual structure of repetition but 
not with the perceptual structure of symmetry. This finding is compatible
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with the holographic approach. The holographic point structure of symme­
try, on the one hand, implies that a planar symmetry is built from many re­
lationships between symmetrically positioned elements, which suggests a 
strong binding between the pattern halves; the holographic block structure 
of repetition, on the other hand, implies that a planar two-fold repetition 
is built from only one relationship between two repeats, which suggests a 
segmentation rather than a binding between the pattern halves (for more 
details on this, see van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996). This implies that 
the depth segregation between the pattern halves in the LR condition goes 
against the holographic structure of symmetry but not of repetition.
The difference between the holographic structures of symmetry and rep­
etition agrees with the idea that, to perceptual organization, symmetry is 
a cue for the presence of one object whereas repetition is a cue for the 
presence of multiple objects. This idea already has been around for a while 
but, so far, the empirical evidence was weak. As we mentioned in the In­
troduction, Baylis & Driver’s (1995, 2001) and Bertamini et al.’s (1997) 
seemingly supporting evidence is confounded by the usage of antisymme­
try and antirepetition as controls (see Figure 4.1). Only Corbalis & Roldan’s 
separation of the pattern halves in the projection plane can be said to yield 
supporting evidence, although their manipulation of the physical distance 
between corresponding elements in a stimulus somewhat at odds with the 
idea of perceived objectness. We now found that efficient detection of sym­
metry but not of repetition depends on structural correspondences within 
depth planes. We think this provides stronger evidence for the idea of per­
ceived objectness, because in our stimuli, we manipulated not the physical 
distance but the perceived distance between corresponding elements in a 
stimulus (i.e., the depth planes were perceived depth planes). This implies 
that any grouping or segmentation is solely due to internal perceptual or­
ganization processes (for a similar argument, see Khuu & Hayes, 2005). 
Next, we go into more detail on these processes.
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4.4.2 Algorithmic, part 1: The microgenesis of 
regularity
Symmetry detection is feasible under presentation times as short as 10 ms 
(Locher & Wagemans, 1993), and virtually all studies on symmetry percep­
tion use short presentation times, say, 50-150 ms (e.g., Barlow & Reeves, 
1979; Carmody et al., 1977; Csatho et al., 2003; Julesz, 1971; Locher & 
Wagemans, 1993). In comparison to symmetry detection, the processing 
of relative disparity (disparity between objects) lags behind, becoming ef­
fective for exposures of 120 ms or longer (Ritter, 1980). Hence, for short 
presentation times, one would expect the symmetry percept to be based 
on the retinal image alone. Our data support this hypothesis. Although 
the LR and Opp manipulations yield substantially different depth percepts, 
there is no difference in performance at 200 ms presentation time. This 
is plausible considering that, at the retinal level, the LR and Opp manipu­
lations yield parafoveal symmetries with equal eccentricity. This is shown 
next.
Assume that, in a symmetry, P (x ,y) and P  ( - x ,y ) specify the mirror- 
symmetric points in a coordinate frame in which the symmetry axis coin­
cides with the y-axis. Suppose that, for every symmetry pair, one of the 
points is horizontally shifted by adding a constant c to its x-coordinate. 
The pattern then still has one symmmetry axis but, now, located eccentri­
cally at x  = c/ 2 irrespective of whether the shifted points all lie on one side 
of the pattern (as occurs in the LR condition) or are distributed across both 
sides (as occurs in the Opp condition). In the Mat condition, conversely, 
one half of the symmetry pairs are shifted and the other half of the sym­
metry pairs are left at their original position. This yields two symmetries, 
one fovea-centered symmetry and one symmetry located eccentrically at 
x = c /2 . The percept thus boils down to a jittered foveal symmetry, but 
compared to LR and Opp, the saliency-increasing (foveal symmetry) effect 
probably cancels out the saliency-decreasing effect (jitter). In total, this 
suggests that LR «  Opp «  Mat, which is what we found. In other words, 
the effects on symmetry at 200 ms can be accounted for in terms of the 
retinal image. This also implies, however, that the subsequent divergence 
of the LR and Opp curves is not explicable in terms of the retinal image.
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The re-occuring performance dip in the LR condition must be an effect 
of stereo processing, because the LR and Opp stimuli do not differ before 
disparities have been processed.
In repetition, a basic characteristic is that the intra-pair distance be­
tween corresponding elements is the same, say D, for all pairs. At the 
retinal level, the LR segregation corresponds to a shift of the left-hand 
or right-hand half of the pattern, which either increases or decreases the 
intra-pair distance for all pairs by the same amount, that is, the new intra­
pair distance is again the same for all pairs. By the Mat segregation, repe­
tition pairs are shifted, so that, again, the intra-pair distance remains the 
same for all pairs. The Opp segregation, however, does not preserve this 
characteristic. In one half of the pairs, the left-hand element is shifted, say 
by a horizontal distance c , yielding a new intra-pair distance of D - c ; in 
the other half of the pairs, the right-hand element is shifted, yielding a new 
intra-pair distance of D + c. In total, this suggests that Mat «  LR > Opp, 
which is what we found not only for short presentation times but also for 
longer ones.
Hence, our data suggest that regularity detection shifts from a retinal 
frame of reference to a stereoscopic frame of reference. This indicates a 
genuine interaction between regularity cues and depth cues, that is, not 
merely an interference of regularity detection by stereo processing. This is 
clear for repetition: spreading structurally corresponding elements across 
depth planes does not necessarily hinder the repetition percept. Rather, 
the detectability of repetition depends on whether the depth segregation 
agrees with the perceptual structure of repetition. Next, we discuss this 
issue more theoretically.
4.4.3 Algorithmic, part 2: Regularity-detection 
anchors in depth
Jenkins (1983) proposed that the regularity-detection mechanism uses vir­
tual lines between corresponding elements as the first-order anchors to 
propagate from. In both symmetry and repetition, these virtual lines ex­
hibit orientational uniformity; in addition, the virtual lines are midpoint 
collinear in symmetry and have a constant length in repetition. Wage-
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mans (Wagemans, 1995; Wagemans et al., 1991, 1993) noticed that orien­
tational uniformity and midpoint collinearity also hold for the virtual lines 
in skewed symmetry which, nevertheless, is less salient than nonskewed 
symmetry. He therefore proposed additional second-order anchors in the 
form of trapezoids (in symmetry) and parallelograms (in repetition), com­
posed of two virtual lines each. These second-order anchors are distorted 
by skewing, which explains the lesser saliency of skewed symmetry. Be­
cause the first-order and second-order anchors as such do not yet explain 
that symmetry is more salient than repetition, van der Helm & Leeuwen­
berg (1999) proposed in addition that symmetry detection propagates ex­
ponentially but that repetition detection propagates linearly (they inferred 
this directly from the holographic approach in van der Helm & Leeuwen­
berg, 1996).
So far, the foregoing ideas about first-order and second-order anchors 
have been applied only to retinal projections of visual regularities. The 
question now is whether these ideas are consistent with our findings for 
regularities in stereoscopic space. Because both midpoint co-planarity 
(the 3-D analogue of 2-D midpoint collinearity) in symmetry and constant 
length in repetition are preserved under all three stereoscopic manipula­
tions, these segregations should manifest themselves in violations of the 
first-order orientational uniformity or in perturbations of the second-order 
anchors.
Symmetry. In both LR and Opp stimuli, structurally corresponding el­
ements are spread across two depth planes. The angle of a virtual line 
relative to the frontal plane is larger the closer the elements are to the 
symmetry axis. Therefore, both LR and Opp stimuli violate orientational 
uniformity. In LR stimuli, the angles of all virtual lines are either positive 
or negative while, for Opp stimuli, both positive and negative angles occur. 
Hence, the degree of violation is higher for Opp than for LR. In Mat stimuli, 
all angles are zero, thus preserving orientational uniformity, and only in 
Mat stimuli, the second-order trapezoids remain intact. In total, this sug­
gests that Mat > LR > Opp, which is what we found for presentation times 
of 400 ms and 600 ms.
Repetition. In LR stimuli, all virtual lines have the same angle relative to 
the frontal plane, thus preserving orientational uniformity. In Opp stim-
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uli, orientational uniformity is violated, because both positive and negative 
angles occur. In Mat stimuli, all angles are zero, thus again preserving 
orientational uniformity. Furthermore, in LR and Mat stimuli but not in 
Opp stimuli, the second-order parallelograms remain intact. In total, this 
suggests that Mat «  LR > Opp, which is what we found for presentation 
times of 200-800 ms.
The preceding analysis shows that our findings for regularities in stereo­
scopic space can be understood by considering the proposed first-order 
and second-order anchors of the regularity-detection mechanism in a stereo­
scopic frame of reference. This gives further support to the idea of a gen­
uine interaction between regularity cues and depth cues. In the next sub­
section, we review neuroimaging studies on stereopsis and regularity pro­
cessing to examine the neural plausibility of such an interaction between 
regularity and depth cues.
4.4.4 Implementational: Neural interaction of 
regularity and depth
Stereopsis cannot be pinpointed to be implemented in a specialized neural 
location. Rather, stereopsis-related activation has been found in many ar­
eas, such as V3, V3A, MT+, and parietal regions (e.g., Fortin et al., 2002; 
Gulyás & Roland, 1994; Merboldt et al., 2002). However, peak activation 
is usually found in extrastriate areas V3 and V3A (Backus et al., 2001; 
Gillaie-Dotan et al., 2002; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001; Kwee et al., 1999; 
Mendola et al., 1999; Negawa et al., 2002; Ptito et al., 1993). Further­
more, there seems to be a neural differentation between absolute disparity 
processing and relative disparity processing. While dorsal areas V3A, MT+ 
and V7 code absolute disparity but not relative disparity, ventral areas hV4 
and V8 are sensitive to both (Neri et al., 2004). Single-cell studies in mon­
keys support the involvement of higher ventral stream areas in disparity- 
defined shape processing (e.g., Janssen et al., 2000a,b , 2003). Finally, 
Brouwer et al. (2005) found transient activation in areas V4d-topo, V3A, 
and V7, correlated with the onset of stereoscopic perception. They also 
found sustained activation in areas V4v, VP, and LOC, correlated with the
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stereoscopic percept. They proposed that the latter areas code for shapes 
defined by disparity.
In contrast to stereopsis, regularity detection has only recently become 
a topic in neuroimaging. While an initial study reported DLO (dorsolateral 
occipital cortex) to be involved in symmetry perception (Tyler et al., 2005), 
a follow-up study reported a more distributed pattern of activation (Sasaki 
et al., 2005). That is, this follow-up study reported high levels of activa­
tion in V3A, V4, V7, and LOC, marginal activation in V3, and virtually 
no symmetry-specific activity elsewhere. More recently, Chen et al. (2007) 
showed that frontally viewed faces also increase activation in these areas 
relative to their phase-scrambled versions, and they argued that these ar­
eas may also feed the adjacent OFA (occipital face area), which seems to be 
involved in processing specific to facial symmetry.
Evidently, there are common sites of activation for processing related to 
stereopsis and symmetry detection, namely, extrastriate area V3A and ven­
tral stream area LOC. Symmetry detection could be mediated by stereopro­
cessing directly via interactions in these regions, or indirectly via feedback 
loops to V1.
To elaborate on the latter, Lee et al. (1998) proposed that V1 might serve 
as a high resolution buffer used for computations by extrastriate visual 
areas. This suggests that recurrent feedback from stereoprocessing in V3A 
might be relayed to symmetry processing areas via V1. This does not seem 
very plausible, however. First, so far, neuroimaging studies did not report 
V1 activation related specifically to symmetry detection. Second, although 
V3A showed the strongest response in stereoprocessing, it codes only ab­
solute disparity, but relative-disparity processing is needed in our stimuli.
In contrast, LOC is associated with object perception (Grill-Spector, 2003; 
Malach et al., 1995) and, as mentioned, it has been proposed to be involved 
in coding disparity-defined shapes. This makes LOC a good candidate for 
the locus of symmetry-depth interaction. The foregoing suggests that this 
interaction might take the form of a direct competition between the stim­
ulus interpretation defined by disparity versus the stimulus interpretation 
defined by regularity.
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4.5 Conclusion
Regularity and depth are not processed one after the other. We presented 
psychophysical, theoretical, and neurofunctional evidence that both regu­
larity detection and stereo processing are ongoing processes that interact 
dynamically over time. During this interaction, the detection of symme­
try and repetition shifts from a retinal frame of reference to a stereoscopic 
frame of reference, yielding effects that depend on the regularity at hand. 
That is, efficient detection of symmetry depends on structural correspon­
dences within depth planes, but efficient detection of repetition does not. 
This confirms the idea that, to perceptual organization, symmetry is a cue 
for the presence of one object whereas repetition is a cue for the presence 
of multiple objects.
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CHAPTER 5
Integration of structure-from-motion and 
symmetry during surface perception
This chapter has been adapted from:
Treder, M. S., & Meulenbroek, R. G. J. (in press). Integration of structure-from-motion and 
symmetry during surface perception. Journal of Vision.
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Sinusoïdal motion of elements in a random-dot pattern can 
elicit a striking percept of a rotating volume, a phenomenon 
known as structure-from-motion (SFM). We demonstrate that 
if the dots defining the volume are 2D mirror-symmetric, novel 
3D interpretations arise. In addition to the classical rotating 
cylinder, one can perceive mirror-symmetric, flexible surfaces 
bending along the path of movement. In three experiments, we 
measured the perceptual durations of the different interpreta­
tions in a voluntary control task. The results suggest that mo­
tion signals and symmetry signals are integrated during sur­
face interpolation. Furthermore, the competition between the 
rotating cylinder percept and the symmetric surfaces percept 
is resolved at the level of surface perception rather than at the 
level of individual stimulus elements. Concluding, structure- 
from-motion is an interactive process that incorporates not 
only motion cues but also form cues. The neurofunctional 
implication of this is that surface interpolation is not fully 
completed in its designated neural ’engine’, MT/V5, but rather 
in a higher-tier area such as LOC which receives input from 
MT/V5 and which is also involved in symmetry detection.
5.1 Introduction
The principal task of the human visual system is to establish a 3D rep­
resentation of the visual environment. To this end, it uses a plenitude of 
depth cues, for instance, ocular cues such as accommodation and binoc­
ular disparity, and pictorial cues such as linear perspective, shading, and 
texture gradients (e.g., Palmer, 1999; Todd, 2004).
Another important source for the extraction of structural 3D information 
is visual motion. Even in the absence of other depth cues, motion can con­
vey rich information about object structure. In a particularly compelling 
illustration of this phenomenon, coined kinetic depth effect or structure- 
from-motion (SFM), sinusoidally moving dots evoke a strong percept of 
volumetric form (Braunstein, 1962; Green, 1961; Todd & Norman, 1991;
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Treue et al., 1991, 1995; Wallach, 1953; for a review, see Andersen & 
Bradley, 1998; see Movie 1a1). The present consensus on the functional 
implementation of SFM seems to be that, first, the local velocities of indi­
vidual dots are integrated to derive a global velocity field. Second, mental 
representations of surfaces are constructed based on this velocity field and 
they are are updated and refined across time (Andersen & Bradley, 1998; 
Hildreth et al., 1990; Hol et al., 2003; Treue et al., 1991, 1995; Ullman, 
1984).
Neurofunctional research attempted to pinpoint the neural correlates of 
SFM. Bradley et al. (1998) presented evidence from monkey research sug­
gesting MT/V5 as the neural analog of surface interpolation. They showed 
that, in a bistable rotating cylinder stimulus, the activity of MT/V5 trig­
gered by moving elements is higher when these elements are perceived as 
being part of the front surface rather than part of the back surface. MT/V5 
was also shown to be sensitive to speed gradients, to encode the orientation 
of surfaces tilted in depth, and to be affected by attention to motion-defined 
surfaces, with similar results for humans and monkeys (Martinez-Trujillo 
et al., 2005; Orban et al., 1999; Treue & Andersen, 1996; Vanduffel et al., 
2002a; Wannig et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 1997). Nonetheless, there is no 
stringent evidence requiring that the computation of surfaces is also fully 
completed in this area. In fact, the involvement in SFM of a number of 
other cortical areas such as V3A and the lateral occipital complex (LOC) 
suggests that SFM is supported by a widespread cortical network (Brouwer 
& van Ee, 2007; Orban et al., 1999; Paradis et al., 2000; Vanduffel et al., 
2002a).
Many of these areas are involved not only in motion processing but also 
in the processing of static form. For instance, (Murray et al., 2003) showed 
that part of the LOC is activated both by SFM stimuli and by 3D line draw­
ings. Using simultaneous EEG and MEG recordings, Jiang et al. (2008) 
revealed subsequent activations of MT, LOC and ventral temporal regions 
to motion-defined 3D shapes. Most importantly, activity in LOC was as­
sociated with induced gamma synchronization, a hallmark of perceptual 
binding.
Quicktime movies are included in the online version obtainable at www.journalofvision.org. 
Captions belonging to the movies are attached at the end of this chapter.
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Despite the remarkable overlap between brain regions involved in SFM 
and form processing (for a review, see Kourtzi et al., 2008), there have been 
no complementary reports in the psychophysical literature demonstrating 
that the computation of motion-defined surfaces is affected by form cues. 
On the contrary, it has been argued that the spatial structure of dots defin­
ing, for instance, a rotating cylinder, does not affect surface interpolation 
(Li & Kingdom, 2001; Treue et al., 1991).
In this article, we show that structure-from-motion and symmetry are in­
tegrated during surface perception, and that this interaction entails novel 
3D interpretations. The starting point for this study was an informal ob­
servation by the first author which was further substantiated during a pilot 
experiment with sixteen naive participants. If the parallel projection of dots 
attached to a rotating cylinder yields a random dot pattern in 2D, the clas­
sical interpretations are perceived, that is, a clockwise or counterclockwise 
rotating cylinder, or two convex or concave surfaces (Movie 1a; Chen & 
He, 2004; Hol et al., 2003), are perceived. If, however, the parallel projec­
tion yields a pattern that is mirror-symmetric about the vertical midline in 
2D, a number of additional 3D interpretations arise which have not been 
covered in the literature yet (Figure 5.1 and Movie 1b). All novel interpreta­
tions have in common that one usually perceives two moving surfaces that 
are mirror-symmetric about a symmetry plane whose 2D projection coin­
cides with the vertical midline. In contrast to the rigid rotating cylinder 
percept, these surfaces are flexible and they bend along the perceived path 
of movement. Participants did not report these percepts when exposed to 
random dot stimuli, suggesting that the perception of symmetric surfaces 
is linked to the symmetry of the stimulus.
The novel interpretations can be roughly classified according to two char­
acteristics. First, the symmetric surfaces can be perceived as either collid­
ing at the vertical midline and then bouncing off in the opposite direction 
(colliding surfaces), or as crossing by each other at the vertical midline 
without any physical contact (crossing surfaces). Second, motion can be 
cyclic, in which case each surface returns to its perceived 3D position 
within one cycle of sinusoidal motion, or winding, in which case the sur­
faces are perceived to wind forward or backward, resembling the movement 
of a snake (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.1. Perceptual interpretations of the symmetric motion pattern. (a) Schematic 
display of the physical stimulus, consisting of a dot pattern which is symmetric about the 
vertical midline. For simplicity, only 8 dots are depicted. As indicated by the white arrows, 
symmetric dots move in opposite directions with the same velocity so that symmetry is 
preserved through time. (b) Classical 3D interpretations, a clockwise or counterclockwise 
rotating cylinder. (c) Novel 3D interpretations, two (or more) symmetric surfaces. At the 
vertical midline, symmetric elements meet and they can be perceived as crossing by each 
other without physical contact (crossing surfaces) or as colliding and then bouncing off 
each other in the opposite direction (colliding surfaces).
The preponderance of perceptual interpretations that are given by a con­
junction of motion and symmetry (for convenience, we will use the term 
symmetry to refer to mirror-symmetry) pleads for an integration of motion 
signals and symmetry signals during surface interpolation. To establish 
the role of symmetry in the new interpretations, we conducted Experiment 
1 wherein we presented only symmetric SFM stimuli. Participants were 
asked to attempt to perceive either a rotating cylinder or symmetric sur­
faces, and we measured the perceptual durations of these two interpreta­
tions as a function of a number of viewing conditions.
To our knowledge, this is the first empirical study linking symmetry pro­
cessing and SFM. It is only in computer vision that this link has received
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Figure 5.2. For each type of symmetric percept, there is a number of possible interpreta­
tions of the motion direction. In the schematic examples given here, motion is either cyclic 
(top row) or winding (bottom row). Movement is sketched from a top-down perspective, 
with the observer looking from below. Only one cycle is shown for each type of motion; the 
type of motion keeps repeating upon subsequent cycles. (a) Two possible interpretations 
of motion direction for the crossing surfaces percept. One surface is depicted as black, 
the other as grey. In the top view represents, both surfaces rotate continuously about the 
midpoint in opposite directions. In the bottom view, the surfaces wind forward towards 
the observer, crossing by each other without perceived physical contact. (b) Two possible 
interpretations of motion direction for the colliding surfaces percept. In the top view, cyclic 
motion is shown, with symmetric surfaces moving towards the observer (black arrows), 
then colliding, reversing direction, and moving back in the other direction (grey arrows). 
In the bottom view, symmetric surfaces move towards the observer (black arrows), col­
lide, and then move on in the same direction (grey arrows) and keep moving forward. It is 
also possible to perceive motion in the opposite direction (i.e., surfaces receding from the 
observer).
some attention. There, symmetry was shown to boost the efficiency of SFM 
algorithms (Mitsumoto et al., 1992; Poggio & Vetter, 1992; Rothwell et al., 
1993; Zabrodsky & Weinshall, 1997).
5.2 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to substantiate the claim that symmetry pro­
cessing is involved in the perception of symmetric surfaces. The starting 
point was the fact that motion processing and symmetry processing have 
different signatures in terms of eye movements. To be more clear, the ef­
ficacy of symmetry detection peaks when the symmetry axis is foveated 
and it has been shown to drop with increasing eccentricity of the symme­
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try axis, at least for static stimuli (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1998; Herbert & 
Humphrey, 1996; Saarinen, 1988). In contrast, for the rotating cylinder 
percept, Hol et al. (2003) showed that perceptual duration is not affected 
by viewing condition.
Consequently, if symmetry processing is involved in the perception of 
symmetric surfaces, foveation of the symmetry axis should enhance the 
perceptual duration of the symmetric surfaces percept. To test this, we 
introduced four viewing conditions, namely central fixation, bottom fixa­
tion (below the stimulus but still on the symmetry axis), left fixation and a 
free viewing condition. Considering the free viewing condition, we expected 
that participants focus on the symmetry axis if they were cued to perceive 
the symmetric surfaces but not if they were cued to perceive the rotating 
cylinder.
5.2.1 Method
5.2.1.1 Apparatus
We used a Tobii 1750 integrated eye tracker to display stimuli and to 
register eye movements concurrently. The refresh rate of the 17” screen 
amounted to 75 Hz and the resolution was 1280 x 1024 px2. The sam­
pling rate of the eye tracker was 50 Hz. Viewing distance was about 67 cm. 
Although Tobii is quite robust to head movements within a certain range, 
participants were asked to move their head as little as possible through­
out the experiment. Participants’ button responses were recorded using 
a button box with a 1 ms temporal accuracy. Stimulus presentation and 
data acquisition were performed using Neurobehavioural Systems Presen­
tation. This software was complemented by Tobii’s eye tracking software 
and a Presentation interface.
5.2.1.2 Participants
Sixteen right-handed undergraduate students participated in this experi­
ment. All participants were naive with respect to the purpose of the exper­
iment and they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of them 
had participated in the pilot experiment.
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5.2.1.3 Stimuli
Parallel projections of dots on a rotating cylinder were used as stimuli. 
Each stimulus consisted of 48 elements that were uniformly distributed 
on the cylinder surface and that moved according to a sinusoidal velocity 
function. During the pilot phase, this number of elements proved most 
promising in evoking both the rotating cylinder percept and the novel per­
cepts reliably.
All elements were symmetric about the vertical midline of the stimulus. 
To produce 2D symmetry starting from the cylinder, half of the elements 
was randomly placed on one half of the cylinder. Subsequently, this half 
was copied and shifted onto the other half, resulting in the 2D projection 
being symmetric. In 2D, the two elements in each symmetry pair had 
equal-magnitude, opposite-sign movement vectors, so that perfect bilateral 
symmetry was preserved through time.
We also took care of an uncontrolled variable that we became aware of 
during the pilot experiment. Participants reported that, on some occasions, 
they perceived four or even six symmetric surfaces. Apparently, clusters 
of elements were grouped on basis of the relative proximity of the elements 
on the cylinder surface. We will address a possible implication of this 
finding in the General Discussion. For the experiments at hand, it was 
more important to keep this factor under control. Therefore, we imposed 
a spatial contiguity constraint on the stimulus. This means that, during 
stimulus generation, the first element was placed randomly on the cylinder 
surface; each subsequent element was placed randomly, too, but it was 
constrained to be within the vicinity (80 px) of at least one previously placed 
element. This method assured that, in the symmetric interpretations, the 
number of perceived surfaces was always two.
Dot diameter was 10 px or about 0.22° of visual angle. The placement 
of the elements was limited to a window of 400 x 400 px2 or 8.9° x 8.8° 
of visual angle. The actual height of a stimulus could be lower than 400 
px since elements were randomly placed. Angular velocity was 90°/s and 
element positions were updated in every frame. All elements were white 
and the color of the background was set to mean grey value. All stimuli 
were randomly generated during the experiment and each stimulus was
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centered on the screen. Movie 2 gives a sample stimulus.
5.2.1.4 Procedure
Our aim was to measure perceptual durations of the rotating cylinder per­
cept and the symmetric surfaces percept as a function of exogenous (stim­
ulus characteristics) and endogenous (voluntary control, eye movements) 
parameters. For classical SFM percepts, it was shown earlier that per­
ceptual switches are subject to voluntary control, but only within certain 
limits imposed by stimulus and task parameters (Brouwer & van Ee, 2006; 
Hol et al., 2003; Klink et al., 2008; Raemaekers et al., 2009). To measure 
perceptual durations, we adopted the procedure used in Hol et al.’s (2003) 
study on the effects of attention on SFM. The procedure was as follows.
Each trial was initiated via a button press. Subsequently, a cue was 
presented, indicating which kind of interpretation, the rotating cylinder 
or the symmetric surfaces, participants should attempt to perceive. The 
physical stimulus was always symmetric, irrespective of which percept was 
cued. Upon another button press, a fixation dot appeared and remained 
on the screen until the end of the trial. Participants had to fixate this dot. 
After 1 s, the stimulus appeared and remained on the screen for 20 s. 
The task of the participants was to press the left button as soon as they 
clearly perceived the cued percept, and to press the right button when the 
percept switched to the other stimulus class, when it became ambiguous, 
or when depth was not perceived any more. Participants were told that 
the exact type of movement (clockwise or counterclockwise rotation in case 
of the rotating cylinder percept, and cyclic or winding motion in case of 
the symmetric surfaces percept) was irrelevant and that they should also 
ignore perceived switches of movement direction.
To test the effects of eye movements, we introduced four viewing condi­
tions. First, central fixation, wherein a fixation dot was presented in the 
center of the stimulus, on the symmetry axis. Second, bottom fixation, 
wherein the fixation dot was presented 10 px below the stimulus, however 
still aligned with the symmetry axis; since stimulus height varied due to 
the random placement of dots, the absolute distance between the fixation 
dot and the center of the stimulus necessarily also varied in the bottom fix­
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ation condition. Third, left fixation, wherein the fixation dot was presented 
100 px to the left of the center, which is halfway between the symmetry axis 
and the left border of the stimulus. Finally, free viewing, wherein there was 
no fixation dot.
In the first three viewing conditions, participants were told to strictly 
fixate the fixation dot. In the free viewing condition, eye movements were 
unrestricted; participants were instructed, however, to try to move their 
eyes in such a way that the cued percept could be best perceived. The same 
kind of symmetric dot pattern was presented in each trial, irrespective of 
which percept was cued.
Each experiment was preceded by a demonstration, wherein a number of 
sample stimuli were shown and the possible percepts were explained. All 
participants were able to perceive the different interpretations. Usually, 
the rotating cylinder interpretation was perceived first. When instructed to 
focus on the symmetry axis, participants could readily perceive the sym­
metric surfaces interpretation. After the demonstration, they completed a 
practice phase, with one practice trial given for each of the eight subcondi­
tions in a random order. This was followed by the experimental phase.
We used two different kinds of cues, one for the rotating cylinder and one 
for the symmetric surfaces. Also, in order to record eye movements, the eye 
tracker was calibrated before the start of the experiment. The total number 
of trials amounted to 2 [percept conditions] x 4 [viewing conditions ] x 8 
[measurements] = 64. The order of trials was randomized.
5.2.1.5 Dependent variable
To measure the perceptual salience of the different percepts, we used per­
ceptual duration as a dependent variable, as specified in Hol et al. (2003). 
Perceptual duration refers to the total amount of time the cued interpreta­
tion is perceived within a trial. Since each stimulus was presented for 20 
s, duration was bracketed between 0 s (when the cued interpretation was 
not perceived at all) and 20 s (when the cued interpretation was perceived 
all the time). Note that Hol et al. also introduced reaction time, defined 
as the first point in time wherein the cued interpretation is perceived, as a 
second dependent measure, which is not considered here. In our opinion,
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Viewing condition
Figure 5.3. Perceptual durations in Experiment 1 as a function of percept and viewing 
condition. Connecting lines have been added for illustrative purposes. Error bars represent 
1 S.E.M. Overall, perceptual duration was higher for the rotating cylinder percept than for 
the symmetric surfaces percept. The perception of symmetric surfaces was more sustained 
under central or bottom fixation (i.e., when the symmetry axis was fixated) than under left 
fixation or free viewing. The opposite pattern is found for the rotating cylinder percept, 
suggesting that the symmetric surfaces percept and the rotating cylinder percept engage 
in perceptual competition.
it does not add substantial information because it is negatively correlated 
with perceptual duration, at least for long perceptual durations. We veri­
fied this negative correlation by re-running our analyses for reaction time 
and, as expected, we found opposite patterns of results for perceptual du­
ration and for reaction time (i.e., long perceptual durations corresponded 
to short reaction times, and vice versa).
5.2.2 Results
Perceptual durations. We investigated the perceptual durations using a 2 x 
4 (Percept x Viewing Condition) repeated measures ANOVA. The results are 
depicted in Figure 5.3a. Overall, the rotating cylinder was perceived more 
often than the symmetric surfaces (Percept; F(1,16) = 44.289, p  < .001). 
There was no main effect of Viewing Condition (p = .619), but there was 
a significant interaction between Percept and Viewing Condition, F(3,14) 
= 13.89, p  < .001. Using post-hoc tests, perceptual durations for the ro­
tating cylinder percept and the symmetric surfaces percept were analyzed 
separately. A Bonferroni-corrected a-value of 0.05/6 = 0.0083 was used.
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For the rotating cylinder percept, there was no significant difference in 
perceptual duration between central fixation and bottom fixation (p = .487), 
and also no difference between left fixation and free viewing (p = .535) 
in terms of perceptual duration. However, there was a significant differ­
ence between these two pairs of conditions (p < .001). In other words, the 
rotating cylinder percept was more persistent when fixation was off the 
symmetry axis (left fixation) or when participants viewed freely than when 
participants had to fixate the symmetry axis (central fixation and bottom 
fixation).
The opposite pattern of results was found for the symmetric surfaces 
condition. Again, there was no significant difference between central fix­
ation and bottom fixation (p = .762), and no difference between the left 
fixation and free viewing (p = .756). Also again, there was a significant 
difference between these two pairs of conditions (p < .001), but this time, 
the difference was in the opposite direction.
To investigate whether voluntary control of the perceptual interpretation 
gets more effective with time, we fitted a regression line through the per­
ceptual durations as a function of trial number. As depicted in Figure 5.4b, 
the analysis reveals a positive trend, albeit small. The slope for the rotating 
cylinder percept was positive (15.88 ms / trial) but not significantly differ­
ent from zero (p = .232), and likewise for the symmetric surfaces percept 
(24.85 ms / trial; p  = .084).
Eye movements. We examined the fixation conditions and the free view­
ing condition separately. In all fixation conditions, mean eye position was 
within one standard deviation of the corresponding fixation dot position. 
In paired-samples t-tests conducted for x and y dimensions separately, we 
did not find any significant differences between the conditions in terms of 
means (all p  values > .101) and standard deviations (all p  values > .104) of 
the fixation data.
We also investigated whether there was a difference in terms of the num­
ber of saccades between the three fixation conditions. To estimate the 
number of saccades from the raw data, we applied a spatiotemporal fix­
ation filter consisting of two sliding averaging windows. As Figure 5.4a 
illustrates, participants made slightly less than one saccade per trial on 
average. A repeated measures ANOVA did not show any systematic re-
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Figure 5.4. Results of the analysis of the eye movements data in Experiment 1. (a) 
Number of saccades as a function of fixation condition (center, bottom, left). Connecting 
lines have been added for illustrative purposes. (b) Aspect ratio of the extent of horizontal 
eye movements relative to vertical eye movements in the free viewing condition. The ratio 
is higher for the rotating cylinder percept, indicating more horizontal (potentially smooth 
pursuit) eye movements when the rotating cylinder is perceived than when symmetric 
surfaces are perceived. Error bars in (a) and (b) represent 1 S.E.M. (c) Eye movement trace 
for the rotating cylinder percept in the free viewing condition. The plot depicts raw data 
points from one single trial. The coordinate system is centered on the midpoint of the 
stimulus and fixation coordinates are plotted in pixels. The data on the rotating cylinder 
percept shows predominantly horizontal eye movements. (d) Eye movement trace for the 
symmetric surfaces in the free viewing condition, taken from the same participant as the 
previous plot. The data points culminate at the center of the stimulus.
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lationship between number of saccades and experimental condition (all p  
values > .424), suggesting that participants were fixating equally well in all 
fixation conditions.
For the free viewing conditions, we were interested in whether there was 
a qualitative difference in terms of eye movements between the rotating 
cylinder condition and the symmetric surfaces condition. Figure 5.4cd 
gives eye movement traces for the rotating cylinder and the symmetric sur­
faces conditions. The plots suggest that participants performed rather hor­
izontal eye movements and fixations off the symmetry axis in the rotating 
cylinder condition, but tried to stick to the symmetry axis in the symmetric 
surfaces condition. To quantify this, we calculated the aspect ratio for the 
rotating cylinder and symmetric surfaces conditions, that is, the extent of 
the eye movements along the x dimension (width) divided by the extent of 
the eye movements along the y dimension (height). To this end, we used 
the standard deviations along each dimension (an alternative would be to 
take the minimum and maximum values along the x and y dimensions, but 
these values are more susceptible to outliers than the standard deviation). 
Figure 5.4b depicts the aspect ratio for the rotating cylinder and symmetric 
surfaces conditions. A paired-samples t-test revealed that the aspect ratio 
is indeed different between these two conditions, t(16) = 2.404, p  < .05.
5.2.3 Discussion
Both the rotating cylinder and the symmetric surfaces could be perceived 
under all viewing conditions, but we found different effects of viewing con­
dition on the perceptual durations of the two percepts (Figure 5.3a).
For the symmetric surfaces percept, perceptual duration is highest for 
central fixation and bottom fixation. In other words, efficient perception 
of the symmetric surfaces requires foveation of the symmetry axis, which 
suggests that symmetry processing is involved in the perception of sym­
metric surfaces (see Gurnsey et al., 1998; Herbert & Humphrey, 1996; 
Saarinen, 1988).
For the rotating cylinder percept, the opposite pattern of results was 
found. In contrast to Hol et al. (2003), who used similar viewing conditions 
and who did not find an effect of viewing condition on perceptual dura­
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tion, we found that it is higher for free viewing and left fixation than when 
the symmetry axis is fixated. This pattern of results suggests that there 
is a direct perceptual competition between the rotating cylinder interpre­
tation and the symmetric surfaces interpretation. Furthermore, the fact 
that, for each fixation condition, the perceptual duration for the rotating 
cylinder percept and the symmetric surfaces percept adds up to more than 
20 s suggests that voluntary control is involved in the perception of these 
stimuli, as proposed in other studies on SFM (Brouwer & van Ee, 2006; 
Hol et al., 2003; Klink et al., 2008). This is in line with the first author’s 
own observations and some informal reports by participants. We analyzed 
whether voluntary control improves with time and we found a small pos­
itive trend for both percepts (Figure 5.3b), but it was not significant in 
either case.
In terms of eye movements, we found that participants made slightly less 
than one saccade per trial (Figure 5.4a). This is less than Brouwer & van 
Ee (2006) reported using a different paradigm (about 10 saccades / min), 
but it is roughly in the same order of magnitude. Comparing the aspect 
ratios in the free viewing condition, we found that participants perform 
relatively more horizontal eye movements when they try to perceive the ro­
tating cylinder than when they try to perceive symmetric surfaces (Figure 
5.4b). This suggests that smooth pursuit might have been involved in the 
perception of the rotating cylinder but not in the perception of symmetric 
surfaces. The temporal resolution of our eye tracker is too low for a com­
prehensive analysis of smooth pursuit eye movements, but Brouwer & van 
Ee (2006) already presented evidence that voluntary control of a bistable 
rotating sphere is improved with smooth pursuit.
To sum up, first, foveation of the symmetry axis enhances perceptual 
durations of the symmetric surfaces percept, suggesting that symmetry 
signals are integrated during SFM processing. Second, we found evidence 
that the rotating cylinder percept and the symmetric surfaces percept en­
gage in perceptual competition, and showed that voluntary control seems 
to be involved in resolving this competition. In the SFM literature, it is pro­
posed that the surface level is crucial to perceptual competition (Brouwer & 
van Ee, 2006; Hol et al., 2003; Klink et al., 2008; Treue et al., 1991, 1995). 
Furthermore, there is evidence that, in bistable stimuli, surfaces can be
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the target of visual attention (Wannig et al., 2007). In light of this, per­
ceptual competition between the different interpretations is most probably 
resolved at the level of surface perception.
A control experiment, reported next, served to corroborate the idea that 
the symmetric surfaces percept stems from an interaction between SFM 
processing and symmetry processing.
5.3 Experiment 2
In the stimuli used in Experiment 1, symmetry was defined by perfect 
point-to-point correspondences between individual dots. Consequently, 
the dots of each symmetry pair met at the symmetry axis, where net motion 
(i.e., the sum of motion vectors) amounted to zero. Qian & Andersen (1994) 
advocated that this kind of motion balance affects motion transparency 
(i.e., the perception of multiple transparent moving surfaces, a prerequi­
site for perceiving a rotating cylinder). They presented stimuli consisting 
of pairs of horizontally moving dots, whereby the dots in each pair had op­
posite motion vectors. Motion transparency was drastically reduced when 
the dots in each pair were vertically aligned, that is, when local net motion 
amounted to zero. To rule out that this motion balance (rather than sym­
metry processing) underlies the symmetric surfaces percept, we performed 
a control experiment using also symmetric stimuli whereby motion is not 
balanced. The rationale was that, if motion balance underlies the sym­
metric surfaces percept, no symmetric surfaces would be perceived with 
unbalanced symmetric stimuli.
To create unbalanced symmetric stimuli, we exploited the well-documented 
fact that symmetry detection is quite robust to various kinds of distor­
tions, such as the addition of noise dots, spatial jittering of symmetry 
dots, or phase randomization in the frequency domain (Barlow & Reeves, 
1979; Dakin & Herbert, 1998; Rainville & Kingdom, 2002; Wagemans et al., 
1993). As explicated in the method, a manipulation similar to spatial jitter 
was applied to remove motion balance but still preserve symmetry on a 
rough spatial scale. To further corroborate the importance of the interpo­
lated surfaces, rather than explicit point-to-point correspondences, in the
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perception of symmetric surfaces, we also added a limited-lifetime condi­
tion whereby dot pairs were constantly replaced by new randomly placed 
dot pairs.
5.3.1 Method
5.3.1.1 Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed on a 19” monitor at a refresh rate of 100 Hz. View­
ing distance was 60 cm and a chinrest was used to restrict head move­
ments. The resolution of the screen was 1280 x 1024 px2.
5.3.1.2 Participants
Twenty-two right-handed undergraduate students participated in this ex­
periment. All participants were naive with respect to the purpose of the 
experiment and they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of 
the participants had participated in the previous experiment or in the pilot 
experiment.
5.3.1.3 Stimuli
Stimulus parameters were largely identical to the stimulus parameters 
used in Experiment 1, except for the following. In Experiment 2, our 
stimuli featured element symmetries and surface symmetries. Element 
symmetries were identical to the stimuli used in Experiment 1, that is, 
random dots reflected about the vertical midline, with point-to-point cor­
respondences and, hence, motion balance being preserved. Movie 3a gives 
a sample stimulus. To create surface symmetries, a spatial jitter manipu­
lation was applied. First, a perfectly symmetric dot pattern was generated. 
With an unconstrained spatial jitter manipulation, dots could fall out of 
the boundaries of the original symmetric surfaces. To prevent this, we cal­
culated the convex hull as an approximation of the surface border. The 
convex hull is the smallest subset of dots of the cluster which, when con­
nected by straight lines, encloses the whole cluster. Then, the dots were 
randomly shuffled, but only within the borders of the specified surface. By
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this, the dots were not symmetric any more but the two surfaces they spec­
ified were still symmetric on a rough spatial scale. Movie 3b gives a sample 
stimulus. In two additional conditions, we applied element symmetry and 
surface symmetry to stimuli with limited-lifetime dots. In these stimuli, 
elements disappeared after 120 ms and were instantly replotted at new, 
randomly chosen locations within the convex hull. To maintain perfect 
element symmetry, symmetric elements were removed and replotted pair­
wise. For surface symmetries, elements were also replotted pair-wise, but 
the elements of each pair were not symmetric about the vertical midline. 
Movies 3c and 3d give sample stimuli for element symmetry and surface 
symmetry with limited-lifetime dots. In all conditions, dot diameter was 
10 px, which amounted to about 0.25° of visual angle. The stimulus was 
constrained to a 400 x 400 px2 window (10.27° x 9.86° of visual angle).
To substantiate the claim that surface symmetry contains 2D symmetry 
information at a rough spatial scale, we performed a multi-scale symme­
try analysis based on Barlow and Reeves’ (1979) symmetry detection algo­
rithm. The results, depicted in Figure 5.5, show that surface symmetry 
contains substantial 2D symmetry information, especially at lower spatial 
scales. Note that simultaneous processing of symmetry at multiple spa­
tial scales has been demonstrated in humans (e.g., Julesz & Chang, 1979; 
Rainville & Kingdom, 1999, 2002).
5.3.1.4 Procedure
The procedure was largely identical to the procedure used in Experiment 
1. Participants completed 2 [percept conditions] x 4 [pattern types] x 9 
[measurements] = 72 trials and the order of trials was again randomized.
5.3.2 Results
Again, we subjected perceptual durations to a repeated measures ANOVA. 
The results are depicted in Figure 5.6. There were significant effects of both 
Percept and Pattern Type, F(1,22) = 5.228, p  < .05, and F(3,20) = 3.374, p
< .05, respectively. Interaction was highly significant, F(3,20) = 44.997, p
< .001. Using post-hoc tests, perceptual durations for the rotating cylinder 
percept and the symmetric surfaces percept were analyzed separately. A
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Figure 5.5. Multi-scale analysis of symmetry for two sample stimuli, a random dot pattern 
yielding the classical rotating cylinder percept (top row) and a surface symmetry (bottom 
row). Symmetry was extracted from static frames for each of the 360 angular positions of 
the stimulus, depicted along the x-axis, and for ten different spatial scales, depicted along 
the y-axis. Based on Barlow & Reeves' (1979) symmetry detection algorithm, the image 
was subdivided into SxS square-shaped bins for each value S of spatial scale, and the 
numbers of elements contained in each bin were counted. The amount of symmetry was 
then operationalized as the normalized cross-correlation between the bins on the left and 
the right stimulus halves for each framex spatial scale combination. The corresponding 
cross-correlations are depicted in color-coded form, with high correlation signifying high 
amounts of symmetry. Due to the random placement of dots, spurious symmetry is always 
present in random dot patterns (red and orange spots), especially at low spatial scales. 
Although the surface symmetry lacks fine-grained symmetry information, it features high 
correlations throughout the motion cycle (i.e., at virtually all angular positions) on a rough 
scale, and symmetry information also extends into higher spatial scales than in the random 
dot pattern. Mean cross-correlations were determined for 100 random dot stimuli and 100 
surface symmetries. An independent samples t-test showed that there is significantly more 
symmetry information in surface symmetries than in random dot patterns (p < .00001).
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Figure 5.6. Perceptual durations in Experiment 2 as a function of stimulus type, with 
separate lines for the rotating cylinder condition and the symmetric surfaces condition. 
Connecting lines have been added for illustrative purposes. Error bars represent 1 S.E.M. 
The results show that the symmetric surfaces can be perceived in the surface condition 
but that perceptual duration is lower than for element symmetry. This accords with the 
fact that, in 2D, surface symmetry is 'noisy' due to the spatial jitter manipulation, and it 
supports the involvement of symmetry processing in the perception of symmetric surfaces. 
Furthermore, the pattern of results for the rotating cylinder condition is reversed even in 
the surface conditions, which suggests that the competition between between these two 
percepts is resolved at the surface level rather than at the element level.
Bonferroni-corrected a-value of 0.05/6 = 0.0083 was applied. For the sym­
metric surfaces percept, we found that perceptual duration is higher for 
element symmetry than for surface symmetry, for both unlimited-lifetime 
dots (p < .001) and for limited-lifetime dots (p < .001). Furthermore, per­
ceptual duration was longer than in the unlimited-lifetime condition, for 
both element symmetry (p < .001) and surface symmetry (p < .001). The 
exactly reverse pattern of results was obtained for the rotating cylinder, 
with all differences being significant.
5.3.3 Discussion
The results show that explicit point-to-point correspondences are not re­
quired for perceiving symmetric surfaces. In line with the fact that symme­
try is perfect in the element symmetry condition and ’noisy’ in the surface 
symmetry condition, we found that perceptual durations of the symmet­
ric surfaces are longer for the former type of stimulus than for the latter.
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Again, this evidence pleads for the genuine involvement symmetry process­
ing in the perceptual construction of surfaces.
Additionally, we found that symmetric surfaces can be perceived with 
limited-lifetime dots. Moreover, perceptual durations of the symmetric 
surfaces are higher with limited-lifetime dots than with unlimited-lifetime 
dots. The latter finding could be due to the fact that the effective (or per­
ceived) dot density is higher when dots are constantly replotted. This re­
sults in a more accurate and, therefore, more symmetric representation of 
the surface than with unlimited-lifetime dots. Alternatively, the increase 
in perceptual durations might also be due to impoverished motion signals 
with limited-lifetime dots, decreasing the dominance of the rotating cylin­
der percept and, thereby, increasing perceptual duration of the symmetric 
surfaces percept. However, we doubt that this alternative argumentation 
can fully explain the results at hand. First of all, the presentation duration 
of the dots (120 ms) was clearly above point-lifetime threshold (50-85 ms; 
Treue et al., 1991), so that one would not expect depth-from-motion anal­
ysis to be seriously obstructed by this manipulation. Second, effective dot 
density is higher with limited-lifetime stimuli than with unlimited-lifetime 
stimuli, which should support rather than hamper 3D perception. Third, 
participants were firmly instructed to respond only to surfaces moving in 
3D, not to the percept of a 2D symmetric pattern, so that a decrease in the 
quality of depth perception should have decreased perceptual durations 
for both kinds of interpretations.
Another observation made in this experiment is that colliding surfaces 
are not perceived in the surface symmetry condition, although they can 
be perceived in the element symmetry conditions. While this might not be 
surprising, it seems reasonable to assume that it is the ambiguity intro­
duced by the mutual occlusion of symmetric dots at the symmetry axis in 
the element symmetry condition. Once being occluded, it is ambiguous as 
to which element is which. If this kind of identity ambiguity is indeed re­
sponsible for the colliding surfaces percept, ’labeling’ the elements should 
affect which of interpretations is perceived. This issue was addressed in 
the next experiment.
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5.4 Experiment 3
In this experiment, we investigated whether it is the ambiguity caused 
by the mutual occlusion of dots meeting at the symmetry axes which is 
responsible for the fact that both crossing surfaces and colliding surfaces 
can be perceived with the same stimulus. To resolve this ambiguity, we 
’labeled’ elements by using both circles and triangles as element shapes. 
For the rotating cylinder, Li & Kingdom (1998, 1999, 2001) already showed 
that the visual system is sensitive to the ’labeling’ of elements by means 
of unique features such as orientation, luminance polarity, and spatial 
frequency.
5.4.1 Method
5.4.1.1 Apparatus
The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 2.
5.4.1.2 Participants
Seventeen right-handed undergraduate students participated in this ex­
periment. All participants were naive with respect to the purpose of the 
experiment and they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of 
the participants had participated in the previous experiments or in the 
pilot experiment.
5.4.1.3 Stimuli
Stimulus parameters were largely identical to the stimulus parameters 
used in Experiment 2, except for the following. Now, stimulus elements 
consisted of circles and triangles. Circle diameter and triangle height and 
width was 13 px (about 0.33° of visual angle); the elements were slightly 
larger than in Experiments 1 and 2 to make circles and triangles better 
distinguishable. The discriminability of the two kinds of elements was in­
formally verified during the demonstration of the stimulus.
In each stimulus, half of the elements consisted of circles and the other 
half consisted of triangles. To vary the amount of ambiguity, we introduced
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Figure 5.7. Schematic sketch of the three stimulus conditions in Experiment 3 . Four 
elements are shown in each display, before (black) and after (grey) crossing the symmetry 
axis. Arrows indicate the direction of motion. (a) Matched pairs condition. Symmetric 
elements have equal shapes, and shape does not change after they cross the symmetry 
axis. This stimulus is analogous to the stimulus used in Experiment 1 and it is compatible 
with all percepts investigated in Experiment 3 (i.e., rotating cylinder, colliding surfaces, 
and crossing surfaces). (b) Unmatched pairs condition. Symmetric elements have different 
shapes, that is, one element is a triangle and the other element is a circle. This stimulus 
is compatible with the crossing surfaces percept and the rotating cylinder percept but not 
with the colliding surfaces percept. (c) Swapping pairs condition. As in the unmatched 
pairs condition, symmetric elements have different shapes. However, now the shapes are 
swapped when they cross the symmetry axis, that is, a triangle becomes a circle and vice 
versa. This stimulus is compatible with the colliding surfaces percept but not with the 
crossing surfaces percept or the rotating cylinder percept.
three shape pairing conditions. Figure 5.7 gives a schematic overview of 
these conditions. In the matched pairs condition, the two elements in each 
symmetry pair had identical shapes. By this, identity ambiguity was pre­
served so that this condition functioned as a baseline condition. In the 
unmatched pairs condition, each symmetry pair consisted of one triangle 
and one circle. In the swapping pairs condition, the elements of each sym­
metry pair also had different shapes. However, when crossing the midline, 
the elements swapped shapes. In the unmatched pairs condition and in the 
swapping pairs condition, identity ambiguity is resolved. More specifically, 
the unmatched pairs condition yields a stimulus which is compatible with 
the crossing surfaces interpretation but incompatible with the colliding 
surfaces interpretation. In contrast, the swapping pairs condition yields a 
stimulus which is not compatible with the crossing surfaces interpretation 
but which is compatible with the colliding surfaces interpretation.
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5.4.1.4 Procedure
The procedure was largely identical to the procedure used in Experiment
1. In Experiment 3, we investigated the rotating cylinder percept and the 
symmetric surfaces percept, too, but the symmetric surfaces cue was split 
into a colliding surfaces cue and a crossing surfaces cue (see Figure 5.1c), 
so that there were three different cues in total. Participants completed 3 
[percept conditions] x 3 [element shape conditions] x 8 [measurements] = 
72 trials.
5.4.2 Results
We subjected perceptual durations to a 3 x 3 (percept x element shape) 
repeated measures ANOVA. The results are depicted in Figure 5.8. There 
were significant effects of both Percept and Element Shape, F (2,17) = 42.447, 
p  < .001, and F(2,17) = 8.934, p  < .01, respectively. Interaction was also 
significant, F(4,15) = 16.061, p  < .001. Using post-hoc tests, percep­
tual durations were analyzed separately for the three different percepts. 
A Bonferroni-corrected a-value of 0.05/9 = 0.0056 was applied.
For the rotating cylinder, perceptual duration was higher for unmatched 
pairs than for matched pairs (p < .05) or swapping pairs (p < .05), but this 
was not significant under the modified a-value. There was no significant 
difference between the latter two conditions (p = .767). For the crossing 
surfaces percept, matched pairs tended to produce a higher perceptual du­
ration than both unmatched pairs (p = .076) and swapping pairs (p = .066), 
but these effects were also not significant. Similarly, for the colliding sur­
faces percept, perceptual duration was higher for matched pairs than for 
unmatched pairs (p < .001) and for swapping pairs (p < .05), although the 
latter difference was not significant under the modified a-value. Moreover, 
swapping pairs yielded a higher perceptual duration than the unmatched 
pairs (p < .001).
5.4.3 Discussion
The results show that the type of shape pairing affects perceptual dura­
tions, especially in the colliding surfaces condition, which indicates that
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Shape pairing
Figure 5.8. Perceptual durations in Experiment 3 as a function of shape pairing, for 
each percept (rotating cylinder, colliding surfaces, and crossing surfaces) separately. Con­
necting lines have been added for illustrative purposes. Error bars represent 1 S.E.M. The 
figure shows that disambiguation of the stimulus increases perceptual durations of the cor­
responding percept, albeit by a small magnitude. In case of the rotating cylinder percept, 
perceptual duration is highest for the unmatched pairs condition, which most uniquely 
specifies the rotating cylinder. Interestingly, although disambiguation also increases per­
ceptual duration for the colliding surfaces condition, the matched pairs condition yields 
even higher durations for both kinds of symmetric surfaces percepts. This is despite the 
matched condition being ambiguous. Probably, this effect is due to the fact that, in the 
matched pairs condition, the stimulus is perfectly symmetric even on a fine scale, that is, 
the elements themselves are not only positioned symmetrically, they are also symmetric 
with respect to each other.
identity ambiguity plays a role in the perception of symmetric surfaces. 
The effects are small, however, so that even interpretations which are not 
compatible with the stimulus manipulation can be readily perceived (in 
these cases, elements seem to change their shape when crossing the ver­
tical midline). Possibly, these effects might be increased by increasing the 
difference between the elements, for instance by ’labeling’ elements with 
additional stimulus dimensions, such as size or color.
The pattern of effects is different for each kind of percept. In case of 
the rotating cylinder, unmatched pairing elicits the highest perceptual du­
ration. This is according to the expectation because unmatched pairings 
give the most unique specification of a rotating cylinder. Disambiguation 
also has a positive effect on the colliding surfaces percept but not on the 
crossing surfaces percept.
For both types of symmetric surfaces percepts, the ambiguous matched 
pairs condition yielded longer perceptual durations than the non ambigu­
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ous conditions. A possible explanation is that, in the matched pairs condi­
tion, fine-scale symmetry is preserved but it is violated in the other condi­
tions. In other words, in the matched pairs condition, not only the position­
ing of elements is symmetric; the elements themselves are also symmetric 
with respect to each other. Together with the previous experiment, this 
suggests that the symmetric surfaces percepts are supported by symmetry 
processing at both fine and rough spatial scales simultaneously.
5.5 General discussion
Most research on multi-stable stimuli points at the competition between 
high-level perceptual interpretations rather than low-level stimulus fea­
tures (e.g., Grunewald et al., 2002; Kornmeier & Bach, 2005; Parker et al., 
2002; Tong et al., 1998). Similarly, in the SFM literature, it has been ar­
gued that the competition between different perceptual interpretations, for 
instance, clockwise versus counterclockwise rotating cylinders, is resolved 
at the level of surface perception (e.g., Brouwer & van Ee, 2006; Hol et al., 
2003; Klink et al., 2008; Treue et al., 1991, 1995). For instance, Brouwer
& van Ee (2006) showed that, if the surface of a rotating cylinder features 
a patch with a high dot density, perceived rotation direction tends towards 
the motion direction of the surface containing the patch. Crucially, the 
same effect is found if the patch contains no dots at all, although elements 
moving in the opposite direction are visible through the gap. This suggests 
that the dominance of a perceptual interpretation depends on the salience 
of the motion and not so much on the competition between individual ele­
ments.
In all of our experiments, perceptual durations for the different interpre­
tations added up to more than 20 s (22-24 s in Experiments 1 and 2, and 
up to about 32 s in Experiment 3), which suggests that voluntary control 
is involved in surface perception. This implicates that perceptual competi­
tion takes place at a level of processing that can be targeted by voluntary 
control. We propose that this level is the level of surface perception, be­
cause the different interpretations of the symmetric motion stimulus differ 
mainly in the perceived spatial arrangement of surfaces. The importance
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of surfaces in visual perception was corroborated by Wannig et al. (2007), 
who showed that visual attention can target motion-defined surfaces and 
that, moreover, attention to surfaces modulates the activity of MT/V5 neu­
rons. Given this evidence, it seems safe to conclude that the perceptual 
competition between the rotating cylinder percept and the symmetric sur­
faces percept is also resolved at the level of surface perception.
The present stimulus is truly multi-stable in the sense that there is not 
only competition between the rotating cylinder and symmetric surfaces, 
but there is also competition between different rotating cylinders (clock­
wise or counterclockwise rotation, and concave or convex surfaces) and 
different symmetric surfaces (crossing or colliding surfaces, and cyclic or 
winding motion). In the next two sections, we will expand on the possible 
determinants of the different symmetric surfaces interpretations and on 
the implications of the results for the neural implementation of structure- 
from-motion.
5.5.1 Perceptual competition between different 
symmetric surfaces percepts
As outlined in the Introduction and as illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 
symmetric surfaces can be perceived in a number of different variations. 
Two sources of ambiguity seem to govern the competition between these 
different interpretations.
Ambiguous depth order. In patterns of sinusoidally moving dots, depth 
order is inherently ambiguous. In the rotating cylinder interpretation, the 
same physical stimulus may be perceived as rotating clockwise or counter­
clockwise. Surface convexity/concavity can be assigned to the front and 
back surfaces independently from each other, so that one can also perceive 
two frontoparallel convex or concave surfaces (Hol et al., 2003).
Symmetry partly resolves this ambiguity by establishing relative depth 
relationships. Symmetrical elements ‘like to be’ in the same depth plane 
and symmetry detection is hampered if symmetric elements are forced 
on different depth planes via stereo information (Treder & van der Helm, 
2007). Therefore, in a symmetric interpretation of the stimulus, symmet­
ric elements are assigned equal depth values. Consequently, what is an
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Figure 5.9. Grouping by motion (common fate) versus grouping by symmetry. As il­
lustrated here, the two principles of grouping yield conflicting perceptual interpretations. 
In accordance with the rotating cylinder percept, grouping by motion (common fate) im­
plies that elements moving in the same direction are grouped together, as indicated by the 
dashed lines. The two resulting surfaces are perceived as being situated in two different 
depth planes. By this, symmetry is broken because there is no global symmetry plane in 
3D. Grouping by symmetry implies that symmetrical elements are grouped together. This 
implies that symmetrical elements (moving in opposite directions) are located in the same 
depth plane, which is not reconcilable with the rotating cylinder percept.
ambiguity of rotation direction in the rotating cylinder percept translates 
to an ambiguity of surface motion direction. Surfaces can be perceived as 
moving forward (towards the observer), as moving backward (away from 
the observer), or as moving in cycles. Figure 5.9 illustrates the conflict 
between grouping by motion and grouping by symmetry.
Ambiguous element identity. In perfectly symmetric stimuli, elements of 
symmetry pairs occlude each other at the vertical midline. When the ele­
ments move apart again, there is ambiguity as to which element is which. 
As shown in Experiment 3, ’labeling’ alone does not resolve this ambiguity 
completely, but, as illustrated in Experiment 2, preventing these occlu­
sions by using surface symmetry rather than element symmetry makes 
the colliding surfaces interpretation disappear.
While the exact type of the symmetric surfaces percept is specified by 
these ambiguities, the number of perceived surfaces is not. In the pilot 
experiment, we noticed that the number of perceived symmetric surfaces 
can differ from stimulus to stimulus. We conjecture that this is caused
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by inhomogeneities in dot density due to the random placement of dots. 
For the rotating cylinder, patches of high or low dot density have been 
shown to affect perceptual reversals of rotation direction (Brouwer & van 
Ee, 2006). For the symmetric surfaces, patches with a relatively high den­
sity of elements are perceptually segregated from other patches. That is, 
surface interpolation takes place between the elements within the patches 
but, unlike in the rotating cylinder, surface is not extrapolated beyond the 
patches, resulting in a number of detached moving surfaces. The impor­
tance of high intensity patches is illustrated in Movie 4, where a limited­
lifetime dot pattern is shown. In contrast to the stimuli used in Experiment
2, the dots are not replotted within pre-specified high-density surfaces but 
rather randomly on the screen. The rotating cylinder can still be perceived 
with this stimulus, but the perception of symmetric surfaces collapses. 
Due to the unconstrained repositioning of symmetry pairs, high density 
clusters of dots are only transient, counteracting a stable and continuous 
representation of symmetric surfaces.
The results presented in this study also constrain models about the neu­
ral implementation of SFM. Neurally, SFM is supported by a cortical net­
work spanning areas from the ventral and dorsal stream, such as MT/V5, 
V3A, and LOC (Orban et al., 1999; Paradis et al., 2000; Raemaekers et al., 
2009; Vanduffel et al., 2002b). Interestingly, 2D symmetry has been asso­
ciated with high levels of activation in V3A and LOC (the designated region 
for feature integration), too, but there was no symmetry-specific activation 
in MT/V5, the presumed ’engine’ of surface interpolation (Sasaki et al., 
2005; Tyler et al., 2005). If, however, symmetry signals are not processed 
in or feedbacked to MT/V5, this implies that the interpolation of the sym­
metric surfaces is not completed in MT/V5 but rather in a higher-tier area 
such as LOC.
5.5.2 Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrated the emergence of novel interpretations of 
the rotating cylinder stimulus when the underlying dot pattern is 2D sym­
metric. The results of three studies suggest that the new percepts are due 
to an interaction between SFM processing and symmetry processing and,
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furthermore, that the competition between motion-based percepts (i.e., 
the rotating cylinder) and symmetry-based percepts (i.e., the symmetric 
surfaces) is resolved at the level of surface perception. This shows that 
structure-from-motion is a highly interactive process that incorporates not 
only motion cues but also form cues.
Movie captions
Movie 1. These two movies contrast the classical SFM stimulus and the 
symmetric motion stimulus. (a) A classical SFM stimulus consisting of 48 
randomly positioned dots moving according to a sinusoidal velocity func­
tion. The classical interpretation, that is, a cylinder rotating clockwise or 
counterclockwise can be readily perceived. It is also possible perceive two 
convex or concave surfaces (Hol, Koene, and van Ee, 2003). (b) A symmet­
ric motion stimulus. The stimulus was generated in the same way as the 
random dot stimulus, but this time, dots are located symmetrically about 
the vertical midline throughout the whole motion cycle (as can be easily 
verified when one halts the movie). As before, the classical rotating cylin­
der can be perceived. In addition to this, one can also perceive multiple 
symmetric surfaces. The surfaces either cross by or collide and bounce 
off each other at the vertical midline. The percept is most salient under 
strict fixation of the symmetry axis. If you have difficulties in perceiving 
the symmetric surfaces, move your mouse pointer to the center of the stim­
ulus and fixate it.
Movie 2. The stimulus type used in Experiment 1. To control the number 
of emerging symmetric surfaces, a spatial contiguity constraint (i.e., each 
dot has at least one neighbour within 80 px vicinity) was applied in all ex­
periments.
Movie 3. Sample stimuli used in Experiment 2. Each movie represents one 
of the four stimulus conditions. Note that, for the sake of comparability, 
all stimuli are based on the same surfaces. (a) Element symmetry. This 
stimulus is identical in its parameters to the stimuli used in Experiment
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1. (b) Surface symmetry. Here, the dots are not symmetric with respect to 
each other, but the two dot clouds yield roughly symmetric surfaces. (c) 
Element symmetry with limited-lifetime dots. At each moment in time, the 
display is perfectly symmetric, but elements are constantly being replaced 
within the boundaries of the pre-specified symmetric regions. One can 
readily perceive symmetric surfaces. (d) Surface symmetry with limited­
lifetime dots. At every moment in time, the display is not symmetric on a 
dot level, but yet, surface symmetry is easily perceived.
Movie 4. A symmetric motion stimulus with limited-lifetime dots. The 
rotating cylinder can be readily perceived. However, the perception of sym­
metric surfaces collapses. When symmetric 3D structure is perceived at 
all, then it is volatile and limited to the lifetime of certain clusters of dots.
CHAPTER 6
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The results of this thesis strongly favor the idea that symmetry 
detection is an ongoing, non-modular, and highly interactive 
process that affects, and is affected by, other visual processes.
In this last chapter, I evaluate the contribution of the present 
work and place the findings in the context of prior evidence.
This thesis is closed with critical notes on present research 
and a rundown of possible future investigations.
6.1 Status quo
Before discussing the contribution of this thesis to the field of symmetry 
perception, it is expedient to recap the state of knowledge. For succinct­
ness, this overview will be given in an itemized form:
• symmetry detection operates on 2D projections of 3D objects
• focused attention is not necessary for symmetry processing
• symmetry detection is quick, sensitive to deviations from perfect 
symmetry, and robust to noise
• the salience of symmetry varies with the orientation of symmetry 
axis, with the most salient axes being, in order of salience, vertical, 
horizontal, left/right oblique axes
• generally, the salience of symmetry increases with the number of 
symmetry axes
• symmetry detection is most efficient when the symmetry axis is foveated, 
but performance can be equated across stimulus eccentricities by 
appropriate up-scaling with eccentricity
• the uptake of symmetry information is limited but it is scale invari­
ant
• neurally, symmetry processing is supported by a widespread net­
work of visual areas, including V3A, V7, and LOC
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The results of this thesis join this knowledge as follows.
Chapter 2 focused on the interaction between component symmetries 
in a multiple symmetry. Two characteristics of multiple symmetry were 
investigated which, in perfect symmetry, are tied to the number of symme­
try axes. First, additional structural relationships that multiple symmetry 
gives rise to and, second, the relative orientation of symmetry axes. Using 
a number of noise manipulations, these factors were decoupled from the 
number of symmetry axes. The results suggest that, first, the additional 
structural relationships contained in multiple symmetry are not picked up 
during symmetry processing. Second, the relative orientation of symmetry 
axes affects symmetry detection. In other words, the salience of symmetry 
is not only affected by the absolute orientation of single symmetry axes, 
but also by the relative orientation of multiple symmetry axes.
Chapter 3 focused on the interaction between symmetry and repetition 
and the processing of contours. Based on theoretical grounds, a distinction 
was made between regularity with matched contour polarity (symmetry 
and repetition) and a regularity with a mismatch in contour polarity (an­
tisymmetry and antirepetition). The results underpin that this distinction 
is more than a terminology-issue. The processing of symmetry and repe­
tition is facilitated if task-irrelevant contours exhibit the same regularity, 
but the processing of antisymmetry and antirepetition is not facilitated if 
task-irrelevant contours exhibit the same antiregularity. This implies that 
the definition of symmetry and repetition in visual perception needs to be 
narrowed, because not all regularities that have been called symmetry and 
repetition qualify as such.
Chapter 4 focused on the interaction between symmetry and repetition 
processing and stereoprocessing. Symmetry and repetition information 
was placed on two stereoscopic depth planes such that relationships be­
tween symmetric or repeated elements were preserved within a depth plane 
or spread out across two depth planes. Additionally, the process of interac­
tion was temporally traced by using presentation times ranging from 200 
ms to 1000 ms. The results suggest, first, that the processing of regularity 
can change from a retinotopic to a stereoscopic frame of reference. Second, 
the results are in line with the idea that symmetry is a one-object cue and 
repetition is a multiple-objects cue. Although it was not an explicit subject
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of the study, some information about the relative strength of symmetry 
and repetition processing and stereoprocessing may be inferred from the 
data. If regularity cues and stereo cues are not reconcilable, the conflict 
is solved in favor of stereoprocessing. In other words, in these situations, 
depth segmentation by stereo information cannot be overcome by either 
symmetry or repetition.
Chapter 5 focused on the interaction between symmetry processing and 
motion processing. Adding symmetry to random dot structure-from-motion 
(SFM) stimuli gave rise to a range of novel depth percepts. In these stimuli, 
grouping by motion and grouping by symmetry enables conflicting percep­
tual interpretations. However, in contrast to the case of stereo information 
presented in Chapter 4, there is no clear dominance of symmetry-based 
percepts or motion-based percepts. Within limits, observers can perceive 
either interpretation at will.
6.2 Notes on empirical research
The rest of this chapter zooms out of the central focus of this thesis - sym­
metry interactions - to take a peek at more general empirical and theoreti­
cal issues in symmetry research. This section leads off with a few remarks 
on stimulus construction and a small rundown of ready-to-go experiments.
In vision research, an inherent paradox and often criticized point is that 
it seeks to understand vision in the natural environment by placing par-
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.1. Levels of abstraction of a visual stimulus, taking the Stenopus Hispidus shown 
in Chapter 1 as an example. (a) Original color image. (b) Image without color information. 
(c) Image with restricted spatial frequency content. (d) Image without texture information 
(black-white). (e) Polygon. (f) Dot pattern.
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ticipants in highly artificial environments, the very simple reason being 
that in order to establish a causal relationship between an independent 
variable (e.g., a stimulus manipulation) and a dependent variable (e.g., 
psychophysical performance) one has to assure that every aspect of the 
stimulus except the factor under survey is constant across experimental 
conditions. This was one of the reasons for the use of abstract stimuli in­
troduced in Chapter 1 and it enabled the acquisition of a large amount of 
knowledge about symmetry processing.
The good of using abstract stimuli notwithstanding, there are also rea­
sons to also consider complex stimuli in symmetry research. First of all, 
symmetry detection is an interactive process, which means that it is also 
affected by other ongoing processes that act upon other features of the 
stimulus. Hence, it is not for granted that its characteristics established 
with rather impoverished stimuli also surface under more natural view­
ing conditions. In other words, complex stimuli can be used as a means 
to underpin the generalizability of experimental results. Second, complex 
stimuli may expose aspects of symmetry processing that are not evident in, 
say, random dot stimuli. To illustrate this, I will give two examples from 
the literature.
Evans et al. (2000) investigated the perception of symmetry in complex 
biological images using almost perfectly symmetric images of insects and 
crustaceans. Perfectly symmetric counterparts were generated by reflect­
ing the left or right halves of the animals about the vertical midline. As 
baselines, the authors also included abstract versions of the stimuli by 
turning the images into white silhouettes or into dot patterns by placing 
dots at locations of conspicuous features of the animal. The results showed 
that symmetry axis orientation effects known from earlier studies also ap­
ply to complex biological images but that, moreover, symmetry detection in 
these stimuli is easier, suggesting that observers also exploit information 
on dimensions other than form (e.g., color or texture) to judge symmetry. 
In the present thesis we did not use stimuli as complex as those used by 
Evans et al. (2000), but in comparison to many other studies the level of 
complexity of symmetry processing that we addressed was relatively high.
In another study, Rhodes et al. (2005) investigated the detection of sym­
metry in frontal views of faces. They showed that the detection of symme­
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try is better for upright faces than for inverted faces and contrast-reversed 
faces, although they all share the same low-level statistics. Furthermore, 
unlike low-level mechanisms in symmetry detection, symmetry detection 
in faces was affected by spatial scale. These findings suggest that there 
might be processes specialized to extracting symmetry from faces.
These two studies testify that the use of complex stimuli can be reveal­
ing. Naturally, stimulus complexity is a continuum, so that the contribu­
tions of different features can be assessed by varying the complexity of a 
stimulus. For instance, as Figure 6.1 shows, information on particular fea­
ture dimensions (e.g., color, texture, spatial frequency) can be selectively 
removed to focus on particular features of interest.
In the rest of this sections, a number of further experiments on symme­
try perception is outlined based on research reported in this thesis and 
questions raised by the literature that have not yet been answered.
6.2.1 More interactions: symmetry versus texture
This thesis investigated some interactions between symmetry processing 
and the processing of other visual cues. One out of the numerous features 
that were not addressed is texture. Texture refers to the visual properties 
of surfaces. Often, they can be expressed in terms of image statistics, such 
as orientation content and spatial frequency content. It is unclear whether
*
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.2. Possible stimuli for an experiment on the interaction between symmetry 
processing and shape from texture. (a) Symmetric basis shape. (b) Shape embedded in 
noise. Noise consists of short, randomly placed and randomly oriented lines. In the area 
given by the basis shape, all lines are vertical (100% coherence). (c) Random basis shape. 
(d) Same shape embedded in noise. Again, the shape is given by 100% coherent lines.
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symmetry processing can aid in the extraction of shape from texture. To 
investigate this, one could make use of shapes that are defined by texture 
alone, such as shapes defined by the coherent orientation of lines. An 
example is given in Figure 6.2.
Note that, in these stimuli, lines are not positioned symmetrically, so 
that there is little explicit symmetry information in the image. Yet, the 
representation extracted from the symmetric basis shape in Figure 6.2 will 
give a more symmetrical shape than the representation extracted from the 
random basis shape, and it might be that this additional ’goodness’ of the 
shape facilitates shape from texture processing. The experimental task 
would have to ensure that participants do not use the marginal image 
symmetry in the symmetric stimuli as a direct cue. To achieve this, one 
could, for instance, introduce a two-intervals forced-choice task whereby 
participants have to compare either two symmetric or two random shapes, 
rendering symmetry an uninformative cue. The task could then boil down 
to, for instance, indicating which of the two presented stimuli had more 
extremities (for instance, the examples in Figure 6.2 all have six extremi­
ties).
6.2.2 Symmetry integration across spatial scales
As reviewed in Chapter 1, Dakin & Herbert (1998) showed that, in dense 
noise, the integration of symmetry is limited to a spatial region that in­
versely scales with spatial frequency. However, they used only bandlimited
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.3. A broadband symmetry with a 1/f2 spectral slope and its three component 
bands. (a) Broadband symmetry, (b) Low spatial frequency band. (c) Mid spatial frequency 
band. (d) High spatial frequency band. By splitting a stimulus into its component bands, 
the size of the symmetric patch can be varied within each band independently with no 
effect on other spatial scales.
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stimuli. This raises the question about what the size of the symmetry 
integration region (IR) is in broadband stimuli. After all, broadband stim­
uli contain information at many spatial scales. To investigate this, one 
could use a broadband stimulus and tile it into, for instance, three compo­
nent symmetries occupying different spatial frequency bands, as depicted 
in Figure 6.3. By varying the size of the symmetrical patch at each spatial 
scale separately, one could explore how symmetry information is integrated 
in broadband stimuli.
6.2.3 Symmetry integration: the role of redundancy
Rainville & Kingdom (2002) showed that the scale of the symmetry inte­
gration region is determined by information density, that is, the number 
of elements per unit area. The spatial extent of the integration region is 
such that a constant number of elements is integrated. This suggests that 
the integration of symmetry is to be understood in information-theoretic 
terms. If this is so, the spatial extent of the integration region should grow 
when the symmetry information becomes more redundant. One possibility 
to increase redundancy is to add more symmetry axes. In a 2-fold sym-
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4. Bandpass noise patterns containing central symmetric patches. (a) Two-fold 
symmetry (vertical and horizontal). Except for the border, the whole pattern is symmetric. 
(b) Four-fold symmetry (vertical, horizontal, and left/right oblique), whereby the symmetry 
information is restricted to a small central patch.
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metry, for instance, unique information is contained in one quadrant; the 
rest of the stimulus can be obtained by reflecting about the vertical and 
the horizontal midline. In 4-fold symmetry, only one eighth of the stimulus 
contains unique information. Apart from stimulus redundancy, one might 
also investigate temporal redundancy by varying presentation time. More 
information should be integrated if there is more time to do so, at least 
within certain limits imposed by, for instance, the drop of spatial acuity in 
the periphery.
6.2.4 Symmetry as a depth cue
As stated in Chapter 1, symmetry might not only signal the presence of 
objects. Once detected, it is also a rich source of information about the 
orientation of objects. As Figure 6.5 indicates, the parallelity of the virtual 
lines becomes a gradient of angles with respect to a horizontal line in the 
2D projection of a slanted pattern. This gradient gets steeper the farther 
the symmetry is slanted away from the frontal plane. The visual system, if 
it were sensitive to the orientation of dipoles (i.e., symmetry pairs), could 
exploit this systematicity to deduce depth information. This issue could be
Figure 6.5. Different depth views of the same dot pattern. The dashed vertical line 
indicates the symmetry axis. Solid black lines connect symmetric dots for six of the sym ­
metry pairs. (a) Frontoparallel view of a dot pattern. Virtual lines are parallel with respect 
to each other. (b) The same dot pattern slanted by 40 °. The 2D projection yields lines that 
are not parallel any more but, rather, converging towards a vanishing point. (c) The same 
dot pattern slanted by 80 °. The difference between the virtual lines in terms of their 2 D 
orientation is larger than for a 40 ° slant.
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investigated using dot stimuli if one would eliminate the depth cues depth 
cues emanating from the contour of the stimulus by viewing it through 
an aperture. If the efficacy of depth judgments for symmetric patterns was 
indeed higher than for random patterns, this would provide direct evidence 
that the visual system can exploit the orientation of dipoles as a depth cue.
6.3 Notes on theoretical research
There are several models on symmetry perception and all seem to capture 
some, but not all, known features of symmetry detection. For instance, 
the transformational approach and the holographic approach specify the 
structural relationships that play a role in symmetry and other kinds of 
regularities. The bootstrapping approach points out that the detectability 
of symmetry can be well predicted by taking into account certain geometric 
relationships between stimulus elements (although, as we demonstrated in 
Chapter 2, this does not hold for correlation rectangles). Spatial filtering 
models, in turn, emphasize the importance of low-level visual processes. 
They construe symmetry detection as a sequence of mostly primitive filter­
ing operations.
The Achilles heel of many models on symmetry perception, especially 
representational and process models, is their stimulus specificity. Most 
models are conceptualized and tested within the framework of a specific 
kind of stimulus, and sometimes even a specific kind of noise. For in­
stance, the transformational approach (Palmer, 1983), the holographic ap­
proach (van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996, 1999, 2004), the Voronoi tes- 
selation model (Dry, 2008), and the bootstrapping approach (Wagemans 
et al., 1991, 1993) seem to be tailored to dot stimuli. Moreover, the holo­
graphic approach makes quantitative predictions for random noise ma­
nipulations but not for more realistic manipulations such as jitter. The 
transformational approach does not really deal with any kind of noise (ex­
cept for stating that a noisy symmetry does not qualify as a symmetry), and 
the bootstrapping model, although predicting that jitter hampers symme­
try detection, does not make any corresponding quantitative predictions.
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The crucial point is that these models rely on discrete information (i.e., 
sparse stimuli consisting of individual elements), so they collapse when 
exposed to dense noise stimuli, whether pixel noise or bandpass filtered. 
Possibly, there are ways to of conceive of extensions of the models that 
would include different kinds of noise and different kinds of stimuli. For 
instance, one could argue that these models should be understood to act 
upon discrete features or primitives that are extracted by prior visual pro­
cessing. However, as long as these extensions and features are not spec­
ified and tested using various stimulus manipulations, the models will be 
of limited application value and probably cannot hold as general models of 
symmetry perception (although this might not be their pretension).
The appeal of spatial filtering models in this respect is that they are not 
plagued by the necessity of a discrete representation of stimulus parts. 
They work simply on raw visual input and, in subsequent stages, on fil­
ter output. This is not to say that spatial filtering models are completely 
stimulus aspecific. One can conceive of manipulations where some spatial 
filtering models fail but our visual system does not. To give an example, 
many spatial filtering models cannot be applied when the elements consti­
tuting the symmetry have different spatial frequency content, as depicted 
in Figure 6 .6 . Obviously, spatial filtering models are limited, too.
As said, all types of models seem to capture relevant aspects of symmetry
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6. A dot pattern comprised of elements with different spatial frequency con­
tent. (a) The left half of the pattern contains dots with relatively low spatial frequency 
content, while the right half features high spatial frequency dots. (b) Amplitude spectrum 
for the left half of the pattern, demonstrating the dominance of low spatial frequencies. (c) 
Amplitude spectrum for the left half of the pattern, demonstrating the dominance of high 
spatial frequencies. Despite the different frequency content, the symmetry can be easily 
perceived.
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perception. A comprehensive model would have to bring these aspects to­
gether. It should implement known characteristics of symmetry perception 
such as scale invariance and the effects of different noise manipulations 
on detectability. At the same time, it should be neurally plausible. In the 
light of these requirements, spatial filtering models might turn out to be 
the most promising type of model to depart from. First, they are abstract 
enough to be able to describe symmetry processing as a multi-stage pro­
cess. Second, at least for a part, they capitalize on mechanisms which 
are known to exist in visual cortex. Third, they are applicable to all kinds 
of stimuli. Fourth, they implicitly implement some of the characteristics 
of symmetry addressed in more abstract models. To give an example for 
the last point, the bootstrapping approach points out the importance of 
orthogonality of symmetry pairs with respect to the symmetry axis; this 
idea is supported by experimental findings showing that skewed symmetry 
is more difficult to detect than perfect symmetry (e.g., Wagemans et al., 
1992, 1993). A similar reliance on orthogonality is evident in Dakin & 
Watt’s (1994) spatial filtering model; the model employs filters orthogonal 
to the symmetry axis. Although this was not explicitly tested, it is quite 
evident that filter output would decrease with increasing skew of the sym­
metry (whether this decrease is congruent with human performance is to 
be verified, of course).
6.4 Prospect
Symmetry processing, even though just a cogwheel in the large visual 
clockwork, continues being an intriguing and astonishing subject of re­
search. So far, its versatility resisted all attempts to capture it in a com­
prehensive model. Although there is now an extensive body of evidence, 
the research field does not seem yet to be at the verge of comprehen­
sion. Therefore, future work will have to focus on a tighter convergence 
of psychophysical, neurophysiological, and theoretical work, investigating 
symmetry perception in isolation and in interaction with other visual pro­
cesses. Eventually, this should lead to the emergence of a comprehensive 
and plausible model of symmetry perception.
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Samenvatting
Het gemak met dat we door onze visuele omgeving navigeren en met haar 
interageren logenstraft de complexiteit van het zien. Om vanuit de 2D 
projectie op het netvlies de visuele wereld te reconstrueren, maakt het vi­
suele systeem gebruik van talrijke visuele processen die parallel opereren 
en verschillende kenmerken van het visuele input, zoals kleur, beweging, 
en diepte, verwerken. Één van deze visuele processen is symmetrie detectie,
d.w.z., de detectie van spiegelsymmetrische arrangements van stimulus el­
ementen. Deze proefschrift behandelt de rol van symmetrie detectie in het 
ensemble van visuele processen. Om deze reden wordt symmetrie detectie 
niet alleen als een geïsoleerd process onderzocht, maar ook in interactie 
met andere visuele processen.
Het eerste empirische hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 2) onderzoekt of, en zo ja, 
hoe, de assen in een multiple symmetrie met elkaar interageren. De hoofd­
bevinding is dat de detectie van een symmetrie gestoord kan worden door 
een tweede symmetrie, als de symmetrieassen niet-orthogonal t.o.v. elkaar 
staan, en gefaciliteerd kan worden als ze orthogonaal t.o.v. elkaar staan. 
Een vergelijkbare aard van interactie is de wederzijdse remming van oriën­
tatie sensitieve visuele neuronen. Daarom wordt voorgesteld dat er een 
mechanisme van wederzijdse remming betrokken is bij de waarneming van 
multiple symmetrie.
Hoofdstuk 3 laat zien dat zowel symmetrie als ook herhaling (een an­
dere vorm van visuele regelmaat) als verzamelbegrippen gebruikt werden 
die ook structuren bevatten die géén rol in perceptuele organizatie spe­
len. In een contour-matching taak werdt gevonden dat taak-irrelevante 
symmetrische of herhaalde contouren de detectie van een regelmaat kun­
nen faciliteren, maar alleen als de paren van contouren overeenkomstige 
contour polariteiten hebben en niet als ze tegenovergestelde contour polar­
iteiten hebben (waarin concave vertices in één contour overeenkomen met 
convexe vertices in een andere contour, en andersom).
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In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de interactie tussen de verwerking van symme­
trie en herhaling en de verwerking van stereoscopische diepte kenmerken 
onderzocht. De resultaten laten zien dat symmetrie detectie van een retino- 
topische referentiekader over kan gaan naar een stereoscopische refer­
entiekader, gegeven dat symmetrie-paren op dezelfde diepte-laag terecht 
komen.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de interactie tussen symmetrieverwerking en be- 
wegingsverwerking onderzocht. Er wordt aangetoond dat zodra de ele­
menten van een roterende cylinder symmetrisch geplaatst zijn, er nieuwe 
perceptuele interpretaties gezien kunnen worden. Het feit dat zowel op 
symmetrie gebaseerde interpretaties als ook op beweging gebaseerde in­
terpretaties op een alternerende waargenomen kunnen worden suggereert 
dat er een aanhoudende interactie tussen symmetrieverwerking en beweg- 
ingsverwerking tijdens perceptuele organizatie is.
Bij elkaar documenteren deze studies symmetrie in (inter)actie. Sym- 
metrieverwerking is snel, veelzijdig en interactief. Het heeft invloed op, en 
wordt beïnvloedt door, andere visuele processen zoals stereowaarneming 
en bewegingswaarneming.
Summary
The ease with which we navigate through and interact with our visual envi­
ronment belies the intricacy of vision. To reconstruct the visual world from 
its impoverished 2D projection on the retina, the visual system recruits 
numerous visual processes running in parallel to process the different fea­
tures of visual input, such as color, motion, and depth. One of these visual 
processes is symmetry detection, that is, the detection of mirror-symmetric 
arrangements of stimulus parts. This thesis focuses on the role symme­
try detection plays in the ensemble of visual processes. To this end, the 
present work addresses symmetry detection not only as an isolated pro­
cess, but also in interaction with other visual processes.
The first empirical chapter (Chapter 2) investigates whether, and if so, 
how, the constituent axes in a multiple symmetry interact. The main find­
ing is that the detection of a symmetry can be hampered by a second sym­
metry if their relative orientation is non-orthogonal, and can be facilitated if 
their relative orientation is orthogonal. This kind of interaction is reminis­
cent of the inhibition of surrounding orientations in orientation-sensitive 
visual neurons. Therefore, it is proposed that a mechanism of surround 
inhibition might be involved in the perception of multiple symmetry.
Chapter 3  shows that both symmetry and repetition (another form of 
visual regularity) have been used as umbrella terms to also include struc­
tures that do not play a role in perceptual organization. In a contour- 
matching task, it was found that task-irrelevant symmetric or repeated 
contours can facilitate the detection of regularity, but only if pairs of con­
tours have matched contour polarities and not if they have opposite con­
tour polarities (wherein concave vertices in one contour map to convex 
vertices in the other contour, and vice versa).
Chapter 4 investigates the interaction between the processing of sym­
metry and repetition and the processing of stereoscopic depth cues. The 
results show that symmetry processing can shift from a retinotopic to a
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stereoscopic frame of reference if symmetry pairs are placed on the same 
depth plane.
Chapter 5 investigates the interaction between symmetry processing and 
motion processing. It is shown that if the elements constituting a rotat­
ing cylinder are symmetrically positioned, novel stimulus interpretations 
can be perceived. The fact that both symmetry-based interpretations and 
motion-based interpretations can be perceived in an alternating fashion 
suggests that there is an ongoing interaction between symmetry process­
ing and motion processing.
Together, these studies document symmetry in (inter)action. Symmetry 
processing is shown to be quick, versatile, and interactive. It is affected by 
the presence of a symmetry with a different orientation. Furthermore, it 
affects, and is affected by, other kinds of visual processes such as stereo­
vision and motion processing.
Zusammenfassung
Die Leichtigkeit, mit der wir uns durch unsere visuelle Umgebung bewe­
gen und mit ihr interagieren, straft die Komplexität menschlichen Sehens 
Lügen. Damit das Kunststück gelingt, aus einer verkümmerten 2D Pro­
jektion auf der Netzhaut die visuelle Welt zu rekonstruieren, macht das 
visuelle System Gebrauch von zahlreichen visuellen Prozessen, die gle­
ichzeitig operieren und unterschiedliche visuelle Merkmale verarbeiten, 
wie etwa Farbe, Bewegung und räumliche Tiefe. Einer dieser visuellen 
Prozesse ist Symmetriedetektion, das heißt, die Detektion von spiegelsym­
metrischen Anordnungen von Stimuluselementen. Das Hauptaugenmerk 
der vorliegenden Dissertation liegt auf der Rolle, die Symmetriedetektion in 
dem Ensemble von visuellen Prozessen einnimmt. Zu diesem Zwecke wird 
Symmetriedetektion nicht nur als isolierter Prozess betrachtet, sondern 
auch in Interaktion mit anderen visuellen Prozessen.
Das erste empirische Kapitel (Kapitel 2) widmet sich der Frage, ob, und 
wenn ja, wie, die Achsen in einer multiplen Symmetrie miteinander in­
teragieren. Die Haupterkenntnis ist, dass die Detektion einer Symme­
trie durch die Anwesenheit einer zweiten Symmetrie erschwert wird, wenn 
die beiden Symmetrieachsen nicht-orthogonal zueinander stehen, und er­
leichtert wird, wenn sie orthogonal zueinander stehen. Eine vergleichbare 
Art von Wechselbeziehung existiert in der visuellen Kortex, in Form von 
gegenseitiger Inhibition von orientierungssensiblen Neuronen. Ein ana­
loges Modell wird für die Inhibition nicht-orthogonaler Symmetrieachsen 
entwickelt und validiert.
Kapitel 3 veranschaulicht, dass sowohl Symmetrie als auch Wiederholung 
(eine weitere Spielart von visuellen Regelmäßigkeiten) als Sammelbegriffe 
benutzt wurden und als solche Strukturen enthielten, die in perzeptueller 
Organisation keine Rolle spielen. In einer Kontur-matching Aufgabe wurde 
gefunden, dass aufgabenirrelevante symmetrische oder wiederholte Kon­
turen die Detektion von Regelmäßigkeit erleichtern können, aber nur, wenn
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Paare von Konturen identische Kontur-Polaritäten besitzen, und nicht, 
wenn sie gegensätzliche Kontur-Polaritäten besitzen (wobei konkave Ver­
tices in einer Kontur konvexen Vertices in der anderen Kontur entsprechen, 
und umgekehrt).
Kapitel 4 erforscht die Interaktion zwischen der Prozessierung von Sym­
metrie und Wiederholung und der Prozessierung von stereoskopischen Hin­
weisreizen. Dabei wird gezeigt, dass die Prozessierung von Symmetrie von 
einem retinotopischen Referenzrahmen zu einem stereoskopischen Referenz­
rahmen übergehen kann, wenn Symmetriepaare auf der gleichen stereo­
skopischen Ebene liegen.
Kapitel 5 widmet sich der Interaktion zwischen Symmetrie-Prozessierung 
und der Prozessierung von Bewegung. Es wird gezeigt, dass, wenn die Ele­
mente eines rotierenden Zylinders symmetrisch angeordnet sind, neurar- 
tige Stimulus Interpretationen wahrgenommen werden können. Die Tat­
sache, dass sowohl symmetriebasierte als auch bewegungsbasierte Inter­
pretationen alternierend wahrnehmbar sind, legt nahe, dass es eine kon­
tinuierliche Interaktion zwischen der Prozessierung von Symmetrie und 
der Prozessierung von Bewegung gibt.
Zusammenfassend zeigen diese Studien Symmetrie in (Inter)aktion. Sie 
dokumentieren die Schnelligkeit, Vielseitigkeit und Interaktivität von Sym­
metriewahrnehmung. Symmetriewahrnehmung wird von der Anwesenheit 
einer Symmetrie einer anderen Orientierung beeinflusst. Darüber hin­
aus übt Symmetriewahrnehmung Einfluss auf andere Arten von visuellen 
Prozessen, wie Stereosehen und Bewegungssehen, aus, und wird umgekehrt 
auch durch sie beeinflusst.
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